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iAbstract
Today’s knowledge work is characterized by the simultaneous use of paper and
digital documents. This implies disruptive transitions from paper to digital media
and vice versa, particularly because interaction techniques differ in the two worlds.
For instance, traditional references are created and followed differently than digital
hyperlinks. This thesis advances the integration of paper and digital documents. It
contributes empirically-grounded conceptual work in the fields of interaction the-
ory, interaction techniques and interactive systems.
Three initial field studies explore how paper and digital media are used in learning
at universities. They provide evidence for the high importance of paper and show
that, in many settings, the use of printed information exists in parallel with using
digital documents. Based on these results, an ecological perspective of knowledge
work is chosen as the approach for developing the theoretical basis of this thesis.
This perspective advocates an integral view on the ensemble of collaborating users,
of physical and digital artifacts, of work practices and of their interplay.
By generalizing the findings of the empirical field studies and based on the eco-
logical perspective, we develop a theoretical interaction model of Pen-and-Paper User
Interfaces (PPUIs). This model is of analytical value and provides guidance on how
to design PPUIs that are easy and intuitive to use. Its underlying principle is a sys-
tematic separation between a semantic and a syntactic level of interaction. Based on
this separation, syntactic interaction primitives are identified, which act as building
blocks for PPUIs that support semantic activities.
Furthermore, we contribute novel interaction techniques and visualizations for cross-
media knowledge work with documents. These are based on the interaction model
and provide support for annotating, linking and tagging, all in a hybrid setting of
printed and digital documents. First, in the field of paper-based annotation, we intro-
duce the concept of user-adaptable printed interfaces. Moreover, we significantly
advance asynchronous sharing by presenting a paper-based mechanism for sharing
annotations and a visualization that integrates handwritten annotations of multi-
ple users. Second, we contribute a pen-based interaction technique for creating and
following cross-media hyperlinks between printed and digital documents. The same
digital pen and the same interactions can be used both on printed documents and on
digital documents on a tabletop screen. Third, we contribute four novel techniques
for tagging documents and processes. These offer a rich user experience being inspired
by the varied practices of using paper. They leverage tangible stickers, paper cards
for defining and applying tags, printed buttons, and other tangible objects.
Moreover, this thesis contributes CoScribe, a system framework for collaborative cross-
media knowledge work. This integrates the interaction techniques and visualizations
into a consistent and coherent concept. Following the ecological perspective, Co-
Scribe covers entire workflows with a strong emphasis on collaboration.
Finally, we present evaluation results. We implemented a working prototype of Co-
Scribe, which was used in three evaluation studies. Their results provide evidence
that CoScribe significantly enhances both work performance and user satisfaction.
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Zusammenfassung
Trotz großer Fortschritte bei digitalen Medien und derer Vorteile wird traditionel-
les Papier in der Wissensarbeit wegen seiner besonderen Charakteristika weiterhin
in großem Umfang verwendet. Die gleichzeitige Verwendung beider Dokumenten-
arten führt zu bruchhaften Übergängen. Beispielsweise unterscheiden sich tradi-
tionelle Referenzen von digitalen Hyperlinks. Diese Dissertation hat zum Ziel, die
Kluft zwischen Papier und digitalen Dokumenten zu verringern. Sie beinhaltet Bei-
träge in Interaktionstheorie, Interaktionstechniken und interaktiven Systemen.
Drei einleitende Feldstudien untersuchen, wie Papier und digitale Medien im uni-
versitären Lernen verwendet werden. Sie zeigen die hohe Bedeutung von Papier
und ergeben, dass in vielen Situationen gedruckte parallel mit digitalen Dokumen-
ten verwendet werden. Anhand dieser Ergebnisse wird eine ökologische Perspektive
auf Wissensarbeit als Ansatz für die theoretische Basis dieser Arbeit gewählt. Diese
vertritt eine integrierte Sicht auf das Ensemble von kooperierenden Nutzern, phy-
sischen und digitalen Artefakten, Arbeitspraktiken und deren Zusammenhänge.
Als ein weiterer Beitrag wurde ein theoretisches Interaktionsmodell für Stift-und-
Papier Nutzerschnittstellen (PPUIs) entwickelt. Dieses basiert auf einer Generalisie-
rung der Ergebnisse der Feldstudien und auf der ökologischen Perspektive. Es un-
terstützt sowohl Analyse als auch Entwurf von PPUIs. Dem Modell liegt eine syste-
matische Trennung zwischen einer semantischen und einer syntaktischen Interak-
tionsebene zu Grunde. Auf dieser Basis werden syntaktische Interaktionsprimitive
identifiziert. Diese dienen als Bausteine für PPUIs, die spezifische semantische Ak-
tivitäten unterstützen.
Ein wesentlicher Beitrag dieser Dissertation sind neue Interaktionstechniken und
Visualisierungen für Wissensarbeit, die gedruckte und digitale Medien integrieren.
Diese basieren auf dem Interaktionsmodell und erlauben es, Dokumente zu anno-
tieren, zu verlinken und mit Tags zu versehen. Im Bereich der papierbasierten Annota-
tion führen wir nutzeranpassbare gedruckte Schnittstellen ein. Außerdem wird die
asynchrone Kooperation deutlich verbessert durch einen papierbasierten Mecha-
nismus für den Austausch von Annotationen mit anderen Nutzern und durch eine
Visualisierung, die handschriftliche Annotationen vieler Nutzer integriert darstellt.
Zweitens wird eine stiftbasierte Interaktionstechnik für Medien-überspannende Hy-
perlinks, die gedruckte und digitale Dokumente integrieren, vorgestellt. Dabei kann
derselbe digitale Stift sowohl auf Papier als auch auf einem Tabletop-Bildschirm
verwendet werden. Drittens werden neue Interaktionstechniken für das Tagging von
Dokumenten und Prozessen eingeführt. Inspiriert durch die variierten Praktiken Pa-
pier zu verwenden, bieten diese eine intuitive und vielfältige Interaktion. Sie basie-
ren auf physischen Aufklebern, Papierkarten, gedruckten Schaltflächen sowie wei-
teren physischen Objekten.
Des weiteren führt diese Dissertation CoScribe ein, ein System-Rahmenwerk für
kollaborative Wissensarbeit in hybriden Dokumentenräumen. CoScribe integriert
die Interaktionstechniken und Visualisierungen in ein konsistentes und kohären-
tes Konzept. Basierend auf der ökologischen Perspektive deckt CoScribe komplette
Arbeitsabläufe ab und bietet Unterstützung für Kooperation mehrerer Nutzer.
Abschließend stellen wir Evaluationsergebnisse vor. Dafür wurde ein Prototyp des
CoScribe-Systems implementiert und in drei Nutzerstudien getestet. Die Ergebnisse
zeigen, dass CoScribe die Effizienz und Nutzerzufriedenheit signifikant erhöht.
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1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The paperless office is a myth (...) because (people) know (...) that their goals
cannot be achieved without paper. This held true over thirty years ago when the
idea of the paperless office first gained some prominence, and it holds true today
at the start of the twenty-first century. We hope to have shown that it will hold
true for many years to come.
A. Sellen and R. Harper, 2003 [SH03]
With these words, Sellen and Harper conclude their seminal analysis on how pa-
per is used in today’s knowledge work. During the last decades, many attempts
aimed at replacing paper in knowledge work. Desktop computing, word process-
ing, electronic mail and the World Wide Web have been considered to have a large
potential for replacing paper, which has been a symbol of old-fashioned technology.
However as pointed out by Sellen and Harper, the numerous predictions of the pa-
perless office, where paper is completely replaced by digital technology, have not
become reality. Despite the advances in computing, traditional paper is still om-
nipresent in offices, in the field of learning and at home. Paper consumption is even
augmenting [SH03, p. 10 sqq.]. Knowledge workers typically work both with paper
and digital documents, often simultaneously.
1.1.1 The Gap between Paper and Digital Information
The fact that paper keeps being used cannot be merely attributed to purely techni-
cal issues like screen size, resolution and contrast, which were subject to significant
improvements in the past and which will continue to evolve. Research shows that,
particularly for reading, paper has inherent advantages over digital technologies.
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To state only some of these advantages, annotating paper documents with a pen
is intuitive, flexible and smoothly integrated with reading. An individual sheet of
paper is light, thin and malleable. Therefore, the reader can locate the sheet in a po-
sition that is comfortable for reading instead of adapting one’s own body to the fix
position of a screen. Moreover, paper physically embodies information, making it
tangible. The user can utilize both hands to interact with the information. Amongst
others, this provides for efficient navigation within documents, for example when
thumbing through a book and sensing the appropriate number of remaining pages
with one finger. In contrast, navigation in digital documents typically relies on vi-
sual information only. Paper also can be flexibly arranged in the physical space.
This supports for example sorting and structuring tasks that are carried out by dis-
placing physical sheets of paper. Further, activities that involve cross-document
use, such as comparing pages or reading a document and taking notes on another
one, can be efficiently carried out with paper. These are only some examples of the
advantages of paper, which we will identify in more detail in the next chapter. Em-
pirical work further indicates that working with paper does not only imply a lower
cognitive load than working with traditional computers, but it also has lower cog-
nitive load than working with a digital stylus on a Tablet PC or a graphical tablet
[OAC06].
Despite these advantages of paper, it is a matter of course that digital media have
other, equally important benefits. For instance, digital documents can be efficiently
searched, archived and shared over distance. Moreover, they can include dynamic
and interactive contents, such as audio, video or data that reacts on user input or
other influences.
Due to these unique benefits of both worlds, knowledge workers typically use
both paper and digital media. Depending on the type of information and the con-
text, some information is preferred in a printed form while other information is
accessed using digital technology. For example, paper might be preferred for read-
ing a longer document, while a computer is used for composing new documents or
for gathering information on the Web.
This combined use of printed and digital documents leads to disruptive transi-
tions. The user has to get by with different representational media as well as with
different interactions and tools. Most important, while many digital documents can
be easily printed on paper, there is no efficient way back to digitize information
which has been added on paper. It is therefore the goal of this thesis to reduce
the gap between printed and digital documents. A tight integration of both media
presents novel opportunities for improving computer support for knowledge work.
1.1.2 Knowledge Work with Documents
Working with documents is a – possibly even the – central activity in knowledge
work. In this thesis, we are particularly interested in knowledge work with ex-
isting documents as opposed to a focus on composing new documents. Existing
documents are an essential means for acquiring new knowledge, a process that is
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typically done by reading and understanding documents and by integrating their
contents with prior knowledge. When dealing with existing documents, knowl-
edge workers do not only read them in a sense of a rather passive consumption.
Instead, during active knowledge acquisition, the documents are a working surface
for cognitive processes. They do not remain untouched but are subject to modifica-
tions and extensions: Knowledge workers annotate documents, integrate contents
from various sources by creating references to other passages and tag passages for
abstraction and later retrieval. The results from the literature and of field studies
which were conducted as part of this thesis show that these extensions and modifi-
cations are important parts of successful knowledge work.
Making notes and annotations is a substantial part of reading processes. Opposed
to what we intuitively understand by reading – deciphering words and phrases
and ultimately meaning – reading documents frequently comprises writing as well.
Commenting, underlining and highlighting a document during reading supports
better understanding, critical thinking as well as remembering the thoughts the
reader had. Adler et al. call this process active reading [AD72]. As Adler notes,
“the physical act of writing, with your own hand, brings words and sentences more
sharply before your mind and preserves them better in your memory”. Annotations
and notes are not only central to reading but also important for efficiently attending
lectures or meetings. Taking personal notes or annotating handouts stimulates at-
tendees to actively follow the lecture, to consciously select important content, and to
rephrase it in their own words. Moreover, notes and annotations have a reminding
effect during review after class [Kie89].
In addition to active reading, it is crucial for successful knowledge acquisition
to structure the entire problem domain, to abstract and to establish relationships
between concepts. The resulting structural knowledge facilitates recall and com-
prehension and is essential to problem solving [JBY93]. For this purpose, linking
and tagging documents are highly relevant activities. These can transform an un-
sorted and possibly confusing collection of a large number of disparate documents
to a unified and well-structured document space.
Annotating, linking and tagging are rather generic activities that apply to a broad
variety of document-based knowledge work. While there are well-established prac-
tices for annotating, referencing and structuring paper documents, these activities
are harder to perform with current technology for digital documents. In particu-
lar, the transitions between printed and digital documents are not well supported.
Notes and annotations made on paper cannot be easily digitized and it is hard to
create references between printed and digital documents. Moreover, while it has
become common to tag documents on the Web, these systems cannot be used for
tagging content that is available on paper.
A further aspect which is essential for gaining new knowledge is collaboration.
By the exchange with other people, knowledge workers can gain new insights and
perspectives, can critically examine their own understanding and can co-construct
a shared understanding with others. Even though traditional paper is well suited
for many types of co-located collaboration, it obstructs remote collaboration, as it is
4 1 Introduction
more difficult to share physical contents over distance than digital information.
1.2 Contributions of this Thesis
This thesis is situated at the intersection of human-computer interaction, computer-
supported collaborative work and technology-enhanced learning. It addresses the
problems and limitations of current practices of knowledge work which have been
discussed above. The overarching goal of this thesis is to provide better technolog-
ical support for collaborative knowledge work which is based on both printed and
digital documents.
During the past few years, a new area of research has formed that deals on the
integration of printed and digital information. Real paper is digitally augmented
in order to become an interactive digital surface. This area can be assigned to the
fields of Tangible User Interfaces and Ubiquitous Computing, which aim at extend-
ing computing beyond the desktop into the physical space that surrounds us. Phys-
ical objects of the everyday life become key parts of digital user interfaces and act as
instruments for interacting with computers. Previous research on the integration of
paper and digital information has mainly focused on technology and on individual
interaction techniques but has rarely taken on an integrated viewpoint on the vari-
ous activities that are central for successful knowledge work. Moreover, most of the
projects realized so far bridge the gap between printed and digital documents by
transferring information from paper to computers or vice versa. However, the inter-
action is not tightly integrated, as almost all approaches require the user applying
different interaction metaphors and switching between different interaction devices
for printed and digital documents.
In this thesis, we show that by following an observation-driven and empirically-
inductive research method, we can take the interaction with printed and digital
documents one step further. The scientific contributions of this thesis are in the
fields of interaction theory, interaction techniques and interactive systems. They are
summarized in Fig. 1.1.
Field studies. The contributions of this thesis are grounded on empirical research.
In three initial field studies, we have explored how paper and digital media are
used in learning at universities. These field studies were both quantitative studies
with several hundred participants and contextual inquiries with students in their
real learning environments. The results of these studies allow a better theoretical
understanding of paper-based knowledge work. They provide quantitative evidence on
the use of paper and laptops in lectures and on the influences of these different
media. Moreover, they detail on the interwoven character of printed and digital
documents in many settings of knowledge work and identify functions and roles of
documents as well as typical interactions that are performed with paper. Based on
these studies, we identify main activities of knowledge work with documents and
show that an ecological perspective is an appropriate theory for guiding our work.
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Figure 1.1: Contributions of this thesis
Theoretical interaction model of PPUIs. In an inductive empirical process, we fur-
ther generalized these findings and contribute a theoretical model of Pen-and-Paper
User Interfaces (PPUIs). Prior research in this field has focused on systems and not
on theory. The model is therefore an important contribution for the theoretical un-
derstanding of digital interaction with pen and paper. This model provides general
guidelines on how to construct simple and intuitive PPUIs. Its underlying principle
is a systematic separation between a semantic and a syntactic level of interaction.
Based on this separation, syntactic interaction primitives are identified, which act
as building blocks for PPUIs that support specific semantic activities.
Interaction techniques. Furthermore, we contribute novel interaction techniques and
visualizations for cross-media knowledge work with documents. They focus on the
cohabitation [Gui03] of paper and computers, i.e. both media are used in combina-
tion and treated at an equal footage. These techniques and visualizations enables
users to annotate printed and digital documents, to integrate documents with hy-
perlinks and to abstract from contents to higher-level concepts with tags. In terms
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of functionality, this is similar to Bush’s [Bus45] vision of Memex, a machine that
supports reading and learning processes which are based on documents. In con-
trast to Memex, the user cannot only work with documents which are displayed by
a machine but also with printed documents. These interaction techniques offer a
rich user experience, being inspired by the traditional practices of using paper and
relying on such varied interactions as writing on paper, arranging several sheets
of paper, connecting paper sheets and attaching physical stickers. This varied user
interface stands in contrast to many previous approaches that leverage only the in-
teraction of writing with a pen on paper. In addition, the interaction with paper
and digital information is more seamlessly integrated than in previous work, since
the same digital pen and the same interactions can be used both on printed and
on digital documents. Nevertheless, the flexibility and mobility of paper is main-
tained. We call this concept unified pen-based interaction. On a technical level, this
leverages digital pens that capture and digitize the pen strokes made on paper. In
order to support the same interactions on digital documents, we developed a screen
prototype that provides for capturing input with these pens.
System framework. Moreover, we contribute CoScribe, a system framework for col-
laborative cross-media knowledge work. CoScribe includes the novel interaction
techniques and visualizations developed in this thesis. It proposes an integrated so-
lution instead of support for partial aspects only as it is done by most prior work on
the integration of paper and digital information. Following an ecological model of
knowledge work as our guiding theory, CoScribe covers entire workflows in knowl-
edge work with a strong emphasis on collaboration. Several persons can work at the
same place using multiple pens or can collaborate over a network connection.
Evaluation. CoScribe and the novel interaction techniques and visualizations were
evaluated in three further user studies. For evaluation purposes, we implemented
a working prototype of the CoScribe system. The results of the evaluation provide
evidence that CoScribe significantly enhances both work performance and user sat-
isfaction. They demonstrate a significant performance gain for an information in-
tegration task in hybrid collections of printed and digital documents. The studies
further show that the new interaction techniques are easy to learn, easy to use and
reliable.
1.3 Research Method
This thesis was performed in an interwoven process that combined a cyclic de-
sign process with an inductive-empirical process for generating theoretical results
(Fig. 1.2).
The design process followed the principle of user-centered design [ND86] [Bai04,
p. 763 sqq.]. User-centered design is a design philosophy that pays extensive at-
tention to the needs of the end users. Involving end users in the design process
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is crucial for successfully designing a product that corresponds to the needs and
wishes of the people it is made for. In many aspects, end users are experts for the
domain they are working in. Experience shows that design processes which do not
involve this expertise run the risk of imposing a non adequate work style on the
users which is defined by external non-experts. Moreover, there are often hidden
qualities in work practices, which can only be identified by a thorough examination
of the field. For example, at first glance it appears reasonable to share documents
electronically within an organization in order to avoid wasting paper with print-
outs. Yet, ethnographic research has shown that printing a document and person-
ally handing this physical copy over to a co-worker is preferred by many people to
sending an e-mail, as it allows providing additional information or insisting on the
urgency in a personal conversation [SH03, NHH06].
For this reason, our design process included extensive empirical work. As de-
picted in Fig. 1.2, it was performed in an iterative and incremental development
cycle [Gra89, ISO99]. Each iteration started with initial field studies. These lead
to new or refined requirements. We then designed and implemented novel inter-
action techniques and visualizations before these were finally evaluated with end
users in order to test the validity of the assumptions. Within a two-years period, the
project ran through two main cycles and several sub-cycles (see Fig. 1.3). For the
sake of readability, this thesis integrates the results of all cycles and presents them
in a linear manner.
End users were involved in the field studies and the evaluations, but also con-
tributed to the design process, for instance by testing paper mockups and early
prototypes. These end users were university students enrolled in different years of
study in various disciplines (including computer science, pedagogy and psychol-
ogy). Moreover, scientists of our own and of other departments participated to
the design process. A varied set of methods was used for gathering information
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from end users. This includes the use of questionnaires, ethnographic observations,
semi-structured interviews with individuals and groups of users, discussions of pa-
per mockups, controlled usability testing in our laboratory and analyses of artifacts
created by users with our new prototypes.
A parallel theoretical process provided theoretical input to the different phases of
the design process. This input consisted of theoretical models of knowledge work
and human-computer interaction, of empirical results from the literature and of de-
sign solutions from related work. In the reverse direction – from the design process
towards theory – we subsequently abstracted the results of the design process in an
inductive-empirical manner. This lead to the theoretical model of Pen-and-Paper
User Interfaces and paper-based document work.
1.4 Publications
Parts of this thesis are published in journal articles and in proceedings of interna-
tional and national conferences and of a workshop. The field studies have been
addressed in [SGM07, SB08]. The interaction model of Pen-and-Paper User Inter-
faces is published in [Ste09]. The interaction techniques for collaborative annotation
have been presented in [SBM09a, SBM08a]. Cross-media hyperlinking is addressed
in [SBM09b, SBM08b]. Finally, techniques for bookmarking and tagging have been
published in [SBM08c, SBM08d].
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1.5 Structure of this Thesis
Figure 1.4 gives an overview of the structure of this thesis, which is as follows.
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 provide a basis for the remainder of this thesis. In Chap-
ter 2, we approach the field of paper-based knowledge work from a socio-scientific
perspective. In order to familiarize the reader with the specifics of paper, we re-
view and systematize results from the literature on the affordances of paper doc-
uments. Further, we complete these general findings by the results of three field
studies which were conducted as part of this thesis. These investigate more closely
the use of paper and digital media in our field of application, which is learning at
universities. Their results bring us to choose an ecological perspective on interac-
tion as our guiding theory, which is presented in the following. Finally, based on
the findings discussed in this chapter, we identify a set of requirements for systems
which support cross-media knowledge work with documents.
Chapter 3 discusses the state of the art of paper-based user interfaces. We provide
a systematic overview and give a critical analysis of existing work. On the one hand,
this comprises theoretical models of paper-based user interfaces. On the other hand,
we discuss core technologies that enable to digitally augment real paper as well as
interaction concepts and systems that provide for annotating, linking and tagging
documents on paper.
In Chapter 4, we present a theoretical interaction model of Pen-and-Paper User
Interfaces, which covers the three dimensions of interaction, information and col-
laboration. The model is empirically grounded on the results of our field studies. It
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models how information is distributed and related across paper and digital media
and how paper supports collaboration amongst multiple users. The main focus of
the model is on the interaction with paper-based user interfaces. We identify a set
of generic interaction primitives that can be performed with digital pen and paper.
It will be demonstrated that systems from related work can be classified in terms
of these interaction primitives. However, the model is not only analytical but also
generative and provides guidance for the design of Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces.
By the combination of several interaction primitives, complex paper-based user in-
terfaces can be designed that offer a rich user experience while nevertheless being
easy to use and reliable. This theoretical approach is at the foundation of the novel
interaction techniques, which are presented in the following chapter.
Chapter 5 presents the CoScribe concept for cross-media knowledge work with
documents. After an overview on the entire approach and its main components,
three sections detail on the concrete interaction techniques and visualizations. These
aim at supporting the collaborative annotation, linking and tagging of printed and
digital documents. We contribute a flexibly adaptable paper-based user interface
for annotating documents and novel means for asynchronous collaboration around
paper documents. This includes a paper-based mechanism for classifying and shar-
ing annotations, which is seamlessly integrated with annotating and notetaking.
For the review of shared annotations of other users, we propose a novel visualiza-
tion that integrates both one’s one and shared annotations in one single view. This
is particularly supportive for gaining an overview on all annotations and for seek-
ing specific annotations. We further discuss how paper-based annotations can be
used in lectures not only by the attendees but also by the presenter. Finally, we
evaluate the performance of handwriting recognition with free-form annotations
made on lecture slides. The rather low performance indicates that in this domain,
paper-based interaction techniques should be designed not to exclusively rely on
handwriting recognition.
We further contribute an interaction technique for creating and following hyper-
links between printed and/or digital documents, such as Web pages. The underly-
ing interaction metaphor of this technique is a pen-based association which crosses
the boundaries of individual display surfaces and of paper and screens. Hyperlinks
can be shared with co-workers and are automatically visualized not only within the
documents but also in a collaborative view of all users and all documents. Finally,
we propose four novel techniques for tagging documents and temporal processes.
These are based on different interaction metaphors: attaching tangible index stick-
ers, using association gestures on physical tag cards, tapping on printed buttons
and manipulating the orientation of shared, tangible tools. This underscores the
variety of interaction styles and the richness that is possible with physical paper.
The CoScribe concept and the interaction techniques were implemented in a work-
ing prototype. In Chapter 6, we provide an overview on the software and hardware
components of CoScribe and describe some important aspects of the implementa-
tion that can be generalized beyond this working prototype.
Chapter 7 presents the results of three user studies of CoScribe. These assess the
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use of CoScribe for taking notes and making annotations during lectures, for re-
viewing own and shared annotations and for integrating information from hybrid
collections of printed and digital documents.
Finally, in Chapter 8, we summarize the outcomes of this thesis and provide a
critical analysis of the results. We also discuss directions of future research in the
field of cross-media interaction with paper and digital information.

2
Knowledge Work
with Paper Documents
In this chapter, we will approach the field of knowledge work with documents. We
will thereby adopt a socio-scientific point of view and explore how people interact
with documents – both with traditional paper documents and with digital docu-
ments. Based on these findings, we will derive implications for the design of digital
systems which support knowledge work with documents.
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 2.1, we define knowledge work
and concretize our application scenario, which is learning at universities. We show
that this includes highly varied working methods and focuses on the reception and
integration of documents. As the paper medium takes an important place in our
application scenario, we then investigate the specifics of paper. In Section 2.2, we
review of the affordances of paper from the socio-scientific literature. This review
shows that paper offers specific advantages that current digital technology cannot
provide in this form. This includes easy navigation, intuitive annotation, flexible
organization of information in the physical space, mobile use and strong support
of collaboration and mutual awareness. In Section 2.3, we present results from
three field studies that were conducted as part of this thesis with the goal to ex-
amine the use of paper more specifically in learning at universities. Amongst oth-
ers, these results show that paper is largely preferred for taking notes in lectures
compared to digital notes. The use of laptops constrains notetaking, leading to a
significantly lower number of annotations compared to pen and paper. Further, an
ethnographic field study of learning group meetings enables us to identify three
main functions of documents and shows that learners frequently work with hybrid
collections of printed and digital documents, which form an interconnected infor-
mation space. In addition, we point out the importance of spatial arrangements for
organizing information and show that the interaction between learners is most of-
ten grounded on interactions with documents, such as pointing to a document or
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handing a document over to a co-worker. The insights of these studies lead us to
take on an ecological perspective of knowledge work as the guideline for develop-
ing the theoretical basis of this thesis. This perspective is described in Section 2.4. It
takes on an integral viewpoint on the ensemble of collaborating users, of physical
and digital artifacts, of work practices and of their interplay. Amongst others, this
perspective resulted in a strong emphasis on collaboration support, on support of
physical activities and on support for relating and integrating multiple documents.
In Section 2.5, we we derive requirements for the design of digital systems that sup-
port document-based knowledge work. We postulate that systems should provide
support for both printed and digital documents, should enable users in annotating,
linking and tagging documents and should support various forms of collaboration.
Moreover, novel practices should be easy to integrate into current ecologies. Finally,
we draw conclusions in Section 2.6.
2.1 Scenario: Learning and Knowledge Work at Universities
This thesis examines and designs technological support for knowledge work. The
concept of the knowledge worker was first coined by P. Drucker [Dru64]. As early
as in the mid-20th century, he argues that knowledge has become the key resource of
our society. As opposed to traditional workers who perform manual labor, a knowl-
edge worker works primarily with information. Drucker predicted that knowledge
workers will become the largest working group. Following Drucker, we define
knowledge work as a category of work which primarily deals with using and devel-
oping information. Some very clear examples of knowledge workers are scientists,
university students, librarians, lawyers, teachers and engineers. Knowledge work-
ers spend a lot of their working time with documents.
In this thesis, we focus on a specific scenario of knowledge work, which is learn-
ing at universities. In this context, we define learning as a process of knowledge
acquisition. Learning at universities is both our scenario of analysis and the sce-
nario we tailored our design solutions for. Nevertheless, our results can be, to a
certain extent, transferred to other knowledge work settings, for example to scien-
tific research or to industrial planning, research and development. This is possible
because learning includes many rather generic activities which are also part of other
knowledge work settings. This includes for example the activities of reading, an-
notating, writing, referencing, memorizing, summarizing as well as discussing and
sharing with other people
Learning at universities is marked by a very intense work with documents and
comprises a large variety of working forms. Some examples are depicted in Fig. 2.1.
In a first dimension of guidance, learning activities can be located on a scale rang-
ing from guided learning to highly autonomous learning. Attending a lecture and
reviewing the contents after class is a rather guided form of learning. Individually
researching literature, excerpting documents, integrating and abstracting the infor-
mation found and finally composing a term paper is far more autonomous. In a
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second dimension of collaboration, learning at universities presents a great diversity
as well. In addition to individual learning, students collaborate in learning groups
meetings, reading groups and seminars. This is mostly done in a co-located man-
ner, but due to the advances of technology and to numerous initiatives for fostering
technology-enhanced learning, remote collaboration over distance is augmenting.
Collaborating with other learners supports students in gaining additional insights,
in critically examining their own understanding and in co-constructing a shared
understanding with other learners. As a matter of course, there exist smooth tran-
sitions between different types of learning and collaboration, which even augments
this diversity.
In this context, central activities for acquiring knowledge from documents are
reading, taking notes and making annotations. Moreover, efficient learning inte-
grates new knowledge with existing knowledge, for example by relating informa-
tion and abstracting it to concepts. This generates structural knowledge of how
concepts of a domain are interrelated. While during these activities learners also
generate new documents, the focus is on the reception, understanding and integra-
tion of existing documents.
2.2 Affordances of Paper Documents
One of the most important media in knowledge work is paper. For many years,
the paperless office, in which paper is not used any more, has been predicted. Yet,
many attempts of companies and organizations to banish paper from their offices
have failed. Paper is still a key information medium and its use is even augmenting
[SH03]. When designing technology with the goal to support knowledge work, one
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should therefore be aware of the characteristics and specifics of paper as well as
of the well-established practices of using paper. To understand the specifics of the
paper medium, we will systematize results from the literature in this section before
we then present our own field studies on the use of paper in learning settings.
The concept of affordances has proven to capture very well the essence of the in-
teraction with paper. The term affordance was coined by the psychologist J. J. Gibson
[Gib77] and later refined by D.Norman [Nor02]. Both authors state that the physical
properties of an object define the possibilities for acting on or with this object.
Definition 1 (Affordance [Nor02]). An affordance is a quality of an object which the
user is aware of and which allows the user to perform an action.
For example, the affordance of a light switch is its property to have two physical
states, which enables users to switch between an ‘on’ and an ‘off’ state. The fact that
a paper sheet is thin and flexible affords the action of folding.
The affordances of paper are mainly related to its physical nature. The physical
nature of paper provides for a direct and intuitive interaction, which is not mediated
by technology. It physically embodies information and renders it tangible. Paper
can be moved and arranged in the physical space, one can interact with paper using
both hands and paper can be easily written on. Moreover, paper is thin, lightweight
and cheap.
We systematize the main reasons why paper supports knowledge work so suc-
cessfully along the following five key aspects.
1. Ease of navigation
Paper supports easily and flexibly navigating through documents. Navigation through
a paper document is quick and somewhat automatic [SH03]. People leverage the
tangibility of paper, which embodies information, and use both hands to search
and skim through the document and to interleave navigation with other activities,
for instance to flip pages while writing with the other hand. Moreover, the phys-
ical thickness of a document provides implicit information about the length of the
document and the remaining number of pages.
Due to the static layout of paper documents, information is fix with respect to a
physical page. O’Hara et al. [OS97] show that users acquire incidental knowledge
of the location of information by reference to its physical place on the page, which
helps them in finding this information later on.
2. Intuitive annotation
As Sellen and Harper [SH03, p. 82] point out, reading occurs with writing more
often than it occurs without. In a diary study, the participants combined reading
with writing in more than 75 % of the time and up to 91 % of the time. In this
context, writing means both annotating the document itself or writing a separate
document.
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We define annotations as follows:
Definition 2 (Annotation). An annotation is an amendment to an existing document
that is conceptually separate yet contextually related. It adds an additional layer of infor-
mation to it leaving the original document unchanged. An annotation consists of a context
and of some content. Its context is the portion of the document the annotation applies to.
The content of an annotation is the information added to the original document.
In contrast to an annotation, a note is not added to the contents of an existing
document. It has some content, but no context. Informally speaking, a note is a
comment on an empty document while an annotation is a comment on an existing
document. We will not always clearly distinguish between annotation and notetak-
ing because on a technical level, handwritten notes can be modeled as annotations
on an empty document.
An important affordance of paper documents is that they can be easily anno-
tated with handwritten free-form annotations. These are very flexible and may include
highlightings of portions of the document, textual annotations, formulae, sketches,
drawings etc. as well as combinations of these. Pen and paper annotations present a
great fluidity in form [Mar98] and can both be very informal or more structured, for
example if the user follows a specific annotation or notetaking method (e.g. the Cor-
nell Notetaking Method [Pau89]). Further, handwritten annotations on a printed
document are clearly separated from the document and several people can anno-
tate the same copy of a document [SH03]. While this is also true for the broader
class of pen-based interfaces, including pen interaction on digital displays such as
Tablet PCs, there is some evidence that the use of pen-enabled displays generates
greater extraneous cognitive load than the more familiar interactions with real pa-
per [OAC06].
3. Flexible spatial organization
In addition to interacting with single sheets of paper or with several sheets bound in
a single document, paper affords the combined work with several documents and
several sheets of paper that can be flexibly arranged. Adler [AGH+98] points out
that about half of the reading processes include cross-document use. By arranging
several documents on the desk, readers dispose of multiple “display surfaces”.
The physical arrangement of document pages enables to lay out information in
space and provides rich ways of expressing the functions and priorities of documents
as well as their relationships. Note that even advanced digital technologies, such as
Tablet PCs or E-Book readers, cannot provide these affordances, as users typically
dispose only of a single or a very small number of displays. The typical workplace
of a knowledge worker contains different functional zones for documents of differ-
ent priorities [SH03]. For instance, “hot” important documents, which are currently
being used, are positioned within the user’s center of attention while “warm” doc-
uments are place at the outer zones of the desk, where they do not interfere with the
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current task but nevertheless are quickly at hand. “Cold” documents of little rele-
vance are filed in shelves in the same or even in another room. Physical cues also
support to express relations between documents, for example by adjusting them
on a pile, by placing them into the same binder or by putting them onto the same
shelf. Summing up, spatial arrangements are important for expressing and gaining
a sense of the overall structure as well as for referring to other documents. More-
over, the layout of the paper sheets is dynamically changed accounting for the activ-
ity which is currently performed. For example, reading and writing require placing
the paper sheet at a different angle and a different distance from the reader [OS97].
Paper also affords to seamlessly interweave multiple activities. This heavily draws on
the intuitive and two-handed interaction as well as on the concurrent use of mul-
tiple display surfaces. We already stated that navigating within a paper document
is frequently interleaved with other activities like reading or writing. Physical ar-
rangements placing two pages one besides the other facilitate interleaving reading
with writing on a separate sheet and comparing or integrating information from
several document passages [OS97]. The same is true for placing printed documents
that provide information around the computer keyboard when writing a digital
document.
4. Mobility
A key affordance of paper is its mobility. Since paper is thin, flexible and lightweight
and does not require a power supply, pen and paper can be used in a huge variety of
situations and physical places. Moreover, the mobility of paper affords interactional
flexibility when passing physical copies to other people (see next paragraph).
5. Collaboration and mutual awareness
Paper has specific affordances that support collaboration and awareness of the activ-
ities of co-workers. First, using paper documents leaves implicit and explicit traces
[Mar97, Mar98], which are helpful for subsequent readers [Wol00]. For example, a
textbook in a library, which has been used for some years, contains implicit traces of
use. Amongst others, nagged and stained pages indicate passages that have been
read by many borrowers. Annotations made by previous readers or page mark-
ers that have been attached to the book are explicit traces. Marshall [Mar97] states
that it is precisely for these traces that many students prefer buying second-hand
textbooks instead of new ones.
In an ethnographic study of paper use in air traffic control, MacKay [Mac99]
shows that paper supports mutual awareness in co-located collaborative settings. At
a glance, even from a peripheral viewpoint, it is easy to see if a person works with
little or many documents and if she is reading or writing.
Finally, the physical nature of paper documents affords the personal communication
when handing over a document to a co-worker [Mac99, NHH06].
We have shown that paper has specific affordances, which support important
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work practices. Paper efficiently supports reading and authoring documents, amongst
others because it can be flexibly written on and because it provides for the concur-
rent use of several documents and for the interleaving of activities. Using paper can
facilitate planning and thinking processes, mainly due to flexible spatial arrangements.
And finally, the use of paper documents proves to be supportive for collaboration and
organizational communication.
As a matter of course, paper is not always the most appropriate medium for
knowledge work. Digital documents provide affordances which are somewhat
complementary to those of paper. This includes easy storing and archiving of dig-
ital information, dynamic and interactive contents as well as quick full-text search
functionalities. In addition, albeit it is relatively cheap to produce paper and to print
on it, the cost of dealing with paper documents after printing – delivery, storage and
retrieval – can be much higher than the respective cost of digital documents [SH03].
Our research therefore aims at offering support for the combined work with pa-
per documents and digital documents in order to complement the affordances and
advantages of both worlds.
2.3 Field Studies
The studies cited in the previous section provide fundamental insights into the af-
fordances of paper. Most of the findings are based on workplace observations. In
order to examine more specifically the role of paper and digital documents in learn-
ing at universities and to provide quantitative data on the use of paper and digital
media, we conducted three own field studies. In the following, the results of these
studies will be presented, which examine media usage, notetaking and annotation
processes as well as collaborative practices in learning at universities.
2.3.1 Study I: Notetaking in Lectures
The first study assesses student notetaking in university courses. Notetaking in gen-
eral and more particularly the use of notetaking and annotation software in learning
are not well studied [BP05, BK06]. Therefore, we conducted a quantitative investi-
gation in order to derive implications for the design of digital systems that support
users in taking notes and making annotations. Our research is three-fold:
1. We evaluated the reasons for the choice of taking notes with a pen and paper
or with a laptop. We then assessed the effects of this choice on the notes being
taken and on further review and completion activities.
2. Our hypothesis was that notetaking heavily depends on multiple context fac-
tors. Therefore, we developed a context model for notetaking in university
lectures (see below) and evaluated the influence of several specific context
factors.
3. Finally, we assessed note-based collaborative activities.
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Discipline Respondents Female Male
Computer Science 316 13.8 % 86.2 %
Pedagogy 92 78.4 % 24.6 %
Overall 408 28.8 % 71.2 %
Table 2.1: Participants of the study
Method
This quantitative study was based on a questionnaire. Overall, 408 respondents at-
tending lectures in computer science or pedagogy participated to the investigation.
Table 2.1 depicts the number of respondents questioned as well as their gender. The
participation was voluntary and no compensation was given.
The questionnaire was handed out at the end of a university semester in five
courses. We chose four computer science courses, which covered several domains
and in which students of different years of studies were enrolled. These courses
were a first-year introductory course to computer science, a second-year algorithm
theory course and two different courses on computer networks, which are typically
attended in the third or fourth year of studies. In order to provide for an inter-
disciplinary comparison, one course in pedagogy was chosen, in which students of
different semesters were enrolled (in average, they were in their forth semester with
a standard deviation of 2.8 semesters).
All courses contained eLearning elements. The computer science courses offered
a web-based forum for discussions among the students. Two of these courses were
recorded and a video including the slides was offered for download after each class.
In all evaluated courses, the instructors used PowerPoint slides, which were made
available as downloads before the courses. In the pedagogical course, the instructor
additionally provided a pure textual script covering more detailed contents than the
slides.
The questionnaire contained 22 closed and open questions related to four topics:
1. Notetaking behavior: media used for notetaking, (dis)advantages of those me-
dia, types of the notes and the language they are written in
2. Collaboration and team work
3. Course-related information such as the amount of time invested for the course,
the personal interest in the topics and the perceived degree of difficulty
4. Personal information about the respondent like sex, field of study, semester and
hardware equipment
In the statistical analysis, we investigated correlations between items which were
five-point scaled and performed χ2-tests and t-tests to identify significant group
differences. All these tests were based on a level of significance of 95 %.
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Figure 2.2: Context factors in notetaking assessed in the second field study
Context Model
In order to systematize our analysis, we developed a model of context factors which
are likely to influence notetaking in university lectures. A graphical overview is
presented in Figure 2.2. The model puts emphasis on the communicative situation
in which notetaking in lectures takes place. It is based on Bühler’s organon model
of linguistic signs and of communication [Büh78]. This model states that linguis-
tic signs (and communication) have three dimensions that are interdependent: the
sender, the receiver and the referent the sign represents. Following these three di-
mensions, we distinguish three central context types (learner - instructor - content).
These are denoted by the three corners of the triangle. We add a further dimen-
sion which is not covered by Bühler’s model. This is the setting that surrounds the
communicative situation. It is illustrated by a circle.
We evaluated the influence of several specific aspects of these four context types.
The learner context type includes preferences and habits, which are personal (and
hence on an individual level) or relate to the membership in a social group like
gender (supra-individual level). In addition, the influence of two motivational and
cognitive factors was assessed, namely the interest in the content and the average
grades obtained during previous studies. Moreover, the potential relationship be-
tween the ownership of a laptop and the preference for electronic notes was evalu-
ated.
In the content type, we analyzed the influence of the course language.
The aspect of the instructor’s teaching style was not empirically assessed; how-
ever, we found a qualitative indice of an influence.
Finally, in the setting context type, the study assessed discipline-specific aspects as
well as differences between the temporal phases of course review and exam prepa-
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ration. We did not include a context aspect of tools used for notetaking (i.e. pen,
keyboard etc.), since these are not part of the context but of the notetaking process
itself. Furthermore, the types and aspects presented herein are not exhaustive. In
further work, this framework can be extended for additional types and aspects of
context.
In the remainder of this section, the results of the study will be presented along
different categories. We will first describe the groups of respondents taking notes.
Next, we will detail the media used for notetaking and the reasons of this choice,
particularly with regard to the difference between notes on paper or on a laptop.
We will then turn our attention to the notes themselves and discuss their types and
the languages they are written in. Finally, follow-up activities of notetaking and
collaborative aspects will be analyzed.
Respondents Taking Notes
The proportion of students taking notes during the course considerably varied be-
tween the disciplines. While 93.3 % of the pedagogy students took notes, only
62.3 % of the computer science students did. When asked for the reasons for not
taking notes through an open question, the largest group of answers to an open
question considers the course slides offered by the instructor to contain sufficient
information (N = 16). Eight respondents indicated that taking notes distracted
them from listening.
A significant difference related to the gender of the respondents was revealed in
computer science, but not in pedagogy. While 30.0 % (N = 12) of the female respon-
dents in the computer science courses did not take notes, a significantly larger pro-
portion of 48.4 % (N = 121) of male students did not take notes [χ2(1, N = 290) =
4.702, p = .04].
Within the computer science courses themselves, our data reveal a statistically
significant difference. In the first-year introductory course, 58.4 % (N = 66) of the
respondents indicated not to take notes at all, whereas in the other computer science
courses, 36.0 % (N = 73) did not take notes [χ2(1, N = 316) = 14.845, p = .000]. We
hypothesize that this difference may be related to the minor experience of first-year
students.
When relating these results to the context model, we notice that the decision of
taking notes or not seems to depend on the setting and learner contexts, namely
on the discipline and on the gender of the respondents. The percentage of students
who took notes maximally varied from more than 90 % in the pedagogy course to
less than 50 % of male students in computer science.
Media Used for Notetaking
We further asked the students on which media they take their notes. Moreover, we
examined the use of the course material (i.e. PowerPoint slides, handouts etc.) and
searched for differences which relate to the use of a pen and paper or a laptop.
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Figure 2.3: Combinations of media used to take notes on
Pen and paper vs. Laptops. Figure 2.3 shows the percentage of notetakers on single
media or on combinations of several media. Both in computer science and peda-
gogy, traditional notetaking with a pen and paper clearly outperforms notes on a
laptop. In the computer science courses, 77 % of the respondents took their notes
exclusively on paper. This group consists of three subgroups of roughly equal per-
centages which took notes either on empty sheets of paper, on printed course slides
or on both of them. 8 % made an exclusive use of a laptop, while 15 % indicated
to prefer cross-media notetaking, which combines notes on a laptop with notes on
empty sheets of paper or on printed course slides.
The context factor of the discipline proved to be an influential factor of the context
model, since laptop use differed largely between the disciplines. In the pedagogy
course, laptop use was almost not existent. 98 % took their notes exclusively on
paper. The two largest groups (about 45 % each) took notes either only on empty
sheets of paper or combined them with printed slides or the printed course script.
These findings confirm results of other studies on the choice between paper and
laptops [OS97, Obe03], which, however, did not assess notetaking during courses
but during overall reading processes and moreover constrained the participants to
use a specific software for notetaking.
Hardware Equipment. The hardware equipment does not seem to be relevant for
the choice of pen and paper. The percentage of students taking notes on a laptop
was small even though 78.6 % (N = 180) of the notetakers possess a laptop. Only
19.6 % (N = 35) of the students owning a laptop took notes on this device.
Course Specifics. Comparing different computer science courses, we found that in
one course (algorithm theory), the respondents made a significantly higher use of
empty sheets of paper (76.4 %, N = 42) than the remaining respondents (52.3 %,
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N = 58) [χ2(1, N = 166) = 8.927, p = .004]. In this course, the instructor frequently
drew sketches and diagrams on the blackboard which were not contained in the
slides. We assume that this specific teaching style combined with little free space on
the slides led to the heavy use of paper sheets.
Laptop Notetakers. Taking is a closer look on laptop users, we asked them about
the software they took their notes with. Responses fell under two categories of al-
most equal frequency: Software that allows to annotate the electronic course slides
(e.g. Adobe Acrobat) (N = 16) or word processors and text editors (N = 17).
Four students indicated to use both annotation and a word processor, three stu-
dents annotated on a tablet PC and two students employed a specific software for
creating mindmaps. These data show that the repartition between annotating print-
outs and taking notes on blank sheets which we identified for paper notetakers is
approximately reflected by notetaking on laptops. The main device for the input of
electronic notes is the keyboard, since only few students own a Tablet PC (1.2 %).
Use of Course Material. The prominent position which course material provided
by the instructor holds in student notetaking is reflected in the general use of course
material as well. Figure 2.4 depicts the mean frequency of course material use inde-
pendently of notetaking. This chart indicates that the most frequently used media
are course slides and the textual script.
When comparing computer science students taking notes on paper or on a laptop,
our data reveal significant differences in the use of course material. The laptop
group made only rare use of printed course slides and of textbooks1 . Instead, laptop
notetakers used the electronic version of the slides very frequently2. These data
indicate that students tend to avoid media discontinuity between the medium for
notetaking and other frequently used course media. However, students making a
heavy use of the electronic video recordings did not indicate more often to take
notes on a laptop.
Advantages of Different Media
Besides assessing the distribution among different notetaking media, we aimed to
gain information about the reasons for choosing those media as well as the advan-
tages respondents associated with paper or electronic notes on a laptop. Students
were requested to judge the importance of several advantages of paper and elec-
tronic notes on a five-grade scale. In addition, we posed an open question, in which
1Printed course slides: Laptop notetakers M1 = 2.1 [SD = 1.3, N = 15] vs. Paper notetakers
M2 = 3.9 [SD = 1.3, N = 147], T = 5.133, d f = 160, p = .000.
Textbooks: Laptop notetakers M1 = 1.5 [SD = .64, N = 15] vs. Paper notetakers M2 = 2.3
[SD = 1.2, N = 143]), T = −3.77, d f = 25.429, p = .001.
2 Electronic slides: Laptop notetakers M1 = 4.9 [SD = .26, N = 15] vs. Paper notetakers M2 = 4.3
[SD = .89, N = 150]), T = 6.283, d f = 59.289, p = .000.
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Figure 2.4: Use of course material (independently of notetaking). Error lines indicate
the 95 % confidence intervals of the means.
we asked the students to explain why they preferred the specific media they took
notes on.
The results of the quantitative question are depicted in Figure 2.5. They show that
the free-form flexibility was regarded as the most important advantage of notes on
paper. This is followed by the fact that paper can be easily transported. As far as
electronic notes are concerned, all proposed advantages were rated almost equally.
When investigating differences between the advantages of paper and laptops, we
found that long-term archiving was rated significantly more important for laptop
than for paper notes [T = −5.935, d f = 234, p = .000]. Similarly, good readability
of typescript is rated significantly more important than good readability on paper
[T = −5.907, d f = 230, p = .000].
Students taking notes on paper regarded most advantages of paper as signifi-
cantly more important than students taking notes on a laptop and vice versa. How-
ever, both groups highly rated the flexibility of free-form notes on paper, which thus
seems to be of great importance even for laptop notetakers.
The responses to the open question indicate some additional important factors.
Students taking notes on a laptop valued that notes can be more easily modified
(N = 4) and offer a cleaner appearance (N = 2). Two respondents stated to prefer
electronic notes because this way, they do not have to print the slides. Two further
students noted that a laptop allows them to keep the information in one place. On
the other hand, 20 respondents stated that notetaking on paper is easier and faster
than notetaking on a laptop.
Annotation vs. Notes. The responses also indicated reasons for preferring annota-
tions on course material or notes on blank sheets of paper. Annotations on printed
course slides are regarded as advantageous, since these allow to establish a direct
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Figure 2.5: Advantages of paper and electronic notes. Error lines indicate the 95 %
confidence intervals of the means.
reference to the context by taking the notes on the place they refer to (N = 27). 24
respondents particularly valued that they do not need to write everything down
on the slide, but only add additional information of importance. On the contrary,
blank sheets of paper are favored because they allow to create an own structure
and to note own ideas more individually (N = 12). Moreover, in contrast to course
slides, they provide sufficient free space (N = 5). Three students indicated to com-
bine notes on paper and on printed course slides in order to separate their own
ideas from additional information given by the instructor.
Types of Notes
In order to get a broad overview on the notes themselves, we asked respondents
what types of contents they noted on paper or with a laptop.
The most frequent notes consisted of writing down or highlighting important
points (this was indicated by 81.5 % (N = 202) of the respondents who took notes).
39.7 % noted or marked unclear points. 25.4 % took notes containing own questions.
A final group of 15.1 % wrote down as many information given during the course
as possible. While 50.0 % of the students enrolled in pedagogy reported writing
longer sentences, only 23.5 % of computer science students did so.
The choice between laptop or paper does not seem to affect note types, since no
significant differences between those two notetaking groups were identified.
As stated above, a selection of important points is made by most of the students
taking notes. However, less than half of the students noted unclear points, only one
fourth formulated own questions. Hence, a more active note-based work with the
material seems to take place rather seldom.
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Language of the Notes
A further aspect of our context model is the language in which the notes are taken.
This aspect must be considered if an eLearning system includes further analysis of
textual notes like handwriting recognition or summarization and recommendation
of relevant notes.
Even though German stays the most used language, the language in which the
course is held largely influences the languages of the notes. The percentage of re-
spondents who indicated to often or very often use the German language varied
from 36.7 % (N = 14) in courses held in English to 95.0 % (N = 207) in courses held
in German.
An important finding was that a significant proportion of students combined
notes in two or more languages. This percentage corresponded to 60.2 % of the
respondents in computer science and to 26.8 % in pedagogy.
Review and Completion of Notes
Respondents who took notes were asked how frequently they review and complete
their notes after class and when preparing the exam. These results allow to estimate
in which phases an electronic notetaking system would be used. Mean values are
depicted in Figure 2.6. (Results for exam preparation relate only to the computer
science courses, since in the pedagogy course, no final exam took place.) The results
show that, in contrast to the wrap-up phase after class, where scores are rather low,
students become more active when preparing the exam. The context factor of time
thus seems to influence notetaking.
No significant differences were found between laptop and paper notetakers. How-
ever, taking a closer look on the group which took notes on paper, our data indicate
that annotations relate to more frequent follow-up activities than notes on empty
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sheets of paper: In review after class as well as in review and completion before the
final exam, mean frequencies of respondents annotating printed course slides or the
course script were .4 to .6 points higher3 (p < .006) than of students taking notes on
blank sheets.
Note-based Collaboration
In order to assess collaborative behavior in university courses, we further asked the
respondents to indicate their collaborative activities which make use of their notes.
54.4 % (N = 135) of the respondents who took notes during class indicated to
use them for collaborative work. The most important point (71.1 % of this group)
consisted of using the notes as a basis for group work and discussion with other
students. 51.1 % compared their notes for completion with those of others. 45.9 %
gave their notes to other students or used those of others, e.g. in case of illness.
Collaborative use of notes does not seem to relate to a specific medium on which
respondents took their notes.
Asynchronous notetaking systems offer functions which are comparable to those
of web discussion forums. Hence, the use of the forum provided for the course can
act as an indicator for collaboration in notetaking systems. 74.7 % of the computer
science respondents indicated to use the electronic discussion forum of the course.
This score thus outperforms the percentage of collaboration with notes. Within this
group, 58.5 % only read the posts. A more active role was taken by 14.5 % who read
posts and posed questions and 27.0 % who additionally posted answers to questions
of other students.
We found a relationship between collaboration and the frequency of note review
and completion. Respondents using their notes collaboratively review them more
frequently after class.4 Alike, this group completes them more frequently after class
than non-collaborative notetakers.5
2.3.2 Study II: Annotating with Pen and Paper vs. Annotating with a Laptop
After having analyzed which media students take notes on as well as the influences
of contextual factors, the goal of a second study was to take a closer look on the
annotations themselves. In order to assess the influence of the annotation medium
on the annotations, we collected annotations made by postgraduate students on
presentation slides and manually analyzed this user generated content.
3Review after class: Annotators: M1 = 3.3 (SD1 = 1.1, N1 = 132) vs. Notetakers: M2 = 2.9
(SD2 = 1.0, N2 = 89), T = −2.797, d f = 219, p = .006.
Review before the exam: Annotators: M1 = 2.5 (SD1 = 1.1, N1 = 127) vs. Notetakers: M2 = 1.9
(SD2 = 1.0, N2 = 88), T = −4.034, d f = 213, p = .000.
Completion before the exam: Annotators: M1 = 3.6 (SD1 = 1.2, N1 = 109) vs. Notetakers:
M2 = 3.1 (SD2 = 1.4, N2 = 82), T = −2.681, d f = 189, p = .008.
4 Review after class: Collaborative users: M1 = 3.3 [SD = 1.0, N = 134] vs. Non-collaborative users:
M2 = 2.7 [SD = 1.1, N = 92]), T = −4.142, d f = 224, p = .000.
5 Completion after class: Collaborative users: M1 = 2.4 [SD = 1.0, N = 129] vs. Non-collaborative
users: M2 = 1.9 [SD = 1.0, N = 91]), T = −3.671, d f = 218, p = .000.
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Figure 2.7: Screenshot of the tool for textual annotations and highlightings
Method
A total of 24 postgraduate students participated to this study. These students at-
tended an interdisciplinary seminar on technology-enhanced learning. Each semi-
nar session consisted of a presentation held by a student and of a subsequent ple-
nary discussion. All presenters used PowerPoint slides during their talks. The par-
ticipants could annotate these slides. We collected and analyzed annotations from
nine seminar sessions, each lasting about 90 minutes and containing an average of
24.7 slides (SD = 18.3). We moreover conducted informal interviews after the ses-
sions. Participation was voluntary and no compensation was given. We chose a
between-subjects design for the study.
Pen and paper condition. One group of students used pen and paper to make per-
sonal annotations on printouts of the presentation slides, which we distributed be-
forehand. In order to guarantee a realistic setting, each printed A4 page contained
four presentation slides. (Informal investigations had shown that this layout is used
by most students for printing lecture slides.) Figure 2.10 on p. 33 gives examples of
handwritten annotations. A handwritten annotation consists of a set of one or more
pen strokes a user has made on a page.
Laptop condition. A second group of students used an annotation tool developed
by our department (see Figure 2.7). This enabled the user to make typewritten anno-
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tations and textmarker highlightings on the presentation slides using a laptop. This
tool displayed the presentation slides in real-time and moreover enabled manual
scrolling through the entire slide set. The tool was designed to make typewritten
annotations as easy as possible. In order to make an annotation, the user marks a
context area on a slide by drawing a rectangle and then enters the text of the annota-
tion. The context area is then permanently visible. The text of the annotation can be
viewed later on by hovering with the mouse on this area. Alternatively, if no text is
entered, the context area is displayed as a yellow highlighting in a textmarker style.
Individual notes can optionally be labeled with a semantic type (question, attention
or problem). Moreover, the user can optionally mark an annotation as public. This
annotation is then shared with other users over a network connection and immedi-
ately displayed in their slide sets as well.
Students who disposed of an own laptop participated to the laptop group, while
the remaining students participated to the pen and paper group. Since not all stu-
dents attended all sessions, the size of the groups varied. In the pen and paper
group, an average of 6 students (SD = 1.7) participated to the each session. An
average of 4.3 students (SD = 2.2) participated to the laptop group. Participants of
both groups were instructed to make annotations the same way they normally do
during the seminar.
Annotation segmentation. A methodological problem with the analysis of hand-
written annotations is how to segment all pen strokes on a page into individual
annotations. This segmentation cannot always be made unambiguously by persons
other than the annotator, since the annotator typically does not explicitly mark the
extent of an annotation. For counting the number of handwritten annotations, we
had to manually segment them. In order to guarantee a more reliable segmentation
than by following merely subjective classification criteria, we used the following
rough guidelines for the segmentation procedure:
• An annotation must have a coherent content on a semantic level.
• The strokes forming one annotation must be spatially coherent, i.e. two clus-
ters of strokes that have a large distance are considered as two separate anno-
tations.
• Clusters of strokes that are visually separated in an explicit manner (e.g. by a
line drawn by the annotator) are considered as separated annotations.
• Sketches are own annotations. However, if text can be attributed unambigu-
ously to a sketch, both this text and the sketch is considered as one annotation.
In contrast, the segmentation of typewritten annotations was not problematic, as
a typewritten annotation consists of a text string. This text can be unambiguously
attributed to this annotation.
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Figure 2.8: Average number of annotations made by each participant per session. The
horizontal lines indicate the average over all participants of each condition.
Error lines indicate the 95 % confidence intervals of the means.
Results
We collected a total of 1409 typewritten and handwritten annotations.
A main finding was that the use of a keyboard seems to constrain the annotation
process. We collected all typewritten and handwritten annotations, manually seg-
mented handwritings into individual annotations which were spatially contiguous
and seemed to express the same content and finally counted all annotations. On
average, participants of the laptop group made significantly less annotations per
participant and session (M = 8.9, SD = 6.0, N = 10) than those of the pen and
paper group (M = 19.9, SD = 12.1, N = 14) (t = 12.1, d f = 22, p = .015). In-
formal interviews with members of the laptop group indicate that the participants
perceived typing annotations on a keyboard as rather inflexible and complicated.
Moreover, making handwritten annotations was judged being faster than typing
text on the keyboard. Two participants of the laptop group explicitly stated having
observed that they frequently did not make annotations they would make with pen
and paper because it took too much effort.
A manual analysis of the annotations showed that the annotation style is highly in-
dividual, a finding which is consistent with studies of textbook annotations [Mar97,
Mar98]. On the one hand, this concerns the number of annotations made. Figure 2.8
depicts the average number of annotations made by each participant per session. In
the laptop group for instance, the number of annotations per participant and session
varies from 4 to 24. In the paper condition, this number varies from 3 to 48. On the
other hand, the style of individual annotations can highly vary. While some users
prefer making their annotations within the slides, others obviously prefer notes at
the outer zones within the margins. Some participants write short and abbrevi-
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Figure 2.9: Average number of annotations per user of each session. Error lines indi-
cate the 95 % confidence intervals of the means.
ated notes in a telegraphic style or do only underline important passages without
making textual comments at all, whereas others tend to write more extensive notes.
Figure 2.10 shows examples of different annotation styles.
Another finding was that the course context heavily influences the number of an-
notations made. Figure 2.9 gives the average number of annotations per user for
each session. It shows that there is a large variance between the individual sessions.
A further relevant outcome was that the majority of the participants used spe-
cific classification schemes to classify document contents for later retrieval. In or-
der to do so, participants used symbols with a meaning which is generally well-
understandable, such as question marks and exclamation marks (76 % of the par-
ticipants). Moreover, 43 % of the participants used additional symbols which they
have defined themselves and whose meaning would not be evident for others. Fig-
ure 2.10 (lower right) shows an example of a user-defined symbol.
We manually analyzed 1097 handwritten annotations and identified types of an-
notations and their repartitions. Figure 2.11 depicts the type of the annotations.
60.3 % are annotations with an implicit context area, i.e. without an explicit high-
lighting of the area in the document the annotation applies to. 15.9 % of the anno-
tations contain only highlightings (e.g. an underlining of a phrase or a circle or box
around a printed passage). 11.5 % of the annotations contain both a highlighting of
the context area and a textual content. Further, 10.8 % are specific annotations that
contain only a symbol and act as semantic markers in the sense described above.
For this purpose, the use of standard symbols (like question and exclamation marks
is more common than using personal user-definded symbols. Finally, 1.5 % of the
annotations are lines that are drawn to make a clear delimitation between two or
more annotations written near each other.
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Figure 2.10: Examples of handwritten annotations
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Figure 2.11: Types of handwritten annotations (N = 1097)
2.3.3 Study III: Media Use and Collaboration in Learning Groups
In the two previous studies, we had only analyzed the individual annotation be-
havior. In an ethnographic study, we therefore focused on the collaborative use of
lecture documents in learning group meetings. The goal of this study was to find
out which document types are frequently used, to analyze the functional roles of
these documents and their relations and to explore the different ways how partici-
pants interact with documents and with each other in this co-located setting.
Method
We made hidden observations of a dozen of groups working in publicly accessi-
ble group learning spaces at our university, which each lasted about 15 minutes.
Moreover, we conducted overt more in-depth observations with five groups, which
lasted between 45 and 90 minutes each and which were followed by group inter-
views. Group 1 consisted of four male computer science students enrolled in the 7th
semester. Group 2 was composed of four male first-semester students of chemistry.
Group 3 were three male computer science students enrolled in the first semester.
All three groups revised lecture topics for an exam. Group 4 consisted of three male
economics students enrolled in their fourth semester. They prepared a term paper.
Finally, Group 5, three male students enrolled in the fourth semester, met to solve
the weekly exercises of a computer science lecture. Like in the other studies, partic-
ipation was voluntary and no compensation was given.
Our study followed the research method of Grounded theory [Gla67]. This is
a qualitative research method which aims at systematically generating a new the-
ory from empirical data. In contrast to the more common method of formulating a
hypothesis and then verifying or rejecting it with empirical data, a study which fol-
lows Grounded theory starts with collecting data without hypotheses. In Grounded
theory, the unit of analysis is the incident. Already at the time of collecting empirical
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data, the researcher marks key incidents with codes. In a first phase of data collec-
tion, every incident the researcher is aware of is coded in order to understand the
problem domain. This results in a large number of codes, which are subsequently
merged into a smaller number of more abstract concepts. When a core of concepts,
which captures the essence of the problem domain, has been identified, new data
is coded with these core concepts in mind without bothering with incidents of little
relevance to the core. New data is now used to refine or modify the core concepts.
In a further step, categories are formed from these concepts. These categories are
finally the basis for creating a theory.
Following this method, we coded incidents during the observations and used
observations and information from the interviews to refine and modify the coding
schema. Amongst others, we coded which media are used, the physical positions of
these media and how users interact with these media, for example reading, point-
ing, writing and moving. In subsequent steps, we derived the following theoretical
concepts of co-located collaborative knowledge work with documents.
Functions of documents
Three functions of documents became particularly evident:
1. Reference: Documents provide input about the contents to discuss. Reference
documents include course scripts, books and web pages.
2. Externalization: Documents are used to externalize cognitive processes or the
results of cognition. They illustrate own thoughts and document results of the
learning process. This includes scribbling on scratch paper to foster shared
understanding (temporary externalization) and condensing the contents in
summaries written on empty sheets of papers or file cards (permanent ex-
ternalization).
3. Process structuring: All but one group used documents as structuring scaffolds
for their meeting. They followed the structure of the course script or of a list
of exam questions provided by the instructor and discussed the topics in this
sequential order.
Different paper and digital documents form one interconnected document space
The meetings comprised a multitude of different document types. All groups used
paper notebooks or empty sheets of paper and other paper documents (printed
scripts, books, file cards or other documents). They moreover used physical tools for
organizing and indexing paper documents, such as folders, ring binders and page
marker stickers. About half of the groups also used electronic documents displayed
on one up to three laptops. Laptops were mostly used for accessing lecture slides.
Less frequently, users looked up information on web pages (above all Wikipedia) or
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Figure 2.12: Media use in a typical learning group meeting
programmed code snippets in Eclipse. Most groups covered the available table sur-
face to a high degree with documents. Figure 2.12 depicts a typical learning group
meeting.
Although, at first sight, this multitude of documents may appear disparate and
unclear, it forms one document space, in which the different documents are tightly
interwoven, each having a particular function. Most tasks we observed include
working with several documents at a time or shortly consecutively. The task of
understanding a particular problem can for example include reading a slide of the
course script on the screen of a laptop, making a sketch on a scratch paper at the
same time and then formulating a summary on a new sheet of a paper notebook.
Interacting with people goes in hand with interacting with documents
We observed both groups in which participants were constantly engaged in dis-
cussions and groups in which the participants worked rather individually on per-
sonal documents with short discussions coming up from time to time. A common
finding in both extremes (and the levels in-between) is that almost all participants
constantly interacted with documents all the time. During discussion, the most fre-
quent activity was pointing to one’s own documents or to documents of other group
members (in the latter case mostly to documents of the person directly addressed
when speaking). Another frequent activity consisted in moving documents on the
table to allow shared working on a personal document or to retrieve a document
to individually work on it. The joint or alternate writing in documents often oc-
curred as well. The interaction with documents therefore seems to be a good basis
for capturing the essence of a meeting.
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Importance of the spatial arrangements
We observed that the spatial arrangements of documents relates to ownership and
to their current functions and importance. Documents that several people work
with typically have another position than non-collaborative documents. The former
ones usually are positioned between two persons or in the middle region of the
table, at least during active collaboration. Different document functions became
particularly clear with one group, which heavily relied on scratch paper. This was
situated in front of one group member and collaboratively used. Each time, the
current topic was understood, another group member wrote a synopsis and the
used sheets of scratch paper were moved towards the border of the table. This way,
they did not take up valuable space but still could be grasped quickly. Similarly,
documents that are less frequently used were positioned at the outer zones of the
table and moved to the center when needed. This demonstrates that group members
implicitly partition the space available on the table surface into zones of different
priority (cf. the distinction of hot, warm and cold zones of [SH03]).
Clear ownership of documents
We found that learning groups clearly distinguish between personal and shared
documents. Although personal documents may become a temporary focus of col-
laborative work (e.g. several persons reading and pointing to the same document),
our observations show that their personal status is maintained: We never observed
an initially personal document become a shared one during a meeting. Moreover,
persons usually do not write in documents considered to be owned by other group
members. Several groups used explicit shared documents which belong to all group
members and which are usually copied after the meeting. These documents were
scratch paper and handwritten summaries.
2.3.4 Summary and Implications
In a first questionnaire-based study, the majority of the participants indicated tak-
ing notes during the lecture and more than three quarters of them used only paper
for taking notes. This is true despite the fact that 78.6 % of them owned a laptop. As
most important factors for the choice of pen and paper, participants indicated the
ease and flexibility of handwritten notes and the mobility of paper. The study fur-
ther showed that participants judged important both to annotate printed handouts
(e.g. lecture slides) and to take notes in empty areas or sheets of paper, as the latter
allow creating one’s own structure and noting own ideas more individually.
In a second study, we analyzed annotations on presentation slides made by stu-
dents in a university seminar. A main finding was that the use of a keyboard seems
to constrain the annotation process, as, in average, participants of the pen and paper
group made more than twice as much annotations per participant and session than
those of the laptop group. Another outcome relevant to our system design was that
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the majority of the participants used specific classification schemes to mark docu-
ment contents for later access.
A third ethnographic study of learning group meetings clearly indicated the amal-
gamation of printed and digital documents into one consistent document space.
Typical spaces included paper notebooks, empty sheets of paper, printed scripts,
books, file cards and additional physical tools for organizing and indexing docu-
ments. About half of the groups also used electronic documents displayed on up
to three laptops. These multiple documents were tightly interwoven, each having a
particular function. As these documents contribute to the same learning tasks, they
form an interconnected document space that is used by several learners collabora-
tively. Participants leveraged the physical aspect of paper sheets and arranged them
depending on the current working task.
These findings lead to implications for our research on several levels:
1. The finding that several learners collaboratively work with a single intercon-
nected workspace lead us to applying an ecological perspective as our guiding
theoretical framework. This will be discussed in the following section.
2. As a second implication of the results of the field studies – and of results of
studies reported in the literature – we formulated requirements for the design
of digital systems which support knowledge workers in learning with docu-
ments. These requirements will be presented in Section 2.5 at the end of this
chapter.
3. Finally, we developed a theoretical model which identifies core interactions of
digital pen and paper user interfaces and provides guidelines for the design
of digital pen and paper user interfaces that are easy and intuitive to use. This
framework will be discussed in Section 4.2.
2.4 An Ecological Perspective of Knowledge Work
Traditional cognitive approaches to human-computer interaction mainly focused
on how an isolated user utilizes a computer system for performing an isolated task
[RE94]. However, as we have seen, collaborative learning with documents is char-
acterized by a joint and interconnected workspace of several learners. Individual
activities occur in a complex network of users, documents, interleaving tasks and
collaborative practices.
This lead us to adopting an ecological perspective of knowledge work as our
guiding theoretical framework. This perspective surpasses the view of individual
users and individual tools. It draws upon the concepts of Distributed Cognition
[RE94, HHK00] and Information Ecologies [NO99]. Both theories commonly advo-
cate a systemic view on the interplay of collaborating users, the use of physical and
digital artifacts and the work practices. They argue that this perspective is the key
for understanding and supporting knowledge work in a given work context. In the
following, we will briefly present the central concepts of both theories.
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2.4.1 Distributed Cognition
Distributed Cognition [RE94, HHK00] is a theoretical and methodological frame-
work for the analysis of complex work processes which are socially distributed and
which include the use of technological artifacts and tools. In addition to guiding
the analysis, it aims at providing guidance for the design of novel systems which
support these work processes.
The basic assumption of this theory is that cognition is not inherent to an individ-
ual. Instead, cognition occurs in the interactions between an individual and his or
her environment (comprising other individuals and artifacts). Cognition is there-
fore embodied and situated within the work processes in which it occurs. Hence,
the material world takes on a central rather than a peripheral role for cognition, as
the work material becomes an element of the cognitive system itself.
Cognitive activities take place in a “functional system”: a collection of individu-
als and artifacts and their relations to each other in a particular work practice. Examples
of functional systems include cockpits of airplanes, call centers and computer pro-
grammer teams. A cockpit, for instance, consists of pilots, artifacts, such as instru-
ments, displays and printed flight manuals, and a set of practices, such as the pre-
cisely specified protocols for take-off or landing. In order to understand cognition
in such a functional system, it is necessary to analyze the interaction of individu-
als, the ways they use artifacts and the influences of the environment. The focus
is thereby on the question of how information is propagated across media, which
means both internal media (the brain of an individual) and external media (e.g. a
computer or paper media).
The navigation of a ship is a frequently cited example of distributed cognition.
The activity of taking a bearing on a ship near the cost requires that one member
of the navigation team finds landmarks on the shore, remembers their names and
identifies the position of the ship with respect to these landmarks. This involves
using specific tools, such as an alidade. He or she then reports these findings to
another navigator in the pilothouse over a telephone circuit. This latter person then
writes the information in a log book. A third navigator is responsible for plotting
this information on a paper chart using various tools. The logger is either informed
verbally or reads the information from the log book. This short example illustrates
that “the outcomes that (matter) to the ship (are) not determined by the cognitive
properties of any single navigator, but instead (are) the product of the interactions
of several navigators with each other and with a complex suite of tools” [HHK00].
As Rogers et al. [RE94] state, Distributed Cognition informs the design of comput-
ing systems for collaborative work by analyzing how novel systems might fit into
current work practices and in which aspects they might be disruptive. Ethnographic
studies of functional units are a central method for these analyses. For example, at
first glance it might appear reasonable to share documents electronically within an
organization. Yet, an ethnographic analysis of the functional system might for ex-
ample show that e-mail is disruptive, as personally handing a physical copy over
to a co-worker might fulfill a communicative purpose other than just passing the
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information contained within the document.
2.4.2 Information Ecologies
Although adopting a different theoretical approach, Nardi and O’Day [NO99] take
on a similar viewpoint on knowledge work. Inspired from biological ecosystems,
the authors introduce the idea that technology can be metaphorically seen as an
ecology. They define an information ecology to be a system of people, practices, val-
ues and technologies in a given local environment. Their attention is on relationships
involving tools, people and their practices.6 Examples of information ecologies in-
clude libraries, self-service copy shops or intensive care units of hospitals.
Like a biological ecosystem, an information ecology is a complex system of parts
(comprising people and tools) which have strong interrelations and dependencies.
It contains a diversity of roles for the people and functions for tools. In a self-service
copy shop, for example, there are such various tools as copy machines, computers,
scanners, paper stock and scissors. If customers need help on how to use a machine,
they can ask one another or get helped by the staff. Humans help other humans use
technology.
Nardi and O’Day state that information ecologies are characterized by a contin-
uous evolution. As novel technologies are integrated into current work practice,
both technologies and practices are adapted and assimilated to fit to each other.
For example, the introduction of word processing has dramatically changed the
redaction and publication process of scientific literature. Nowadays, the scientific
performs many of the tasks that were carried out by specialists, e.g. by typesetters,
photographers and printers. Another example is the introduction of e-learning at
universities. Distance and blended learning have partially changed the traditional
practices of how we had learnt at universities before. Currently, this evolution of
practices causes in turn an evolution of technology. Instead of purely relying on
technology for distributing content to the learner (an approach which is often de-
noted as eLearning 1.0 and now considered somewhat old-fashioned), technology
is developed further to support learners in creating and sharing their own content
(eLearning 2.0 [Dow05]).
A further important aspect of information ecologies is what the authors call their
“locality”. The same technology (e.g. the same type of computer with the same
hardware and software configuration) can be used very differently in different envi-
ronments. Hence, the local participants define the identity and place of the technol-
ogy. As a consequence, it is the task of the designers to provide useful functionality,
but the local participants complete the job by integrating them into their practices
in a way that makes sense for them.
6Note that this is very similar to the functional system of Distributed Cognition. People correspond
to individuals, practices and values of a local environment correspond to a particular work practice
and technology corresponds to artifacts.
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Figure 2.13: Main elements of an information ecology
2.4.3 Ecological Perspective
This brief review demonstrates that both theories, although different in their ap-
proach, are very similar in that they focus on the interrelations between actors,
technology and given practices for understanding the use of technology in work
settings. Based on both theories, we define the ecological perspective as follows:
Definition 3 (Ecological Perspective of Knowledge Work). An ecological perspective
of knowledge work is the integrated, systemic analysis of the elements of a particular work
setting. This consists of the users, of the physical and digital artifacts and tools, of the
practices of using these artifacts and tools, of the relations between users as well of the
relations between artifacts and tools.
In our field of application, main elements of an information ecology are docu-
ments in physical or digital form, physical and digital tools that support working
with these documents (e.g. pencils, rubbers, ring binders, computers, mice, screens
and printers), users, practices as well as the relations between documents, between
users, between documents and tools and between users and documents. These ele-
ments are depicted in Figure 2.13.
Consequences for this thesis. Adopting this perspective as our guiding theoretical
framework has several consequences for our research:
• First, it underscores the need for thorough field studies in order to assess these
interrelations in the field which shall be supported by novel systems. It is
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crucial to analyze the main activities and practices, the roles of people and the
use of artifacts.
• As a second consequence, our solutions are designed for collaborative use, since
collaboration is an inherent part of knowledge work.
• Third, the viewpoint that cognition is embodied in the material world pro-
vides a theoretical explanation for the fact that users prefer paper to computers in
many work settings. For instance, organizing paper documents by making
piles on a desk embodies the cognitive activity of structuring a problem do-
main in the material world.
• Fourth, the distributed cognition approach, which focuses on how informa-
tion is propagated across media, brought us to assess how information of
several documents is related to each other. Amongst others, we found that
this propagation often goes in hand with an abstraction (e.g. writing a sum-
mary based on existing documents). These relations are typically implicit and
cannot be easily understood by others. We therefore designed mechanisms for
making these relations explicit.
• Finally, we opted for designing generic concepts which can be “localized” by
the end users to make them fit into their given work practice.
2.5 Requirements
Based on the findings of the field studies and on the ecological theoretical perspec-
tive, we infer the following requirements for an interaction design which supports
collaborative learning with documents.
R1. Support of both printed and digital documents
We have seen that both printed documents and digital documents are typical ar-
tifacts in information ecologies in university learning. As we have seen, the main
reason for the persistence of paper is that even state-of-the-art digital technologies,
such as Tablet PCs or E-Book readers, cannot emulate the most important advan-
tages of paper. Although the user can print digital documents onto paper, the re-
verse direction is not supported. Changes made to printed documents must be man-
ually (re-)integrated into a digital version of the document. This is time-consuming
and moreover runs the risk of two inconsistent document versions.
The design should therefore support the digital interaction with printed documents.
This combines the flexibility and the mobility of paper with the capabilities of com-
puting. In addition, it shall support similar interactions with digital documents.
This enables users to choose the adequate medium for a given task. On a technical
level, this integration of paper and digital user interfaces can be realized by a class
of interfaces that we call Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces. We define these as follows:
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Definition 4 (Pen-and-Paper User Interface (PPUI)). Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces
(PPUIs) integrate interactions on real paper with digital support. One or several paper
sheets contain printed user interface elements. The main interaction device is a digital
pen whose position on the paper sheet is digitally tracked. This provides for entering digital
data by writing and drawing on the paper sheet. Moreover, the user may enter additional
interactional information (e.g. issuing a command by performing a pen “click” on a virtual
button which is printed on paper). The system provides digital feedback via the pen itself
(built-in display, LEDs, audio or haptic feedback), by printing an updated version of the
paper sheet(s) and/or by providing audio or visual feedback using nearby devices, such as
PDAs, displays or beamers.
The specifics of PPUIs lead to the following requirements:
R1a. Similar interactions in the physical and in the digital worlds. In order to pro-
vide a close integration of physical and digital documents, the system shall offer
similar interactions for printed and digital documents. This requires
1. a similar representation of documents regardless if they are printed or displayed
on a screen
2. that the same interaction device should apply to documents in both representa-
tions
3. that the interactions to performed with this device are as similar as possible in
both worlds.
R1b. Reliable interactions even in the absence of digital feedback. A problem with
PPUIs is the restricted feedback loop. As it is not viable to re-print the paper user
interface for each minor update of the digital system’s state, the designer must resort
to feedback media other than the input medium. Current digital pens can provide
only very restricted feedback. Therefore, external devices, such as nearby screens,
are typically used for this purpose. Yet, the key affordance of pen and paper is its
mobility and the fact that no other devices or tools are necessary during mobile use.
To retain this key affordance, interactions in a PPUI shall be reliable and clear even
if no immediate digital feedback can be provided.
R2. Support of annotating, linking and tagging collections of documents
Based on the results of the field studies, we identify three main conceptual activities
to be supported in working with existing documents7.
7Learning with existing documents stands in contrast to producing new documents, such as compos-
ing an article. While learning with existing documents might include producing documents (for
instance a summary or a glossary), producing documents is not the primary focus of this activity.
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Annotating and notetaking. First, the design shall enable users to make handwritten
annotations on existing documents and to take notes on empty pages. We have seen
that this is a very important activity which constantly occurs in document-based
learning. Psychological research shows that notetaking plays an important role in
learning processes and has been proven to be a factor positively related to students’
academic achievement [Kie87, POK05]. This supportive effect encompasses both
the processes of recording notes and annotations (encoding function) and review-
ing notes later on (storage function) [Kie89]. Accounting for the highly individ-
ual annotation style encountered in the field studies, the paper-based user interface
should impose as little constraints as possible on the flexible interaction with paper
documents.
Relating several documents. The design shall further support users in working with
several documents at a time. We have seen that typical information ecologies include
several documents between which the user frequently jumps back and forth, be-
cause the different documents are related in manifold ways. These relations often
span the paper/digital boundary. Today, they typically are not expressed in an ex-
plicit manner, but the user is only implicitly aware of them. This pure implicit man-
agement has several disadvantages. When not working with a document collection
for some time, the user might forget some or all implicit relations. This makes it
difficult to understand and efficiently use the complex web of information in a doc-
ument collection later on. Moreover, the pure implicit knowledge about relations is
hard to share with co-workers and the invaluable information about the structure
of a document collection can not be leveraged by digital systems.
Hyperlinking. For these reasons, the system shall enable the user to express these
implicit relations in an explicit manner by creating hyperlinks between entire documents
and passages of documents, regardless if they are available in a printed or in a dig-
ital representation. Similar to Vannevar Bush’s early vision [Bus45], the knowledge
worker will be able to create a personal web of information. In contrast to Bush, this
closely connects physical with digital media.
Tagging. Third, the design shall offer the possibility to tag printed and digital docu-
ments. The field studies have shown that users dispose of a wide range of traditional
techniques for structuring documents and collections of documents. This includes
semantic classification schemes with user-defined symbols, practices of efficiently
using spatial arrangements for expressing relatedness and priority of documents
and a whole bunch of paper-based indexing tools, such as bookmarks, page marker
stickers, folders and ring binders. In addition to structuring documents with hy-
perlinks, tagging enables learners to further integrate new knowledge with existing
knowledge by relating information and abstracting it to concepts. This generates
structural knowledge of how concepts of a domain are interrelated. The knowl-
edge of these relations and the ability to explain them is existential for higher-order
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procedural knowledge [JBY93].
In practice, annotating, linking and tagging go in hand and complement each other.
When reading a document, the knowledge worker might for example make hand-
written annotations to highlight important passages and to add some clarifying de-
tails. Moreover, he or she might add a reference to another document which covers
a particular aspect in more detail. When reading this other document, he or she
makes annotations again before tagging this other document as important and fi-
nally going back to the first document.
Genericness. Annotating, linking and tagging are generic activities, each of them
serving a large number of possible tasks. For instance, free-form annotations sup-
port tasks such as taking notes during lectures, structuring documents, revising
documents, creating summaries or making excerpts. In each of these tasks, the user
creates other types and forms of annotations at other document positions. These
various practices are possible because annotations can be of any shape and can be
made at arbitrary positions within documents. Another example of generic activi-
ties are tags. These can be used for such different tasks as conceptually structuring
a given domain, defining priorities and to do items or selecting passages that a co-
worker should read by tagging them with the name of this person. This generic
character of the activities implies that the system can be used in a wide variety of
knowledge work settings. In our application scenario of learning at universities,
this includes taking notes and making annotations during courses, reviewing own
notes and shared notes of other learners, preparing for exams in learning group
meetings, excerpting documents, searching and integrating literature for preparing
an article or a term paper and even giving presentations by controlling the slide
actually being presented using a printout.
R3. Support of co-located and remote collaboration
The design shall support the various forms of collaboration that exist in university
learning. This includes co-located collaboration, for example in learning group
meetings, and remote collaboration.
Collaborating with physical documents is characterized by several inconveniences.
Using printed documents is very powerful during co-located interaction, because
their physical nature affords flexible multi-user interaction in co-presence. For ex-
ample, it is very easy to jointly write on a document and documents can be flexibly
moved and spatially organized to structure them or to (re-)attribute specific doc-
uments to specific persons. However, after a co-located work phase, the resulting
physical documents are hard to share with all co-workers. The same is true for re-
mote collaboration, where it is tedious to share information contained in printed
documents which is not digitally available. In this context, the automatic digitiza-
tion of interactions with physical documents offers a benefit that shall be leveraged
to support collaboration.
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R4. Symbiotic integration into current information ecologies
The ultimate goal of a new interaction design is that users are able to symbiotically
integrate the new practices into their existing information ecologies. This comprises
three main aspects:
R4a. Interactions that produce little extraneous cognitive load. Knowledge work
and particularly learning with documents is typically characterized by a high de-
gree of intrinsic cognitive load [CS91], as the knowledge worker aims at acquir-
ing or extending existing knowledge or generating new knowledge. For instance,
reading and understanding complicated subjects matters, which are detailed in a
document, or composing new documents are cognitively demanding tasks.
It might be by no means a simple coincidence that traditional tools and interac-
tions for working with documents are characterized by a high degree of simplic-
ity and intuitiveness and therefore produce little extraneous cognitive load. As we
have seen in Section 2.2 and in Section 2.3, this provides for interactions that are per-
formed in an implicit manner, that are interwoven with other tasks and that remain
behind what is really important – the actual knowledge work task to be supported.
Like this traditional practice, novel interactions shall produce little extraneous
load in order to be easily integrated into the information ecology.
R4b. Rich and flexible interactions. A second challenge is connected to the implicit
way we use traditional pen and paper. The literature and our field studies have
shown that practices of working with printed documents are highly individual. For
instance, this comprises the way how documents are marked up during reading
and the way how collections documents are organized.
It is therefore crucial that digital support accounts for the flexibility of traditional
practices. From this it follows that users shall have a choice amongst a set of interac-
tions to select the one that fits best the individual working style and current context.
Moreover, individual interactions shall be adaptable to the user’s preferences and habits.
R4c. Structured access to all information. A digital system which integrates inter-
action with printed and digital documents and collaboration, shall provide an inte-
grated and structured access to the information ecology. This stands in contrast to current
digital support, which typically focuses on single documents instead of the entire
ecology.
The system disposes of many information, which integrates and relates many
documents and several users: As the system collects user generated content on
documents, it disposes of the annotations, it has information about the relations
between documents and it has knowledge about which tags apply to which doc-
uments or passages of documents. In addition, digital pen technology provides
temporal information about the interactions and enables to attribute activities to
individual users.
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All this information of various dimensions (documents, user generated content,
activities, users, time) shall be automatically integrated and made available in novel
visualizations. These shall provide a structured overview and access to the infor-
mation ecology.
2.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we approached the field of knowledge work from a socio-scientific
perspective focusing on learning at universities. This is includes a variety of prac-
tices ranging from guided to highly self-autonomous learning and from individual
to collaborative learning.8 In this chapter, we examined how documents are used
and how users collaborate in in knowledge work and learning. Our analysis is
based on findings reported in the socio-scientific literature and on the outcomes of
three field studies, which were conducted as part of this thesis.
Paper as a key information medium. The analysis shows that paper is still a key in-
formation medium in knowledge work. This has several reasons. First, paper docu-
ments can be very easily navigated with both hands. Second, they can be easily and
very flexibly annotated with a pen. Our questionnaire-based study with more than
400 students showed that more than three quarters of them use only pen and pa-
per for annotating lecture handouts, even though the large majority owns a laptop.
An analysis of more than thousand annotations made by students in a university
seminar found that the use of a keyboard seems to constrain the annotation pro-
cess. In average, participants using pen and paper made more than twice as much
annotations than participants using an annotation tool for textual annotations on a
laptop. A third quality of paper is the fact that paper embodies information. This
provides for organizing and structuring information by arranging documents the
physical space. Moreover, paper affords to seamlessly interweave multiple activi-
ties at a time, for example reading with writing. This heavily draws on the intuitive
and two-handed interaction as well as on the concurrent use of many display sur-
faces. Finally, paper is highly mobile and supports various forms of implicit and
explicit collaboration as well as mutual awareness in co-located settings. Due to
these affordances, paper efficiently supports reading documents, processes of plan-
ning and thinking as well as collaboration and organizational communication – all
highly relevant processes for knowledge work.
Integration of paper and digital media. As a matter of course, these advantages of
paper do not imply that knowledge workers exclusively work with paper. Digital
documents are also key parts in today’s knowledge work. In a third field study
8Despite the focus on the learning domain, most results of this thesis can be transferred to other
knowledge work settings, for example to scientific research or to industrial planning, research and
development.
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of learning group meetings, we found that printed and digital documents are fre-
quently amalgamated into one interconnected document space that is collabora-
tively used by several learners.
These findings render obvious that technology for knowledge workers should
not exclusively support digital media. Instead, it should provide for flexible transi-
tions from paper to digital media and vice versa. A promising type of user interface
for such systems are Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces (PPUIs). By writing with a dig-
ital pen on real paper, users combine the advantages of paper with the powerful
capabilities of computing.
Ecological perspective. Moreover, the findings of our studies brought us to choos-
ing an ecological perspective as the guiding theoretical framework for knowledge
work with documents. The ecological perspective advocates an integral view on
the interplay of collaborating users, the use of physical and digital artifacts and the
practices in a given work setting. This is the key for understanding and supporting
knowledge work in a given work context, but has not been applied to Pen-and-
Paper User Interfaces beforehand.
Requirements. From this ecological perspective, we can directly derive several re-
quirements for a system that supports knowledge work with documents. These are
summarized in Table 2.2. The system shall tightly integrate printed and digital doc-
uments and offer similar interactions in both worlds. The design shall support the
various forms of collaboration that exist in knowledge work including co-located
collaboration and remote asynchronous collaboration. Moreover, the design shall
provide means for enabling a structured and integrated access to the information
of the ecology. This includes information contained within printed and digital doc-
uments and their relations as well as information about users and their activities.
Further, novel interactions are to be symbiotically integrated into current informa-
tion ecologies. For this reason, they shall produce little extraneous cognitive load
and be adaptable to the user’s habits and preferences.
Based on our field studies, we identified three main conceptual activities around
documents that complement each other, are generic and can be used for a wide vari-
ety of tasks. Users shall be enabled to extent printed and digital documents by anno-
tations, to relate documents with hyperlinks and to abstract to higher-level concepts
with tags. Annotating is an important activity during active reading and thinking.
Moreover, by abstracting and establishing relationships between concepts, learn-
ers build structural knowledge, which facilitates recall and comprehension and is
essential to problem solving.
In this chapter, we have acquired socio-scientific background knowledge of the
problem domain, chosen a theoretical foundation for our work and derived require-
ments for interactive systems that support knowledge work with documents. On
the way towards designing system support, it is an important next step to review
the current state of the art of technologies and systems which aim at integrating pa-
per with digital media. Therefore, in the next chapter, we survey prior research on
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Requirement
R1 Support of both printed and digital
documents
R1a Similar interactions in the physical
and in the digital worlds
R1b Reliable interactions without digital
feedback
R2 Supporting annotating, linking and
tagging collections of documents
R3 Supporting co-located and remote
collaboration
R4 Symbiotic integration into current
information ecologies
R4a Interactions that produce little ex-
traneous cognitive load
R4b Rich and flexible interactions
R4c Structured access to all information
Table 2.2: Overview of the requirements identified in this chapter
Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces focusing on the requirements that we have identified
in this chapter.

3
State of the Art
In the previous chapter, we have approached the problem domain from a socio-
scientific perspective. Based on results from the social sciences literature and on
own user studies, we identified affordances of paper as well as practices of using
paper. We finally derived requirements for systems that offer support for knowl-
edge work with documents.
This chapter reviews the state of the art of previous work that addresses the prob-
lems identified in the previous chapter. As our first requirement is the tight integra-
tion of paper and computers, this chapter focuses on Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces
(PPUIs). We start in Section 3.1 with a theoretical view on interaction with digitally
augmented paper and summarize prior research on theoretical models. We show
that while these model the relations between physical objects and the digital infor-
mation they represent, these do not sufficiently describe interactions with pen and
paper. Next, in Section 3.2, we review technologies that can be used for identifying
physical paper sheets, for digitizing the contents of paper documents and for dig-
itally tracking the interaction with paper. This section shows that there is a wide
variety of sophisticated technologies available which offer support for these tasks.
In Section 3.3, we discuss the state of the art of applications that integrate printed
with digital documents. Thereby, our focus is on the considerable body of research
on interfaces that support annotation, linking and tagging of documents. This sur-
vey shows that prior work has significant shortcomings concerning the support of
collaboration with printed documents, the perceptual coupling of printed and digi-
tal media and the ease of integration into existing ecologies.
This chapter was written with the goal not only to justify the research of this the-
sis, but also to provide a more general state of the art survey. For this reason, related
work is first described in a neutral manner before we provide a comprehensive crit-
ical discussion with respect to our requirements in Section 3.4.
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3.1 Theoretical Models of Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces
Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces (PPUIs) rely on different interaction metaphors and
techniques than the well-known class of Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs). It is
therefore an important research question how interaction with digitally augmented
paper can be analyzed and classified with a theoretical point of view. Theory both
helps in structuring the design space, in analyzing and categorizing existing appli-
cations and in guiding the design of novel PPUIs.
Almost all research on PPUIs focuses on systems and not on theory. In contrast,
in the field of Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) – of which PPUIs are a subclass – a
growing number of publications address concepts and theory. These concepts of
TUIs can be used to theoretically describe partial aspects of PPUIs. We therefore
start by briefly reviewing this research. However, as this work focuses on general
TUIs, it offers little guidance for the specifics of interacting with a pen in a paper
environment. For this reason, in the following we also discuss the theoretical work
which has been conducted on PPUIs and identify open issues.
3.1.1 Models of Tangible User Interfaces
Theoretical frameworks of Tangible User Interfaces have made important contribu-
tions for the theoretical structuring of the domain by defining main components
and conceptual terms and by categorizing systems. We can distinguish the follow-
ing main dimensions which are addressed by these frameworks:
1. The coupling between physical and digital input and output.
2. The conceptual and perceptual similarities between physical objects and their
digital counterparts.
3. The interaction with tangible objects in the physical space.
Coupling between physical and digital input and output. Ullmer and Ishii [UI01]
extend the well-known Model-View-Controller paradigm [KP88] to an interaction
model for combined physical and digital interfaces. This describes elements for
physical and digital input and output. It carries over the ‘model’ and ‘control’ el-
ements while the ‘view’ element is divided into two subclasses. This accounts for
the fact that most tangible interfaces represent the model’s state by a combination of
physical and digital information. The first subclass of the ‘view’ element are tangi-
ble objects which represent (parts of) the state of the digital model. These objects can
also act as a physical control for the digital model. Second, a digital representation
can provide further information on the system state, e.g. on dynamic information
which is hard to express by physical objects. For example, this digital representation
can be provided on a nearby screen, on a speaker or by projecting a digital image
onto the tangible objects.
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Conceptual and perceptual similarities. The taxonomy of Fishkin [Fis04] includes
two dimensions. The first dimension, which is called ‘metaphor’, focuses on the
the perceptual similarity between physical objects and their digital counterparts.
This similarity concerns both the physical shape/look/sound of the object and the
actions that are performed with this object. The second axis (‘embodiment’) corre-
sponds to the spatial distance between the tangible object which is used for input
by the user and the device that provides system feedback. Fishkin distinguishes
four levels of embodiment ranging from feedback which is provided on the input
tangible to feedback which is provided on a distant device. Fishkin states that, in
order to generate the impression of computation being embodied within the tangi-
ble objects, the tangible input device should also be the output device. However,
in other situations, a spatially more distant system feedback might be more appro-
priate. Besides this spatial offset, Fishkin’s taxonomy does not address temporal
offsets. These occur in scenarios where physical interaction cannot be tracked in
real-time by the digital system. An example is the situation in which a digital pen
temporally buffers data when used in a mobile setting before being synchronized
with a computer later on. The distance between input and output is also addressed
by the framework of Koleva et al. [KBNR03], which denotes this as the degree of
coherence.
Interaction with tangible objects. Other frameworks analyze the concrete interac-
tions that the user performs with tangible interfaces. Interaction in most TUIs is
centered on moving and arranging physical objects. For instance, the seminal URP
system [UI99b] enables urban planners to modify a digital model of urban build-
ings by moving physical models of these buildings. With other systems, such as the
Marble Answering Machine [IU97] or MediaBlocks [UI99a], the user accesses and
modifies digital information by moving and arranging objects that act as physical
handles for this information. Correspondingly, theoretical approaches to interac-
tion within TUIs conceptualize interactions as changing the location or orientation
of objects.
The framework of Ullmer and Ishii [UI01] classifies TUIs by the way in which
they combine multiple tangible objects. The TAC paradigm [SLCGJ04] states that
it is the physical constraints that define which interactions are possible (and not
possible) with tangible objects in a TUI. Again, interactions are conceptualized as
displacements and compositions of tangible objects. These concepts to not account
for other types of interactions that alter the tangible objects themselves rather than
displacing them. Ishii and Ullmer [IU97] transfer a set of GUI elements to TUIs
(such as windows, icons and handles) suggesting generic physical instantiations of
these elements. The focus is again on interaction as displacements, rotations and
compositions of objects. Interactions with an individual object have meaning only
with respect to other objects or to a reference frame.
All these theoretical frameworks do not account for the collaborative use of TUIs
by multiple users. The framework of Hornecker and Buur [HB06] briefly discusses
co-located use of TUIs by pointing out that TUIs offer multiple points of interaction,
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which provides for spatially distributed control. Nevertheless, the collaborative
dimension has not been extensively analyzed in TUI models.
3.1.2 Models of Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces
In contrast to general TUIs, research on Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces (PPUIs) al-
most exclusively focused on developing new systems. In the following we will
review research that takes on a more theoretical point of view.
Guimbretière introduces a lifecycle model of transformations between paper and
digital documents [Gui03]. Although not presented as such, it is an important coun-
terpart to Ullmer and Ishii’s interaction model [UI01], which was mentioned above.
Ullmer and Ishii model how different physical and digital representations are used
simultaneously in a complementing manner (e.g. a digital projection overlaying
physical building models). In contrast, Guimbretière models how the same docu-
ment can be accessed in equivalent physical and digital representations. Depend-
ing on the situation, the user chooses the representations that best fits her needs.
For example, in a mobile setting, the user might prefer reading and annotating a
printout of the document, while she prefers working with a digital representation
for sharing it with co-workers. Offering the user both a physical and a digital repre-
sentation of the same information and letting the user choose between both of them
is a dimension which is to the best of our knowledge not considered in the research
on general TUIs.
Yeh et al. [YPK08] define a design space of paper interactions and present a toolkit
for the rapid development of PPUIs. The toolkit offers generic elements for printed
user interfaces, including input fields for handwritings and sketches, buttons and
check boxes. However, the underlying (implicit) interaction model focuses on inter-
actions with single sheets of paper only leaving aside the important dimension of
physical arrangements of pages and of interactions that span multiple pages (such
as Pick-and-Drop [Rek97] and pen-based stitching gestures [HRG+04]).
Holman et al. [HVA+05] discuss how we might interact with documents on mul-
tiple digital paper displays, which are light, flat and malleable like paper. They
introduce interaction primitives amongst others for activating and printing docu-
ments, for copy&paste and for scrolling within documents. These interactions rely
on physical manipulations of paper displays, such as picking them up, collocating,
flipping and stapling them, and not on pen-based interaction.
Finally, the iServer and iPaper framework [NSW06a] presents an extensive generic
model for links between physical and digital documents. However, it does not cover
interaction techniques.
3.1.3 Discussion
Existing theory offers appropriate models for analyzing the interplay between phys-
ical and digital representations and for assessing the relations between physical ob-
jects and the digital information they represent. However, on the level of interac-
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tions, existing models do not sufficiently describe Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces.
As discussed above, models of Tangible User Interfaces consider only the interac-
tions of displacing, rotating and arranging physical objects while individual objects
(e.g. shape, texture, content) are considered static. In contrast, interaction with pen
and paper comprises writing with a pen. This implies that the tangible objects, i.e.
the paper documents, themselves are permanently altered.
An interaction model of Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces should identify generic
interaction primitives that are performed with pen and paper. A first step towards
these interaction primitives is the work by Yeh et al. [YPK08]. However, this mod-
els only interactions with individual sheets of paper and not interactions that span
multiple pages. As discussed in Section 2.2, main advantages of paper are precisely
these multi-page interactions. In the next chapter, we will present a generic interac-
tion model that accounts for this dimension.
3.2 Technology
Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces (PPUIs) require technologies for capturing both the
contents of paper documents and the interactions the user performs with these doc-
uments. In this section, we review these core technologies that are at the bottom of
PPUIs.
A first class of technology provides for uniquely identifying physical pages and
their position. A second class captures the contents which are contained on sheets
of paper. Finally, there exist approaches that capture the live interactions that a
user performs on paper, such as pointing or writing. In the following, we discuss
each of these approaches in turn. All these technologies aim at digitizing input from
paper. Another direction of research is using paper as a digital output channel (e.g.
[CHBM07, CP08]). This is not covered by this survey.
3.2.1 Page Identification and Location Tracking
Many settings that integrate paper with computing require that a physical sheet
of paper can be uniquely identified. For instance, a physical paper card could be
used as a physical token to access a specific digital object. Hence, the system must
identify the card. A second example is a system that tracks the location of a physical
documents in order to help the user in finding them later on. Two main approaches
can be distinguished: vision-based and RFID-based approaches.
Vision-based approaches. Vision-based approaches typically rely on barcodes. A
barcode encodes a unique identifier in an optical machine-readable representation.
It is captured by a 2D camera or by a laser scanner. The oldest form of barcodes are
linear (one-dimensional) barcodes. These encode the identifier using a pattern of
bars of variable width. A very frequent linear encoding is EAN 13 [ISOa], which is
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EAN 13 DataMatrix
Source: 
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a2/EA
N-13-5901234123457.svg
Source: 
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/16/2-
D-STAMPIT-Code.svg
Figure 3.1: Examples of linear (left) and two-dimensional (right) barcodes.
used worldwide to identify products at cashpoints. Figure 3.1 (left) shows an exam-
ple of this barcode. 2D barcodes encode data in a two-dimensional grid of points.
An example is the DataMatrix [ISOb] code (Fig. 3.1 right), which is for example
used for electronic stamps by the German postal service (Deutsche Post). Three-
dimensional barcodes encode a third dimension by varying visual properties of the
points, such as color or brightness.
In addition to identifying objects, vision-based tracking can also be used for track-
ing the location of objects. A camera takes two-dimensional images of the documents
which contain two-dimensional barcodes. The four corners of a barcode enable to
extract the barcode’s relative position with respect to the camera with 6 degrees of
freedom. Several toolkits exist that offer out-of-the-box support for application de-
velopers. The currently most widespread toolkit is ARTag [Fia04]. This supports up
to 1024 barcode markers which have been optimized for fast and reliable detection.
Another influential toolkit is ARToolkit [PKB05].
Main advantages of using barcodes for identifying paper documents are that bar-
codes are a relatively cheap tracking solution, as they can be printed with the docu-
ment. However, this approach requires that the barcode is in the line-of-sight of the
camera, possibly restricting natural interactions. Moreover, the artwork of the doc-
ument is changed because the barcode is visible to the human eye. Recent research
demonstrated a new technology of invisible visual markers [KNF09]. This relies
on polar filters. However, these markers cannot be printed with the document but
must be applied in a separate processing step.
RFID-based approaches. The second approach, RFID-based tracking, avoids the
problems of barcodes. Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) uses tags that are em-
bedded into or applied to a physical object. The tag consists of an integrated circuit
that stores a unique ID and manages the communication with an external reading
device. Moreover, it includes an antenna for receiving and transmitting signals. If
the tag is passive, it does not include an own battery but receives energy from the
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Figure 3.2: The desktop scanner HP ScanJet N9210 ( c© Hewlett-Packard)
reading device via an electromagnetic field. When being within the range of a read-
ing device, the RFID tag transmits its unique ID. No direct line of sight between the
tag and the reading device is necessary. However, in contrast to barcode tracking,
RFID tags produce additional costs. Applying them to a paper page requires an
additional processing step beyond printing. Moreover, while the technology allows
to track if a tag is within the range of a reader, it does not allow to further detect its
precise location.
Besides these two main approaches, some other systems use individual solutions
for identifying objects. Similarly to RFID, integrated circuits storing a unique iden-
tifier are applied to physical objects. The communication to a reading device is
made via a wired connection (e.g. [SJH+08, JM09]) or a wireless connection (e.g.
[nPSN00]).
3.2.2 Digitizing the Contents of Paper Documents
Visual scanning of sheets of paper is a well-established approach for digitizing the
contents of paper documents. This captures an image of the page contents at a given
point in time. If the image contains text, optical character recognition (OCR) tech-
nology [PS00] can be used to convert the graphical marks into a machine-readable
symbolic representation.
Desktop scanners are well-suited for scanning large numbers of pages and offer a
high resolution. For example, the commercially available HP Scanjet N9210 [HPS]
(Fig. 3.2) digitizes the contents of up to 50 pages per minute with a resolution of
600 dots per inch. In contrast to desktop scanners, handheld scanners are small and
light and can be used in mobile settings. A first class of handheld scanners has the
scanning unit in the tip of a pen-like device. The interaction for scanning resembles
to using a pen on a paper document. By moving the pen along the lines of text,
the document is scanned little and little. This approach is well-suited for scanning
individual words or short passages but too slow for scanning entire pages. An
example is the Wizcom InfoScan2 Elite pen [Wiz] (Fig. 3.3 left). The pen is able
to scan with a speed of about 15 cm/s and a resolution of 400 dpi and includes
optical character recognition. This enables the pen to read loud the scanned text
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Figure 3.3: Left: Wizcom InfoScan2 Elite Pen ( c©Wizcom Ltd.). Right: Planon Docu-
Pen RC 805 ( c©Planon Ltd.)
using voice synthetization, to translate scanned text and to provide definitions for
scanned words. It includes a display for accessing scanned documents. The user
can also transfer scanned data to a computer or a PDA via an infrared port or via
USB. A second class of handheld scanners is not used vertically like a pen, but lies
flat on the document, much like a ruler. The scanning module therefore has a larger
width, which significantly speeds up the scanning processes. This enables scanning
an entire page in 4 to 8 seconds. An example is the Planon DocuPen RC 805 [Pla]
(Fig. 3.3 right).
The advantages of desktop and handheld scanners are that they can scan all types
of paper documents without additional provisions made to the documents. How-
ever, as a still picture is taken at one given point in time, it is not possible to contin-
uously track changes of the document. Moreover, all visual contents are digitized
in one single layer. For example, it is therefore a complex task to separate the con-
ceptual layer of handwritten annotations and sketches from the underlying printed
document.
A further approach captures the documents contents with one or several cameras
which are mounted above the user’s desk or in front of an interactive wall. This is
well-suited for interactive systems, as the contents can be continuously tracked. We
will discuss this approach in more detail below.
3.2.3 Tracking User Interaction on Paper
We have discussed technological means for identifying physical pages and tracking
their locations. We have also seen how the contents of a paper document can be
digitized. A further important field for bridging paper and computers is to track
user activity on physical pages. This enables interactive systems in which the user
can interact with pages, for example by tapping on hot-spot areas or by writing on
it.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic view of the Digital Desk [Wel93]
Hand and Finger Input
Above, we have already presented vision-based approaches for page identification,
location tracking and content capturing. This technology can also be also used for
tracking live user interaction on pages. A seminal system is Wellner’s Digital Desk
[Wel93] (Fig. 3.4). A camera which is mounted above the desk captures the position
and the contents of printed documents and tracks gestures that the user performs
with her fingers or with a pen. A beamer projects additional digital documents onto
the same surface. This creates very seamless integration of physical and digital con-
tents. The example applications of the Digital Desk include a calculator application.
Instead of manually entering numbers, the user can copy numbers from printed
documents by pointing on these. For this purpose, optical gesture recognition and
optical character recognition is used. Several successor systems of the Digital Desk
further improved hand tracking and gesture recognition [KK98, HVA+05] and de-
signed further applications [RSW+97].
A drawback of camera-based scanning is that it significantly restricts the mobility
of paper. Typically, the camera is mounted at a fix position. While there exist mobile
solutions, such as the Docklamp [KDLD07] or Sixth Sense [MMC09], these are still
rather large and heavy and their use is not comparable to the flexibility of traditional
pen and paper. Moreover, in any case, the paper documents must be kept in a small
area in front of the camera.
Pen Input
One specific form of interaction which is central for paper documents is pen-based
input, such as handwritings and sketches. There exist capturing technologies that
focus on this specific content.
Digital pens can be used in a manner which is similar to using traditional pen and
paper. They leave visible ink traces on the paper sheet but additionally track their
position. This generates digital ink data, a digital two-dimensional representation of
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Figure 3.5: Left: Pegasus Tablet Notetaker ( c© Pegasus Ltd.). Right: Wacom Graphire4
graphics tablet ( c© Wacom)
the pen traces which moreover includes temporal information. Some technologies
also track the force with which the pen tip is pressed onto the paper sheet.
Technology for capturing pen input on real paper should offer high tracking per-
formance while restricting the natural interaction as little as possible. We distin-
guish approaches that detect a relative pen position with respect to an external
reading device from approaches that detect absolute positions on the paper pages.
Relative position tracking. A first class of approaches tracks the relative position of
a digital pen on a fixed surface with respect to a separate tracking device. The most
widespread solution within this class relies on ultrasonic triangulation. The digital
pen continuously emits an ultrasonic signal which is not audible by humans. A
tracking device is attached to the paper sheet(s). It has two or more reference points
that detect the pen distance using the signal. Based on ultrasonic position detection,
the position of the pen with respect to these reference points can be calculated. The
resolution of this technology is high enough for capturing handwriting. As the
tracking does not depend on the material the pen is used upon and scales to large
surfaces, it can be used on arbitrary surfaces, such as tables, augmented walls or
whiteboards. However, the position of the pen is tracked in relation to the external
device and not in relation to the paper sheet. Therefore, the user must manually
calibrate the position of the sheet and once calibrated, a page must not be moved.
Moreover, this approach is not able to detect which sheet the user is writing on.
For this reason, the user must manually indicate when he is changing the page.
This makes this approach hard to use in settings where users do not write on one
single page but deal with many pages. Ultrasonic tracking is utilized in commercial
solutions that mainly focus on private end-users, for example the Pegasus Tablet
NoteTaker [Peg] (Fig. 3.5 left). This has a resolution of 100 dpi.
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Figure 3.6: Left: Magnified view of a printed document containing the Anoto pattern.
Right: Schematic view of a 6x6 grid of points ( c© Anoto AB)
Another type of external tracking device are graphics tablets. This is a flat surface
which generates a magnetic field. Using induction, the position of a specific stylus
can be detected on this surface. Figure 3.5 (right) shows a Wacom Graphire4 [Wac]
graphics tablet. In principle, graphics tablets do not aim at supporting the use of
pen and paper. Instead, the tablet is used directly interact with the digital system,
e.g. for drawing in a graphics application or for positioning the mouse pointer.
However, the induction principle still works if one or several sheets of paper are
positioned between the graphics tablet and the stylus. For this reason, they can be
used to track pen input on real paper. This approach enables very high resolutions
(about 1000 to 5000 dpi). However, it has the same drawbacks as ultrasonic tracking.
The user must manually calibrate the paper sheet and must indicate page changes.
Moreover, the interaction is restricted to the small surface of the tablet. Tracking
interaction on paper with underlying graphics tablets is a common approach for
research prototypes (e.g. [MPL+02, EMBW08, Tay08]).
Absolute position tracking. A second class of approaches tracks the absolute posi-
tion of the pen, i.e. its position with respect to the paper sheet and not with respect
to an external device. This requires that positional information is directly encoded
on the paper sheets. It is the digital pen that decodes the position, which makes
external devices and calibration obsolete. As the position which is encoded on the
physical sheets can also contain a page identifier, the pen is able to detect on which
page it is used. Hence, it is not necessary to manually indicate page changes or on
which page one is currently using the pen. Users can therefore work very naturally
with multiple sheets of paper.
Anoto digital pen and paper [Anob] is the currently most widespread solution of
this class. The positional information is encoded on the paper sheets with a two-
dimensional dot pattern (Fig. 3.6). This is printed on the page using an ordinary
laser printer. Each dot has a position on an imaginary grid which overlays the page.
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Figure 3.7: Anoto pens. Left: Nokia SU-1B ( c© Nokia). Right: Livescribe Pulse Smart-
Pen ( c© Livescribe Ltd.)
By slightly deplacing each dot in one of the four directions, a single dot encodes 2 bit
of data. Each 6x6 matrix of dots encodes a unique position in the Anoto coordinate
space. This indicates both the identifier of the page and the position on that page.
The pattern is slightly visible to the human eye, making the print product appear
slightly gray like recycled paper.
The Anoto pen behaves like an ordinary ballpoint pen on paper. If the print prod-
uct contains the pattern, it is read and decoded by the pen, which therefore includes
an infrared camera and a processing unit. The Anoto technology allows a resolu-
tion of about 850 dpi. In addition to the position in the two-dimensional coordinate
space, current pens register pen tip force and timestamps. The technology further
allows to detect the rotary and tilt angles of the pen (although this is not supported
by the firmware of current pens). An Anoto pen is depicted in Fig. 3.7 (left). De-
pending on the capabilities of the pen, data is temporally buffered on the pen until
it is synchronized with a computer via USB or it is streamed in real-time to a nearby
computing device using a Bluetooth connection. Anoto pens include a battery and
can therefore be used in mobile conditions.
Anoto pens are produced by several manufacturers. Current models are Logitech
io2 (now rebranded Anoto io2), Nokia SU-27W and Maxell DP-201 (now rebranded
Anoto DP-201). These standard models do only to capture and digitize pen traces
to transfer them to a computer. It is the computer that further interprets the strokes
and it is not possible to provide system feedback to the user directly on the pen.
Liao et al. [LGL06] extended one of these pen models with auditory, tactile and vi-
sual feedback and explored with that prototype several pen-based feedback mech-
anisms.
Recently, several new pen models have been commercialized that include addi-
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tional processing capabilities and output devices. These pens are able to interpret
the strokes and react to user input. The Fly Fusion Pentop Computer [Fly] has a
built-in speaker. It reads out the translations of handwritten words, can be used as
a calculator and plays MP3 files. The Livescribe Pulse Smartpen [Liv] (Fig. 3.7 right)
has a built-in microphone, speaker and an OLED display. In addition to capturing
notes, it can be used to record and playback audio and as a calculator. An SDK
provides for developing further applications (so-called penlets) which are executed
directly on the pen. While these novel pens enable to develop more interactive
interfaces including direct system feedback on the pen, they do not provide a wire-
less Bluetooth connection. For this purpose, interactive applications are currently
restricted to a local use on the pen.
Recent research demonstrated how Anoto pens can also be used for pen input on
rear-projection screens [BHH+07]. This approach relies on printing the Anoto pattern
on a translucent foil. The digital content is projected on this foil using a commercial
beamer. As on paper, the pen decodes its position from the printed pattern. This
position can be translated to the position on the screen. This enables to produce
very large pen-enabled displays that have a high input resolution at relatively low
cost.
Another approach encodes positional information on paper using a grid of linear
barcodes that are printed on the document with conductive ink [Sig06, p. 26]. This
grid is slightly visible to the human eye. An inductive pen measures the inductivity
and decodes it to a two-dimensional position. In contrast to the Anoto technology,
which requires expensive optical components, inductive pens can be produced at a
much lower cost. However, the resolution is not high enough to capture handwrit-
ing but only allows to distinguish larger hot-spot areas on a document.
Electronic Components on Paper
The technologies for capturing user input, which we have discussed above, all keep
paper as a purely physical medium (possibly expect for attaching a passive RFID
tag). The electronics for digitizing or tracking is contained in specific devices which
are not part of the paper sheets. This has the advantage that paper can be printed
as usually.
Other approaches augment paper by attaching or embedding electronic compo-
nents. This enables a greater diversity of interactions, but these augmented paper
documents are more complicated and more expensive to produce.
An example is Pulp-based computing [CHBM07]. The authors embed diverse com-
ponents directly into paper during the papermaking process. These components
comprise microphones, bend sensors, LEDs, speakers and vibrating motors. Voodoo-
Sketch [BHG+07] is an ad-hoc physical interface toolkit. This allows to plug various
electronic controls, such as push buttons, switches and sliders, onto paper palettes,
which have embedded conductive layers. Moreover, it is also possible to sketch con-
trols using an Anoto pen. The Computational Sketchbook [BHE09] follows a similar
approach. The user can create interactive paintings by attaching electronic compo-
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nents onto ordinary paper. These components comprise speakers, motors, switches,
LEDs and batteries. The user establishes the conductive connections by painting
them with conductive ink. The electric circuit thus becomes a visible part of the
artwork.
Our research does not follow this approach, as our goal is that it remains easy and
cheap for the end-users to print their documents.
3.3 Pen-and-Paper Applications
Having discussed basic technologies for digitizing the contents of paper documents
and the interaction with them, we now review applications which include a Pen-
and-Paper User Interface and the interaction techniques used in these applications.
We distinguish two main classes of applications. A first class focuses on writ-
ing on documents. Digital pens are well-suited for this purpose because it is very
easy and intuitive to write with a pen on paper. These applications enable the user
for example to make handwritten notes or annotations on paper that are automati-
cally digitized (e.g. [MPL+02, Gui03, YLK+06, Wel93]), to structure documents with
handwritten links and tags (e.g. [HHT99, AAH97, LGHH08]) or to fill in printed
forms [Anoa, VV06]. A second class of application leverages the mobility and flex-
ibility of pen and paper for purposes other than writing. This includes using pen
and paper as an interactive tourist guide [Sig06, p. 153 sqq.] or as a remote control
for TV sets [HKP08].
In the remainder of this section, we will present and discuss applications and in-
teraction techniques of the first class, as the focus of this work is on writing on doc-
uments. Following the three main activities which are supported by CoScribe, we
distinguish applications and interaction techniques for notetaking and annotation
(Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2), for cross-media hyperlinking (3.3.3) and for paper-based
tagging (3.3.4). We present the functionality provided by prior applications, the un-
derlying interaction metaphors and principles, how information on paper and on
digital media are perceptually coupled and how collaboration is supported. First,
the applications are described in a neutral manner – providing a general state of the
art survey –, before we give a critical discussion with our requirements in mind in
Section 3.4.
3.3.1 Paper-based Notetaking
The main principle of augmented paper notebooks is to allow users to make hand-
written free-form notes and sketches on a notebook of real paper sheets. These are
automatically digitized and are available in a software viewer. This basic function-
ality is typically included in software for end-users that is shipped with the digital
pen, e.g. with the Pegasus Tablet Notetaker [Peg] (Fig. 3.5 left) or the Logitech io2 Anoto
pen [Log]. In contrast to other means for enabling pen input, such as graphics tablets
or Tablet PCs, a physical notebook has the advantages of paper, e.g. for browsing
through the physical notebook using both hands.
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Figure 3.8: The IDeas notebook [LMK+06]. Left: Paper notebook. Right: Shared digital
notebook including selected pages of multiple users
Additional media. More advanced research prototypes demonstrate how these ba-
sic paper and digital notebooks can be augmented by additional media. Yeh et al.’s
ButterflyNet [YLK+06] is an augmented notebooks for biologists. A smart camera
enables the user to take photos in the field. These can be embedded in the digital
version of the notebook by selecting an appropriate position in the paper notebook
with a pen gesture. Memento [WQK07] is a digital-physical scrapbook that uses
a similar concept for embedding pictures or videos. The Audio Notebook [SAS01]
closely couples handwritten notes on a paper notebook made during a meeting
with an audio recording of that meeting. By tapping with the pen on a note, the
recording is played back at the point in time when that specific note was made.
This is a very intuitive and powerful method for spatially indexing temporal data,
which is also included in the commercial Livescribe pen [Liv]. These systems have
inspired our approach of linking paper documents and digital media.
Collaborative applications. Several augmented notebooks leverage the capabilities
of computing for supporting group work. The following concepts can be distin-
guished:
A digital version of one’s own notebook can be viewed by other persons over
a network connection. In the most simple case, the user cannot select passages to
share but the entire notebook is made available to other users. This is the case with
Memento which allows to access shared notebooks in a standard Web browser. The
iDeas notebook [LMK+06] (Fig. 3.8), an enhanced version of ButterflyNet, offers
similar functionality. Moreover, users can add selected contents of their personal
notebooks to a shared group notebook.
A second concept reported in the literature supports co-located collaboration.
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Figure 3.9: Interaction Lens of the A-Book for accessing digital content on the physical
notebook [MPL+02]
AirTransNote [MKS07] focuses on communication within the classroom. Students
take handwritten notes on a paper notebook. The notes are digitally captured and
transmitted to the PC of the instructor. This enables the instructor to provide feed-
back and to discuss notes of students by projecting them on a screen. Moreover,
the system uses handwriting recognition and clusters the recognized notes of all
students. This enables the instructor to quickly get an overview on the notes.
Closer perceptual coupling of printed and digital representations. In all systems
discussed above, there exist a large gap between printed contents on paper and
digital contents that can only be accessed on a separate computer. This spatial and
conceptual distance turns attention from the notebook to the computer, which more-
over requires different interactions (e.g. keyboard and mouse instead of the pen).
Therefore, physical input and digital output are perceptually distinct. We will now
discuss approaches that provide a closer coupling of both media.
The A-Book [MPL+02] uses a graphics tablet which is positioned below the paper
notebook to capture notes and sketches. Users can access the digital version of
the notebook not only in a separate software viewer but also directly on the paper
notebook. For this purpose, it leverages the metaphor of an interactive lens. Similar
to a physical lens, the user can place a PDA on the notebook (Fig. 3.9). The position
and orientation of the PDA is automatically tracked. This enables the system to
display on the screen of the PDA a digital version of the area of the underlying
paper notebook which is covered by the PDA. The illusion of a transparent PDA
is maintained for any orientation of the PDA. The PDA overlays the contents of
the paper document with additional digital information, such as hyperlinks. This
seamlessly integrates physical and digital information, but only on the small screen
of the PDA which must be moved over the page to successively view the digital
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contents of the entire page.
Augmented desks and augmented walls support larger surfaces. As described
above, the contents of paper documents are tracked using a camera and a beamer
projects digital information onto the same surface. This principle is for example
used in the Digital Desk [Wel93]. An example application enables users to make a
sketch on paper and to copy this sketch to a digital collage. The digital contents
are visible on the same surface. Moreover, the user interacts with both printed and
digital contents using the same stylus.
A further approach is providing access to a digital version of notes via text-to-
speech on an audio channel. EdFest [Sig06, p. 153 sqq.] is a mobile interactive guide
containing a printed guide, an Anoto pen and a headset. The guide includes empty
pages for writing handwritten reviews of individual events. These notes are trans-
mitted to a central sever. Another user requesting information on that specific event
can then play back this review on the headset.
3.3.2 Paper-based Annotation
This section discusses applications and concepts that allow the user to annotate
existing documents instead of taking notes on empty pages. A large number of
systems support annotations on digital documents. Typically, these are typewrit-
ten annotations, for example in word processors (e.g. Microsoft Word), document
viewers (e.g. Adobe Acrobat) and web browsers (e.g. Annotea [KK01], Diigo [Dii]).
Some systems use pen input for handwritten annotations of digital documents (e.g.
Microsoft Journal for Tablet PCs) and include functions for sharing notes with col-
laborators (e.g. Notepals [DLC+99] and Livenotes [KWI+05]). However, these ap-
proaches cannot fully imitate the advantages of paper. For example, it is easier to
get an overall sense of the structure of a document by laying out its pages on the
desk than by sequentially browsing through its pages on a single screen. A consider-
able number of research prototypes have been published that support handwritten
annotations on printed documents.
Annotating printed versions of digital documents. An important system of this class
is Paper Augmented Digital Documents (PADD) [Gui03]. This system introduced the
main principle of paper-based annotation. A digital document is printed on paper.
This printout is used as a proxy to interact with the underlying digital version of
this document by making handwritten annotations on paper. These annotations are
automatically digitized and added to the digital document. The digital document
is accessed on a computer. Moreover, the user can print updated versions of the
document including new annotations. This results in a digital-paper-digital anno-
tation lifecycle. PADD does not interpret the handwritings but simply captures and
visualizes them. PaperProof [WISN08] demonstrates how handwritten correction
marks can be automatically interpreted to modify the underlying digital document.
Using handwriting recognition and a module that parses the symbolic contents of
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Figure 3.10: ModelCraft provides for anotating three-dimensional paper models
[SGHL06]
the document, it is for example possible to delete text by striking it out or to insert
text by writing it at the appropriate position.
PADD and PaperProof focus on standard documents in knowledge work. How-
ever, the same principle applies to more nonstandard documents, such as large
posters [YBK+06], maps [MHBC08] or musical partitions [TLM09]. Moreover, re-
lated research [SGHL06, SGAL07] demonstrated how Anoto pen and paper can be
leveraged to annotate three-dimensional physical models made of paper (Fig. 3.10).
The annotations are automatically added to the underlying CAD model. This shows
the versatility of paper annotations. However, in contrast to flat documents which
can be easily re-printed, creating updated versions of physical models requires man-
ual work. This limits the paper-digital annotation lifecycle.
Hybrid printed and digital collages. Another approach of paper-based annotation
does not use a printed version of a digital document as a proxy for adding anno-
tations to it. Instead, the digital document is displayed on a screen. Handwritten
annotations are added by attaching a paper sticker, which can be annotated, onto
the screen. This creates a hybrid physical and digital collage with all contents being
available in the digital version of the document. The Designer’s Outpost [KNF+01]
focuses on creative planning tasks with Post-it stickers (Fig. 3.11 left). It is a rear-
projection smartboard onto which users can make digital handwritings with a dig-
ital stylus. This digital document can be annotated by attaching physical post-it
stickers containing arbitrary handwritings and drawings. The positions and the
contents of the stickers are automatically digitized and added to the digital docu-
ment. DigiPost [JYWS07] uses a similar principle on a horizontal tabletop display.
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Figure 3.11: Left: The Designer’s Outpost [KNF+01]. Right: PaperPoint [SN07]
Collaborative applications. Neither of these systems does offer specific functional-
ity for group work. The following two systems show how annotations on paper can
support co-located collaboration. PaperCP [LGA+07] supports in-classroom collab-
oration in a way similar to AirTransNote. Students can annotate printed handouts
of lecture slides and electronically transmit their annotations to the instructor. The
paper discusses how students can define own notes to be excluded from sharing.
It proposes declaring different regions on a paper page to be exclusively used for
private or for public notes, using different pens for private or public notes and dif-
ferentiating with pen gestures. PaperPoint [SN07] is a paper-based interface for con-
trolling slide presentations from a printout and annotating slides on paper (Fig. 3.11
right). All annotations made on the slide printout are added to the digital slides in
real-time. Several printed buttons allow to switch between slides during a presen-
tation.
Recent research [SGF+09] examined how users can interact with a digital pen that
has a built-in projector. The pen projects a superimposed digital information layer
onto the paper document. This provides for selecting items in digital pie menus and
for accessing annotations created by other users. However, this research is a pure
conceptual study. As current projectors are still too large to be applied to a pen,
the authors simulated a projecting pen. For this purpose, they tracked the location
and orientation of the pen using visual camera-based tracking and projected the
superimposed layer with a standard projector that was mounted at the ceiling above
the table.
3.3.3 Paper-based Hyperlinking
Token-based Access to Digital Resources
One class of physical hypermedia offers a physical way for accessing digital docu-
ments and applications. Each digital resource to access is represented by a physical
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Figure 3.12: A WebSticker (small photo) contains a barcode that is associated with a
Web resource [LRH00].
object. By manipulating this object (e.g. by holding it near to a barcode reader or
to an RFID reader or by pressing a push button on that object), the associated dig-
ital resource is accessed. This provides an easy and intuitive way for selecting and
opening documents or applications. The physical proxies can be managed and or-
dered by spatially arranging them in the physical world. Moreover, they can be
easily shared with co-workers. An example is WebStickers [LRH00] which uses pa-
per tokens that contain a barcode (Fig. 3.12). The user can associate a token with a
single Web page or with a collection of Web pages. By holding the token under a
barcode reader, the associated resource is displayed on a computer screen. A simi-
lar approach has recently been commercialized (e.g. [Bee, Sem]). Two-dimensional
barcodes (e.g. on advertisements, stamps and the like) act as links to Web pages.
The barcode is decoded using a standard mobile phone that has a built-in cam-
era. Based on a similar approach Palette [NInPA99] follows a similar approach and
uses barcode-enhanced paper cards for accessing individual slides of slide presen-
tations. PaperButtons [nPSN00] overcomes the limitations of barcodes that must be
placed below a barcode reader or in front of a camera phone. It extends the Palette
system by replacing the barcode on a paper card with a push button. A unique ID
is transmitted to the system over a wireless connection when this button is pressed.
Augmented Filing Systems (e.g. [SJH+08, JM09]) track the physical location of folders
in a filing cabinet and synchronize these with their digital counterparts. DigiClip
[DBEK04] is an electronically augmented paper clip which includes LEDs, sensors
and wireless communication. The user can attach a clip to a paper document. Since
the system tracks the position of the paper clips, it is easy to find the physical copy
of a digital document later on.
This linking between a physical and a digital instance of the same resource is not
the focus of this thesis. Although in CoScribe, printed representations of a docu-
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Figure 3.13: Three systems supporting pre-programmed hyperlinks. Left: Books with
Voices [KGWL03]. Center: Listen Reader [BCG+01]. Right: Print-n-Link
[NSW06b].
ment can also be used for accessing the corresponding digital representation, the
main function of printouts is not being a simple handle but being a complete and
self-contained representation of the document. We understand hyperlinks as refer-
ences between different resources. In the following, we will review approaches for
hyperlinks between printed documents and digital media.
Preprogrammed Hyperlinks between Documents
A number of systems enable the user to access digital resources by selecting hy-
perlinks on a printed document. The aim of these systems is to support users in
reading documents and accessing additional digital information if necessary. We
can classify these systems following the technology which is used to select hyper-
links on paper (and the resulting interactions), the type of the printed document as
well as the type of the digitally linked media and the device on which digital me-
dia is made available. The underlying interaction metaphor of all these systems is
selecting a link hot-spot with a deictic gesture for accessing the associated digital
resource. Depending on the technology, the deictic gesture is tapping with a stylus
or the finger, clicking with the mouse or scanning with a barcode reader.
Books with Voices [KGWL03] illustrates well the principle of interactive books. A
book which is printed on ordinary paper is augmented by cross-media hyperlinks
to digital videos. For this purpose, a linear barcode is printed in the margin of the
document at each place where a hyperlink starts. When the user wants to follow
this hyperlink, she scans the barcode with a PDA that is augmented by a barcode
reader (Fig. 3.13 left). The video is then played back on the PDA.
While this relatively simple technology is easy to deploy, it requires a consider-
able number of printed barcodes, which can interfere with the visual appearance of
the printed artwork. Moreover, it is not possible to define a link hot-spot directly
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within the document but only in its margin. For these reasons, the following sys-
tems rely on printed barcodes only for identifying the current page but use other
means for identifying the position on a page which is selected by the user.
ActiveBook [SMF99] makes areas of a printed book “active” in the sense that the
user can select an area to access an associated Web resource on a nearby computer.
An area is selected by positioning a device similar to a mouse on it. This device
tracks the user’s pointing position relative to a reference location within the paper
document. As this technology does not detect link hot-spots using visual infor-
mation on the document but with the mouse device, ActiveBook does not require
marking up link hot-spots on the document with barcodes or the like. Moreover,
link hot-spots can be of various shapes and sizes, allowing very flexible link an-
chors.
Animated Paper Documents [RSW+97], an extension of the Digital Desk [Wel93]
enables the user to print Web pages with their hyperlinks. The user can select a
hyperlink on a printed document by tapping on it with a stylus, whose position is
tracked by a camera mounted above the desk. The linked document is then dis-
played in a browser window which is projected onto the desk. This creates a very
close coupling of printed input and digital output but requires a complex technical
setup that restricts the mobility which is inherent to paper.
While both ActiveBook and Animated Paper Documents require that barcodes
are printed on each page in order to identify this page, the following systems do not
use barcodes at all. This leaves full freedom for the design of the printed artwork.
The Listen Reader [BCG+01] (Fig. 3.13 center) is an augmented physical book with
embedded hyperlinks to audio files. The page of the book which is currently open
is detected using RFID technology. A passive RFID tag is embedded in each page of
the book. An RFID reader in the back cover of the book detects which pages form
the right hand side of the opened book. Pages on the left hand side are outside the
range of the reader. This allows to infer the page which is currently open. Further-
more, Listen Reader does not only detect touch events to select link hot-spots, but
also the distance of the user’s hands to the book. By altering this distance, the user
can control the volume of the audio playback. For this purpose, the Listen Reader
relies on electromagnetic sensing. Four electrodes, one in each quadrant of a page,
create four electromagnetic fields. A sensor detects touch and hovering interactions
that the user makes with her hands.
Print-n-Link [NSW06b] aims at reducing the burden of retrieving articles that are
referenced in scientific publications. When the user prints a scientific article, Print-
and-Link automatically detects the references within this article. The text of each
reference (e.g. “[12]” or “(Author, 2007)”) becomes a link hot-spot for the referenced
article. By tapping twice with the Anoto pen on a link hot-spot on the printed docu-
ment, the referenced article can be electronically accessed (Fig. 3.13 right). Depend-
ing on the user configuration, a nearby computer displays the PDF of the article or
shows its metadata.
These systems offer appropriate support as long as the focus is on reading a
document and it is sufficient to have access to some pre-programmed digital re-
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Figure 3.14: PaperLink uses a pen that is augmented with a camera (left). From the
camera image, a text pattern is extracted (right) that can act as an anchor
for a hyperlink [AAH97].
sources. If the user has a more active role and wants to create own hyperlinks,
pre-programmed links are too restricted.
User-defined Hyperlinks
Another class of systems allows users not only to follow (pre-defined) hyperlinks,
but also to create and follow personal hyperlinks. This was already the aim of early
hypertext visions. Vannevar Bush’s Memex [Bus45] was the vision of an electro-
mechanical machine which stores all books and other documents of a user on mi-
crofilm. Memex enables the user to read and annotate these documents as well as
to create associations (we would call them hyperlinks today) between these docu-
ments: “The process of tying two items together is the important thing.” (Vannevar
Bush, As We May Think [Bus45]). These associations provide a systematized access
to information that is distributed between several documents. Bush influenced Ted
Nelson’s concept of hypertext [Nel65]. In contrast to the simplified hypertext model
of the World Wide Web and similar to Bush, Nelson envisaged that users can create
their own hyperlinks and annotations. (such as those by Vannevar Bush [Bus45]
and Ted Nelson [Nel65]). However, these approaches constrain the user to work
with documents that are displayed on a machine and not on paper. We will now
review systems that support hyperlinks on physical documents. Each of them uses
a different technology for bridging physical paper to computers, demonstrating the
variety of approaches.
PaperLink [AAH97] is based on a pen with a built-in camera that scans an image
of the area of the document around the pen tip (Fig. 3.14). A specific text pattern
(i.e. a mark on the document scanned by the pen) can be associated with a digital
resource. When this mark is returned to later on and scanned with the pen, the
associated resource is displayed on a nearby computer. The Interactive Multimedia
Textbook [LCC07] offers similar pen-based interactions for creating and following
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Figure 3.15: Pen gestures for creating a hyperlink in PapierCraft [LGHH08].
hyperlinks from printed documents to Web pages. Since it uses an ultrasonic pen
(see Section 3.2.3), link anchors are not bound to specific marks on the document
(e.g. an individual word) but to freely-defined hot-spot areas. Tapping with the pen
on such an area displays the associated digital document. Both of these systems are
limited to links from paper to digital media.
In contrast, PapierCraft [LGHH08] enables the user to create hyperlinks between
two paper documents. It is a pen-based command system for paper documents, re-
lying on the Anoto technology and containing a rich set of pen gestures. These ges-
tures provide for creating and following hyperlinks on documents, for copy/paste
within paper documents, for tagging documents, for performing Google searches
using keywords from the printed document and for mailing portions of a document
to other persons. A hyperlink is created by drawing two specific pen gestures on
both link anchors (see Fig. 3.15). For defining the extent of the link anchors, Papier-
Craft provides flexible ways, e.g. underlining or encircling text, selecting several
lines of text with a margin bar or specifying a rectangular area. For links from or to
digital documents, the same gestures can be used on a Tablet PC on which the dig-
ital document is displayed. Later on, a hyperlink can be followed in the document
viewer on a computer, but not from paper. In contrast to our work, PapierCraft is
limited to PDF documents and does not support links from and to Web pages.
Unlike the systems presented above, which model hyperlinks as being part of
the physical layer of the printed document, the A-Book [MPL+02] treats hyperlinks
on paper content as being part of a superimposed digital layer. The A-Book is an
augmented notebook for field biologists and has been described in Section 3.3.1. In
order to create a hyperlink on the paper notebook, the user would place the Inter-
action Lens onto the notebook at the location where the first link anchor should be.
Then, she would tap with the pen on the display of the Interaction Lens at that pre-
cise location. When the pen is kept held down for a short moment, a link anchor
is created and visualized in the Interaction Lens. The second link anchor would
be created on the same or on another page using the same technique. A hyperlink
can be followed by placing the Interaction Lens at the appropriate position onto the
notebook and tapping with the pen on a hyperlink symbol which is displayed as
part of the superimposed digital layer. An advantage of the A-Book’s linking tech-
nique is that the Interaction Lens keeps a list of open hyperlinks. Therefore, it is not
necessary to immediately define the second link anchor.
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Figure 3.16: The PaperPDA [HHT99]. Center: A form for writing e-mails on paper.
Right: Physical stickers for creating hyperlinks.
The PaperPDA [HHT99] incorporates an entirely different interaction technique
for creating links than the deictic tapping or clicking gestures of the systems dis-
cussed above. It combines a conventional paper notebook, calendar and organizer
with electronic support. Using specific pre-printed paper forms, the user can for
example take notes and write e-mails using real pen and paper (Fig. 3.16). This is
particularly helpful in mobile settings. Back in her office, the user scans all new
or updated forms using a desktop scanner. Specific visual marks on each form al-
low the system to identify the orientation and the type of the form. PaperPDA
then detects marks that the user has made on interface elements (such as printed
check boxes) and uses OCR for recognizing text. The PaperPDA system then auto-
matically performs the electronic operations requested by the user, e.g. sending an
e-mail. Hyperlinks between two paper documents are created with physical stick-
ers (Fig. 3.16 right). The user attaches two corresponding stickers to the locations of
both link anchor. On each of these stickers, an ID is printed that enables the system
to detect corresponding stickers when the forms are scanned. This automatically
creates a digital version of the hyperlink. These physical stickers were a source of
inspiration for our tangible bookmarks.
DocuDesk [EMBW08] is an augmented desk system that supports the user in
the combined work with printed and digital documents, focusing particularly on
quickly re-establishing the state of open windows and documents when resuming
a task. It provides a very intuitive way for creating many-to-many links between
printed and digital documents that are positioned on a pen-sensitive graphics tablet.
A link is established not by defining two separate anchor points but by connecting
two documents by drawing a line. This interaction emphasizes on the connecting
character of hyperlinks. DocuDesk relies on a 22 inch pen-sensitive Wacom screen in
a horizontal tabletop configuration. Digital documents are displayed on that screen.
Moreover, the user can place physical documents on the screen (Fig. 3.17). Their
positions are tracked by a camera which is mounted above the desk. The camera
also captures images of the contents of documents and of the annotations that are
made with a traditional pen. Hence, the system has full knowledge not only of open
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Figure 3.17: The DocuDesk [EMBW08]. A hyperlink is created by drawing a line on
the pen-sensitive display that connects the documents (right).
digital applications but also of the contents and the locations of paper documents.
This enables quickly re-establishing this state later on (with having digital versions
of the printed documents displayed on the screen). A many-to-many link is created
by drawing connecting lines on the pen-sensitive tabletop display between all doc-
uments to be part of this link, regardless if the document is a printed or a digital
one (Fig. 3.17 right). However, links apply only to entire documents. To follow a
link later on, it suffices to place one of these documents onto the screen. All other
documents are then displayed on the screen, surrounding this document and being
connected by lines.
While these interaction techniques for creating and following hyperlinks are var-
ied – deictic pen gestures, connecting lines, physical sticking actions – , they all
have an important property in common: The user performs an action on or with the
documents, but the location of the documents keeps unchanged. We now discuss a
fourth technique which relies on collocating physical objects in order to establish a
hyperlink between them. A good example for this technique is the work by Grøn-
bæk et al. [nKrE03]. This introduced the term Physical Hypermedia for hyperstruc-
tures that contain both physical and digital objects. A prototype supports users in
linking and grouping RFID-tagged physical objects by holding them near an RFID
reader. A software browser visualizes the hyperstructure in a 2D view by placing as-
sociated objects near each other. However, as the focus is not on paper documents
but on general physical artifacts, a more specific document support, (e.g. linking
document passages instead of entire documents) is missing.
3.3.4 Paper-based Tagging
On the Web, tagging resources is nowadays very common. Personal tagging is sup-
ported by browser bookmarks. Collaborative bookmarking tools such as del.icio.us1,
1http://del.icio.us
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digg2 or cite-u-like3 enable sharing own bookmarks with other users. Many Web 2.0
platforms contain their own tagging functionality, e.g. for photos (flickr4) or videos
(YouTube5). However, these approaches are restricted to resources that are available
on the Web. Moreover tags apply always to entire documents and it is not possible
to tag sub-passages of them.
Before we review in more detail systems for tagging paper documents, we will
have a look at digital notetaking and annotation systems that inspired our work.
Some collaborative forum and annotation systems (e.g. [LTZ05]) enable the user to
categorize his or her contributions following their functions in the discourse. This
relies on the concept of speech acts [Aus62, Sea69, Win86] and is called “scripting”
[Kin07]. This classification of individual annotations or individual forum posts in-
spired our approach for tagging individual annotations with semantic categories.
We now review approaches for tagging contents on paper documents. Only lit-
tle work has explored this issue. Some of the commercial software packages that are
shipped with Anoto pens (e.g. Logitech io2 software [Log], Oxford Easybook M3
Digital Notepad [Oxf]) allow the user to mark up the notes in order to control fur-
ther electronic processing steps already while taking notes on paper. This comprises
typical office tasks, such as adding a new task to Microsoft Outlook, inserting a note
into a new document in Microsoft Word or sending a note as an e-mail to another
person. In order to invoke the electronic command, the user writes a specific char-
acter or symbol in the margin of the notebook and selects the operand by drawing a
vertical line beneath the appropriate note(s). However, this activity does not create
tags in a sense that the notes are categorized for later retrieval.
Semantic tagging in a more precise sense is supported by PapierCraft [LGHH08],
which has been already introduced in the previous section. It is a gesture-based
command system that offers two methods for tagging contents on printed PDF doc-
uments. On the one hand, the user can tag contents using predefined categories.
This is done with a specific pen gesture for predefined categories (Fig. 3.18 upper
row). The cardinal direction of the ending of the pigtail gesture decides upon the
category. The current prototype supports two predefined categories. This approach
guarantees readability on paper and a reliable gesture recognition. However, only
a small number of tags can be supported (up to the eight cardinal and secondary
directions). Moreover, the gestures are abstract, since they have no intuitive connec-
tion to the category. The user must memorize the gestures and the corresponding
keywords. On the other hand, in addition to predefined categories, the user can tag
contents with freely-chosen keywords. In order to so, she performs a basic tagging
gesture and adds a handwritten label (Fig. 3.18 lower row). In contrast to our work,
the current prototype of PapierCraft requires an additional device, for instance a
push button, for switching between a writing and a command mode.
In another publication, Liao et al. [LGA+07] discuss several ways for tagging in-
2http://digg.com
3http://www.citeulike.org
4http://www.flickr.com
5http://www.youtube.com
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Figure 3.18: PapierCraft’s pen gestures for tagging document passages with predefined
or freely-chosen keywords [LGHH08].
dividual notes with pen-based interactions. Spatial differentiation consists of pro-
viding separate areas on a document for different categories. The note is tagged
with the category of the area it is written in. While this is a simple, quick and in-
tuitive means, it forces the user to follow a predefined spatial arrangement for his
or her notes and moreover supports only a rather small number of types. A sec-
ond method, pen differentiation, means that the user switches between different
pens whereby each pen is associated with a specific category. All notes written
with that pen are tagged with this category. This does not interfere with the spatial
layout of notes but switching between pens takes more time than spatial differenti-
ation and moreover this requires additional hardware. In addition, research shows
that students rather use one single pen than switching among many marking tools
[Mar97]. A third solution consists of classifying notes by performing specific pen
gestures, like the ones used in PapierCraft. This provides for a possibly large set of
categories. However, current digital pens cannot recognize gestures by themselves.
Therefore, gesture recognition is performed by the back-end system. In a mobile set-
ting, where pen data is temporarily buffered on the pen, this has the disadvantage
that the user cannot get real-time feedback on success or failure of gesture recog-
nition. Novel generations of digital pens which include gesture recognition could
solve this problem in the future.
Finally, Quickies [MM08] proposes using physical stickers for taking notes on pa-
per, which are automatically digitized. Stickers can also be used to tag physical
objects with a handwritten label. If the sticker is attached to the object, this can be
retrieved in the physical space, as an RFID tag is applied to the reverse side of each
sticker. While this approach is intuitive and powerful for tagging entire objects, it is
not possible to tag sub-passages of documents.
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Requirement Supported
by previous
work?
Contribution of this thesis
R1 Support of both printed and digital
documents
+ Richer variety of interaction
metaphors
R1a Similar interactions in the physical
and in the digital worlds
- Unified pen-based interaction
R1b Reliable interactions without digital
feedback
+/- Reliable interactions without the
need for handwriting recognition
R2 Supporting annotating, linking and
tagging collections of documents
+ Richer variety of interaction tech-
niques
R3 Supporting co-located and remote
collaboration
- Concepts for paper-based sharing
and integrated multi-user visual-
izations
R4 Symbiotic integration into current
information ecologies
- Integrated solution based on eco-
logical perspective
R4a Interactions that produce little ex-
traneous cognitive load
+/- Easy and intuitive pen gestures
from a small inventory
R4b Flexible interactions - Freedom to maintain current
work practices; adaptable printed
user interface; choice amongst
interaction techniques
R4c Structured access to all information - Ecological view
Table 3.1: Overview of which requirements are supported by previous work
3.4 Discussion and Conclusions
In Section 3.1.3 above, we have already assessed prior work on interaction models
of Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces. Existing models of the broader field of Tangi-
ble User Interface can be leveraged for describing the interplay between physical
and digital representations and the relations between physical objects and the in-
formation they represent. However, we have identified a gap on the level of in-
teractions, where existing models do not sufficiently describe Pen-and-Paper User
Interfaces. We therefore contribute an interaction model of Pen-and-Paper User In-
terfaces, which will be presented in the next chapter.
This state of the art review has moreover shown that there exist a variety of tech-
nologies that provide for digitizing and tracking the contents of printed documents
and the interactions with them.
In the remainder of this chapter, we will now provide a critical discussion of the
contributions and shortcomings of the applications with respect to our design goals.
Table 3.1 provides an overview of which of our requirements from Section 2.5 are
met by this previous work and what are the contributions of this thesis to overcome
limitations of previous work. The discussion is centered around the following four
topics:
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1. The interaction paradigms and metaphors used for the activities of notetak-
ing/annotation, linking and tagging
2. The perceptual coupling of printed and digital documents
3. The support of collaboration
4. The extent to which the solutions can be integrated into existing information
ecologies
3.4.1 Interaction Paradigms and Metaphors for the Conceptual Activities
Figure 3.19 gives an overview on the conceptual activities and on the types of col-
laboration that are supported by the applications. It shows that CoScribe, the con-
tribution of this thesis, is the first application in this domain that covers remote
asynchronous and co-located collaboration encompassing the conceptual activities
of notetaking, annotation, linking and tagging.
Notetaking and annotation. Pure notetaking systems are not sufficient for our ap-
plication domain, as the user should be able to annotate printed documents. We
have shown that paper-based annotation systems are based on the two following
interaction paradigms. First, a printout of a document is used as a physical proxy
for interacting with a digital document. Second, physical paper stickers are used
for annotating digital documents on a display. The resulting document is a hybrid
physical and digital collage. The first class is an important source of inspiration for
our work.
However, previous work on paper-based annotations forces the user to work with
a predefined printed user interface. This stands in contrast to most applications
with Graphical User Interfaces, whose interfaces can be adapted by the end-user.
Our approach introduces Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces whose layout can be flex-
ibly adapted by the end-user. Moreover, as will be discussed below, we contribute
novel techniques for the asynchronous collaboration around paper-based annota-
tions.
Hyperlinking. As far as the conceptual activity of hyperlinking is concerned, our
goal is to let users create own hyperlinks between documents. Therefore, the ap-
proaches for token-based access and for pre-programmed hyperlinks are not appro-
priate. We have shown that the most widespread interaction metaphor for following
hyperlinks consists of a pointing gesture that is performed on a link hot-spot. This
is highly easy and intuitive and inspired our approach, which relies on deictic pen
gestures for defining and following hyperlinks.
However, current approaches require the user to switch between different inter-
action devices for paper and for digital media. A further limitation of prior work is
that links apply only to one fix scope. Link anchors are restricted either to a point
at which the link starts or ends (PaperLink, PaperPDA, A-Book) or to an entire
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Figure 3.19: Overview of the applications in the design space: conceptual activities
and collaboration
document without the possibility to reference sub-passages (DokuDesk, Physical
Hypermedia). An exception is PapierCraft which provides for very flexible scopes.
However, even in this system, scopes are restricted to one document and cannot
span multiple documents. In contrast, CoScribe offers flexible link scopes from in-
dividual points up to collections of documents.
Tagging. PapierCraft is possibly the system most related to ours, as it provides for
annotating, linking and tagging printed documents. However, PapierCraft does not
offer links and tags on web pages and does not provide support for collaboration.
Moreover, our approach has a different underlying interaction model. PapierCraft
and the pen-based tagging approaches discussed in the literature rely only on in-
teractions with individual pages. Users make gestures and write only on one single
page. These interactions are not really specific to paper, as they would be possible
in the same way on any pen-enabled display. Moreover, while this single-display
mark-up approach is very flexible, it is only one facet of the rich interactions that
are possible with paper. In contrast, CoScribe leverages such varied interactions as
writing on pages, arranging and combining multiple sheets of pages and attach-
ing stickers. Finally, the tagging functionality of PapierCraft relies on handwrit-
ing recognition. In mobile conditions, where current pens cannot provide real-time
feedback on the success or failure of the recognition, this interaction is less reliable
than our approach, which does not require handwriting recognition.
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Figure 3.20: Perceptual coupling of paper and digital documents
3.4.2 Perceptual Coupling of Printed and Digital Information
Figure 3.20 systematizes related work according to the perceptual coupling of printed
and digital information. It includes three dimensions: 1) the spatial proximity of
paper-based input and digital output, 2) the extent to which the mobility of paper is
maintained and 3) the aspect whether the same devices can be used in both worlds.
Spatial proximity. The x-axis illustrates the spatial proximity of input on paper and dig-
ital output, ranging from distant output on a nearby computer screen to co-located
output realized by a projection of digital contents onto the paper documents. While
audio output is perceived as near, it is a different modality which is not capable
of providing visual feedback. Interactive lenses enable digital feedback which is
spatially co-located with printed contents. However, they cover only small areas
of a document. Augmented desk and wall systems display physical and digital
contents on one single surface and provide support for large surfaces. This inspired
our approach of using a tabletop display for digital information. In contrast, printed
information is perceptually discoupled from digital information in most other ap-
plications. Digital information is only available on a distant computer screen and
the user has to switch between different devices for interacting with both types of
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media. This stands in contrast to a close integration of paper and digital media.
Mobility of paper. While augmented desk systems provide for a closer integration
in this respect, they imply the disadvantage that camera tracking and projection
restrict interaction to a small area below the camera and the projector. In contrast,
our approach maintains the full mobility of paper. Only the interaction with digital
contents is restricted to the tabletop display. This degree to which the mobility of
paper is maintained is denoted by the y-axis.
Unified interaction. In order to further close the gap between printed and digital
information, the user should be able to use the same pen for all interactions both on
paper documents and on digital documents. No system except for the Digital Desk
from related work fulfills this requirement. Most approaches clearly distinguish be-
tween the pen and paper modality and traditional interaction with keyboard and
mouse when it comes to working with digital documents (Fig. 3.20 lower part).
While PapierCraft allows to perform the same gestures as on paper on a Tablet PC,
this requires switching from the Anoto pen to the stylus of the Tablet PC. Moreover,
links can be followed only in the PapierCraft viewer and not by selecting a link hot-
spot on paper. The A-Book also requires switching between a traditional pen for
writing on paper and the stylus of the Interaction Lens. DocuDesk allows to use the
same stylus for creating links on printed and on digital documents. However, one
has to use a different pen for creating annotations on printed documents. While all
functionalities of the Digital Desk can be performed with one single pen, the func-
tionalities support only a small subset of our requirements. In contrast to related
work, our approach provides for using the same pen for all interactions (annotat-
ing, creating and following links, tagging, sharing) both on paper and on digital
documents.
Summing up, compared to most other digital pen and paper applications, which
are characterized by a large gap between input on paper and digital output on a
nearby computer screen and require different interaction devices, CoScribe pro-
vides a much more closer coupling of paper and digital media by leveraging a table-
top display and one single pen for both types of media. This creates one unified
surface for both printed and digital documents.
3.4.3 Collaboration
A further dimension of this critical discussion is collaboration support. We have
shown that paper-based systems mainly focus on individual users and do not pro-
vide support for collaboration. This is true for all systems that offer support for
linking and tagging documents. As shown in Fig. 3.19, some notetaking and anno-
tation systems include collaborative functionality. However, each of these systems
covers only one collaborative setting. Moreover, the challenges of asynchronous
sharing are not systematically addressed.
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This includes privacy, which is an important issue of sharing notes with other
users. The systems either ignore this issue (all notes are shared) or offer only limited
support (select own notes to be added to a shared repository). Our work suggests
a paper-based mechanism for sharing handwritten annotations, links and tags on
various levels of visibility.
A second challenge is the visualization of shared content. We discuss how shared
handwritten annotations of many users can be visualized in an integrated view.
Moreover, we provide an ecological view that enables users to see at a glance which
documents and pages of the collaborative document space are related and which
links and tags are created by which user.
3.4.4 Integration into Existing Information Ecologies
A final question is to which extent and how easy prior applications can be integrated
into existing information ecologies. Prior applications support only a fraction of the
document types that are used in typical information ecologies. These are either PDF
documents, PowerPoint slides, Web pages or specific physical books. In contrast,
our approach provides for linking not only PDF documents in their printed or in
digital versions, but supports also PowerPoint slides, Web pages and all physical
books which contain a EAN barcode.
Interaction techniques for annotating, linking and tagging should produce only
low extraneous cognitive load. This is particularly important in situations which imply
by their very nature a high degree of intrinsic cognitive load [CS91], such as univer-
sity lectures. The interactions for annotation and notetaking fulfill this requirement
if the underlying technology does not require the user to manually indicate page
changes. The same is true for the concept of deictic gestures for following hyper-
links. However, the perceptual discoupling of printed and digital media, which
we have identified above, leads to a higher degree of cognitive load than our ap-
proach, as users have to switch between different interaction devices. PapierCraft,
the most significant previous work on paper-based tagging, requires to memorize
rather complex pen gestures, which are not intuitive. These gestures may produce
low cognitive load for power users. However, novices and users that utilize the sys-
tem less frequently are very likely to be faced with high cognitive load. In contrast,
our tagging techniques are more intuitive to use.
Moreover, the techniques should be adaptable by the end-user to make them fit the
requirements of a given information ecology. Prior work does not allow the end-
user to adapt the layout of the printed user interface. Moreover, the traditional
practice of writing with a pen on paper is characterized by its extreme flexibility.
The approach of this thesis maintains this flexibility. The user can continue making
all informal comments, references, tags as before. Only if she desires that these
contents are interpreted by the system, she performs a more formalized interaction,
which however can be performed easily and quickly. We will detail on this approach
in the next two chapters.
A final aspect is the way in which the information of the ecology is made available to
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the user. All systems discussed above focus on individual documents. The notes,
annotations, hyperlinks and tags of users are displayed directly within the docu-
ments. However, no higher-level view is given that focuses on the relations that
constitute the information ecology. We present an ecological view that fulfills this
requirement.
In this chapter, we have reviewed the state of the art and identified open research
questions. We will address these questions in the following chapters. In Chapter 4,
we will introduce a theoretical interaction model of Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces
that addresses the limitations of currently existing models. Next, in Chapter 5, we
will present novel interaction techniques and visualizations and an integrated sys-
tem framework for paper-based knowledge work. These are based on the theoreti-
cal interaction model.

4
Interaction Model of Pen-and-Paper
User Interfaces
In the two previous chapters, we analyzed how knowledge workers interact with
documents and we reviewed the state of the art of paper-based user interfaces. We
have identified significant shortcomings in existing models of Pen-and-Paper User
Interfaces (PPUIs). In this chapter, we therefore contribute a theoretical interaction
model of PPUIs.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. We will first explain the
concept of Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces in Section 4.1. We will then discuss three
key dimensions of interaction in Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces. In Section 4.2, we
present a model of the actual interactions. Based on an analytical separation of a
semantic and a syntactic level of interaction, we identify interaction primitives that
act as building blocks for performing semantic activities with a digital pen and pa-
per. The model is of analytical value and provides support for the design of paper-
based interfaces. The second dimension of the model concerns the information that
is distributed across printed and digital media. We define document types, intro-
duce two principles of how physical and digital information is related and provide
a taxonomy of how printed and digital representations should be chosen to best
complement each other. Finally, we model how users collaborate in a paper-based
environment. This covers co-located and remote collaboration as well as privacy
aspects. This analytical model was developed in an inductive empirical process and
is grounded on our field work and on an analysis of existing user interfaces from
related work. The model is the foundation of the interaction design of CoScribe,
which will be presented in the next chapter.
It is helpful to define key terms before presenting the model. Our definition of an
interaction model is based on the definition of [BL00]:
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Definition 5 (Interaction Model). An interaction model is a set of principles, rules and
properties that guide the design of an interface.
Examples of interaction models are the WIMP model and Direct Manipulation
[Shn83]. In contrast to implementation models, such as the Model-View-Controller
concept [KP88], interaction models guide the design of the interface and of interac-
tion techniques and not their implementation.
A widely accepted definition of interaction techniques is the following:
Definition 6 (Interaction Technique [FvDFH90]). An interaction technique is a way
of using a physical input/output device to perform a generic task in a human-computer
dialogue.
Definition 7 (Paper-based Knowledge Work). Paper-based knowledge work is charac-
terized by the concurrent or interleaving work with information contained on printed
documents (such as books, articles, printouts of digital documents, handwritten notes) and
with digital information on a computer.
Today, paper-based knowledge work is still the most prevalent form of knowl-
edge work. On the one hand, knowledge work which does not include the use of
computers hardly exists any more. On the other hand, as shown in Chapter 2, pa-
perless offices are far from reality, as paper offers unique affordances which are not
provided by digital tools.
4.1 Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces (PPUIs)
Post-WIMP user interfaces. One way to overcome the rupture between the paper
world and the digital world are Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces (PPUI). PPUIs are
part of the larger class of user interfaces which is called post-desktop or post-WIMP
user interfaces. These interfaces go beyond the desktop metaphor and diverge from
the “window, icon, menu, pointing device” (WIMP) paradigm of classical Graphi-
cal User Interfaces. Van Dam defines post-WIMP interfaces as “containing at least
one interaction technique not dependent on classical 2D widgets such as menus
and icons” [vD97]. These interfaces build “on users’ pre-existing knowledge of the
everyday, non-digital world to a much greater extent than before” [JGH+08].
Many post-WIMP interfaces extend interaction with computers into the physical
space. Tangible User Interfaces, to which Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces belong,
enable users to manipulate digital data by manipulating physical objects. In many
cases, this results in a more direct and more natural interaction style. For example,
physical cubes on a table might represent buildings. Moving a cube to another po-
sition automatically adapts the building’s position in the underlying digital CAD
model. In mobile and ubiquitous computing, the interaction is not bound to a fix
location. Users can freely move and interact at many places. Often, the user’s lo-
cation in the physical space is taken into account and influences interaction and
computation. Moreover, everyday physical objects, such as fridges, cups or chairs,
are augmented by digital functionality.
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Figure 4.1: Basic setup of a Pen-and-Paper User Interface from a user perspective
Basic setup of PPUIs. PPUIs extend computing into the physical world by turning
traditional paper into a digital interactive medium. As defined on page 43, Pen-
and-Paper User Interfaces (PPUIs) rely on a digital pen that leaves visible ink traces
on real paper sheets and moreover digitally tracks its movements on paper. This
enables transferring digital handwritings and drawings to a digital system. More-
over, user interface elements can be printed onto paper which the user interacts
with. For example, paper sheets may contain printed interface elements such as
checkboxes, buttons, menus or fields for entering handwritten data or for issuing
commands by drawing specific symbols. By interacting with a pen on these printed
user interfaces, the user can control a digital system.
The basic setup of a PPUI is depicted in Figure 4.1. We distinguish two channels
indicated by the arrows.
Definition 8 (Channel). A channel is realized by a physical device and transfers data from
the user to the digital system (input channel) or vice versa (output channel).
In this basic setup, digital pen and paper serve as a pure input channel to feed
data into the digital system. Optionally, the system provides feedback via a separate
channel. This is typically realized by a nearby display of a computer, a mobile phone
or a PDA, but the PPUI might also use auditory or tactile output channels. Hence,
the PPUI may span several devices.
In the following chapters, we will see that CoScribe has a more complex PPUI.
This enables several users to collaborate with multiple printed documents using a
digital pen and printed tools. Updated versions of documents can be printed in
order to support system feedback on paper. Moreover, the same digital pen as on
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Figure 4.2: The extended setting of a Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces of our concept
paper is used to interact with digital documents on displays. This extended setup
is illustrated in Fig. 4.2.
4.2 Interactions
A key question of our research is how to design pen-and-paper interactions that are
intuitive, reliable and efficient. In this section, we present an analytical perspective
on paper-based interaction which provides guidance for the design of paper-based
user interfaces.
Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces have other characteristics than Graphical User In-
terfaces (GUI), as they comprise physical objects as interface elements and use a
digital pen as the main interaction device. In contrast, GUIs typically rely on key-
boards and mice. Moreover, paper is a very restricted output channel, which makes
it challenging to design a user interface that supports complex activities and still
remains simple to use. This implies that it is not sufficient to simply transfer GUI
interactions to pen and paper. We argue that instead, interactions should build upon
specific paper affordances, which GUIs cannot provide.
4.2.1 Semantic and Syntactic Levels of Interaction
Our approach for designing PPUIs is to let the user fully maintain her existing prac-
tices of working with a pen and printed documents. This accounts for the highly
individual practices observed in contextual inquiries. However, while the system
is able to store and display these informal artifacts made by the user, it cannot in-
terpret them. If the user wants to inform the system about the semantics of the
artifacts, she additionally performs more formal actions. These have to be simple,
quick and reliable to be easily integrated into the work process without producing
significant extraneous cognitive load.
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Figure 4.3: The analytical framework applied to CoScribe
The underlying principle of the model is an analytic separation into a semantic
and a syntactic level of interaction (see Fig. 4.3):
1. The semantic level models what the user wants to do and comprises concep-
tual activities, i.e. the functionality offered by the user interface (for instance
the activities of annotating, linking and tagging).
2. The syntactic level models how the user actually performs these activities. It
comprises core interactions, i.e. primitive manipulations that are made with
the PPUI in order to actually perform these conceptual activities (e.g. writing
with the pen or attaching a paper sticker).
This separation of interaction into two levels is conceptually similar to the four-
level model by Foley et al. [FvDFH90]. In addition to the semantic and syntactic
levels, this covers a conceptual level, which is the user’s mental model of the inter-
active system, and a lexical level, which encompasses the precise mechanisms by
which the user specifies the syntax. We judge two levels to be sufficient for our aim
of identifying core interactions and of modeling how these can be composed.
The challenge when designing a PPUI is first to identify simple and reliable core
interactions which leverage the affordances of pen and paper. Second, the designer
must decide which core interactions to use and how the user combines them to
perform a conceptual activity. Ethnographic observations of users’ current practices
are an important method for informing these design decisions.
As we will see below in this section, this principle enables PPUIs that are both
simple and complex: offering complex functionality while being intuitive and easy
to use. This is mainly due to the fact that the generic core interactions are intuitive
and easy, as they are inspired by the traditional cultural techniques of interacting
with pen and paper.
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4.2.2 Semantics: Conceptual Activities
The semantic level of interaction covers the functionality that is offered by the inter-
face to support the user in his or her working tasks. Hence, the conceptual activities
of a PPUI are not generic but depend on the purpose the PPUI is designed for.
For our application scenario, we identified three main conceptual activities that
users perform when working with documents:
1. Extending documents by annotations
2. Creating references and hyperlinks to express relations between documents
and passages of documents and
3. Creating tags in order to structure the problem domain by abstracting from
given contents to higher-order concepts.
These conceptual activities are complemented by a fourth main activity, which is
an existential part of the other activities:
4. Defining the scope of an annotation, link or tag. This is the portion of the
document (or of several documents) it applies to. In the literature, the scope
of an annotation is often referred to as its context. The scope of a link is called
its anchor.
Conceptual activities can be hierarchically organized. For instance, scope selec-
tion is a sub-activity of the three other activities. Creating a hyperlink includes the
sub-activity of selecting the passage of a document the hyperlink applies to. We
might also define higher-level activities. For example, CoScribe supports the activ-
ity of “excerpting on a separate sheet of paper”, which relies both on annotation
and on linking.
4.2.3 Syntax: Core Interactions
The syntactic level encompasses interaction primitives of of PPUIs. These core in-
teractions are independent of the functionality of the PPUI. Instead, they model in
a generic way how users interact with pen and paper.
Empirical grounding
The core interactions are based on empirical evidence. We therefore briefly summa-
rize the observations we made in an ethnographic field study on how users work
with pens and printed documents. Following our observations, syntactic interac-
tions with pen and paper can be divided into the following three categories:
1. Writing: Writing on an individual sheet of paper (e.g. annotations, handwrit-
ten links and keywords or symbols for tags). Participants often partitioned
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the available space into separate functionality zones, e.g. reserving the left or
right margins of the document for keywords in order to provide for a quick
overview on all tags on a page.
2. Moving, Arranging, Modifying: Leveraging the material aspect of paper sheets,
which can be flexibly arranged in the physical space. Specific spatial combina-
tions of two or more paper sheets convey semantics (e.g. relating documents
by putting them into a folder or on a stack or marking important pages with
bookmark stickers). Moreover, the shape of physical paper sheets can be mod-
ified, e.g. by bending, folding and tearing.
3. Pointing: In the co-located collaboration of learning groups, we frequently ob-
served pointing gestures to documents. Very often participants did not only
point to one single document but consecutively to several documents or pages
in order to express relations between the contents they pointed to.
Core Interactions
These results lead to the following core interactions.
Definition 9 (Core Interaction). A core interaction is defined as an operation that a user
performs by manipulating one or more page areas using a digital pen or her hands.
Examples of page areas comprise a printed document page, a printed button el-
ement or an adhesive bookmarking sticker. First and foremost, page areas are con-
tained on printed sheets of paper. However, by analogy, areas which are displayed
on a display can equally act as page areas.
The operations performed with these page areas are the following:
• Inking: Writing with the digital pen on a page area. This includes free form
handwritings and drawings that are digitally captured. Moreover, specific
symbols and pen gestures may be performed to issue a command.
• Clicking: Performing one or more pen taps on a paper area to issue a command
(e.g. on a printed “button” area). This is inspired by traditional pointing ges-
tures. We distinguish clicking from inking for the following reason: While
inking leaves visible pen traces and permanently alters the document, click-
ing is volatile, leaving it conceptually unchanged.
• Moving: Changing the physical location of the page area. This also includes
picking it up and putting it down as well as flipping pages.
• Altering Shape: Altering the physical shape of a page area, for example by
bending, folding or tearing it.
An important characteristic of paper is that it affords using several sheets of paper
at a time. The following core interactions comprise the use of two or more sheets:
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• Combining: Creating or modifying arrangements of page areas. This may be
rather volatile (e.g. paper sheets laid out on a desk) or rather permanent (e.g.
attached paper stickers, documents filed in a folder).
• Bridging: In contrast to physical combinations, bridging is a logical combina-
tion of several areas. This complements physical combinations or substitutes
them when these are impractical or impossible. Inspired by consecutive point-
ing on several items, we model bridging as a connecting pen gesture on two
areas.
The same core interaction may have a different meaning if it is performed on a
different type of page area or using a different tool, e.g. a digital eraser.
Discussion
We deliberately model combining and bridging as separate core interactions instead
of combinations of inking, clicking and moving. The reason is that one of the most
important affordances of paper is to support two-handed interaction and hence a
really concurrent use of multiple sheets of paper.
Table 4.1 depicts how these core interactions are inspired by interactions with tra-
ditional paper and how they correspond to interactions within Graphical User In-
terfaces. As GUIs incorporate metaphors of traditional desks, they offer somewhat
equivalent interactions for inking, clicking and moving. In contrast, traditional
GUIs do not support two-handed input but only one single focus point. Consequen-
tially, combining and bridging should be rather considered as sequential manipula-
tions of individual areas. Moreover, the interaction of altering the shape leverages
the physical specifics of paper environments and goes beyond what is possible in
GUIs.
PPUIs should account for the rich interactions that are possible with paper. They
should use a broad spectrum of core interactions. In Section 2.2, we have seen that
paper affords the flexible spatial organization and the concurrent use of multiple
sheets of paper. PPUIs should leverage this affordance and support the core inter-
actions of combining and bridging. This stands in contrast to a design which is
inspired by the GUI paradigm, in which interaction is restricted to single points of
focus (due to the single mouse pointer).
Our interaction techniques to be presented in the following chapters rely on four
core interactions. Instead of moving, we support combining, as cognitive activities
typically consist of creating or modifying arrangements of several sheets but not of
moving a single sheet without relation to others. Further, we very rarely observed
manipulations of the physical shape of paper sheets in learning at universities. As
moreover the tracking technology for detecting these manipulations reduces the
mobility of paper use, this core interaction is not part of our design.
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Traditional
Paper
PPUI GUI (following
[BL00])
Single sheet
Writing Inking Text entry
Pointing Clicking Pointing/Clicking
Moving Moving Dragging
Altering
shape (bend-
ing, folding,
tearing)
Altering
shape
- *
Multiple sheets
Arranging and
Combining
Combining - *
Subsequent
pointing
Bridging - *
* No core interaction (performed by combining several core interactions)
Table 4.1: Comparison of Core Interactions
4.2.4 Applicability of Core Interactions to Related Work
In this section, we apply the core interactions to a representative set of PPUI systems
that support users in interacting with documents. We demonstrate that these can
be classified in terms of the generic core interactions identified above. Table 4.2
provides an overview on these systems.
A first class of systems (e.g. [Gui03, WISN08, SN07]) augments paper docu-
ments by electronically capturing handwritten annotations (inking). ButterflyNet
[YLK+06] additionally supports creating associations (bridging) between an area of
a paper notebook and a digital photo with a pen gesture. Users can access the digital
media by tapping with the pen on this paper area. PapierCraft [LGHH08] supports
tagging paper documents with pen gestures (inking). In a calculator application,
Wellner’s Digital Desk [Wel93] supports entering numbers by pointing (clicking) on
a number in an arbitrary document on the desk, regardless if it is printed or dig-
itally projected. Moreover, the position of digital and physical documents on the
desk can be mirrored to collaborators over distance in real-time. Each time a physi-
cal or digital document is moved, the position is updated at the remote site.
All these conceptual activities are performed with one single core interaction.
However, there are also examples, where conceptual activities are supported by
a combination of several core interactions. In PapierCraft, the user creates a hyper-
link between two paper pages by first highlighting (inking) the passages that shall
be linked and then bridging them with two consecutive markings on both pages.
Moreover, PapierCraft supports creating physical collages: A user first physically
combines two paper sheets by positioning one besides the other in a way that the
margins slightly overlap. Drawing an associating line then digitally bridges both
sheets. With the Digital Desk, users can select document snippets with a pen ges-
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PADD [Gui03] • Capturing handwriting
PaperProof [WNS07] • Capturing handwriting
PaperPoint [SN07]
• Capturing handwriting
• Controlling slide presentations
ButterflyNet [YLK+06]
• Capturing handwriting
• Linking digital data
DigitalDesk [Wel93]
• Drawing application
• Selecting numbers
• Moving shared documents
• • Crating physical/ digital collages
PapierCraft [LGHH08]
• • Creating hyperlinks
• • • Creating hyperlinks
This thesis
• Capturing handwriting
• • Classifying annotations
• Following hyperlinks
• Controlling digital viewer
• • • Creating hyperlinks
• • • Creating tags
Table 4.2: Core interactions of a representative set of related systems and of the inter-
action strategies presented in this thesis
ture (inking) and then combine these snippets in a physical and digital collage.
The novel interaction techniques presented in this thesis draw upon single core
interactions as well as upon combinations of them. Table 4.2 includes an overview
of these strategies, which will be discussed in the following chapters.
4.2.5 Mapping Between Syntax and Semantics
Having defined the semantic and the syntactic level of interaction, we now focus
on the intersection between both levels. We analyze how syntactic core interactions
can be mapped to semantic activities, such as annotating or linking documents, and
to their sub-activities. The latter are actions like specifying the first or the second
link anchor, defining the scope of a document a link or tag applies to, defining a
new tag category or applying a tag category to a document passage. The number
of (sub-)activities is larger than the number of core interactions. For this reason, the
model must rely on some kind of multiplexing between a smaller number of core
interactions and a larger number of semantic activities.
In an influential interaction model, called Instrumental Interaction, Beaudouin-
Lafon [BL00] discusses different types of multiplexing for tools in Graphical User
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Interfaces. He analytically separates tools (which he calls instruments) into a phys-
ical and a logical part. While the physical part is the input device, for example the
mouse, the logical part is realized in software on a screen, for example the button
in a toolbar palette for selecting the instrument for drawing lines. He discusses two
types of multiplexing between a single device and many logical instruments: tem-
poral and spatial multiplexing. Temporal multiplexing means that the user selects
an instrument which remains active until another instrument is selected. This corre-
sponds to modes. Spatial multiplexing means that the instrument becomes active if
the user positions the input device in an area of the screen which is associated with
this instrument.
We adapt and extend Beaudouin-Lafon’s types of multiplexing and distinguish
the following five types of multiplexing, which are used to map core interactions
to activities. These types do not exclusively apply to PPUIs, but are all possible
in GUIs as well. A syntactic interaction that performs a specific activity might use
one or more of these types of multiplexing between core interactions and semantic
activities.
Compositional multiplexing. A key finding of our field work was that in traditional
paper practice, users often combine several core interactions to perform a single
conceptual activity. The user may for example attach an adhesive indexing sticker
onto a document page and then write a label on this sticker. We call this composi-
tional multiplexing and judge it to be – together with spatial multiplexing – most
important for interaction in PPUIs. This principle enables users to draw upon a
small repository of simple core interactions. These act as flexible building-blocks
which are used and reused for multiple conceptual activities.
Figure 4.3 on p. 91 depicts how the model is used for the interaction techniques
of CoScribe, which will be presented in the following chapter. CoScribe supports
the conceptual activities of annotating, linking and tagging documents as well as of
defining the scope of annotations, links and tags. The edges between the upper and
the lower level indicate how the semantic activities of our application domain are
composed of several simple core interactions.
Spatial multiplexing. In traditional practice of working with paper documents, dif-
ferent sheets of paper or different areas on one sheet have different functions. Ac-
tions can have different meanings depending on the type of paper medium which is
used. For example, writing a label on an index sticker possibly has another meaning
than writing the same term on a document page. Spatial multiplexing fits well with
working with objects in the physical space. The first reason is that much space is
available for different page areas, typically more than on a screen. Second, it is easy
and intuitive to select a given area by physically grasping it.
Applied to our model of PPUIs this means that PPUIs should comprise different
types of page areas that serve different purposes (e.g. document pages, folders and
index stickers). The same core interaction performed on a different type of page area
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leads to another result. For example, if the core interaction of inking is performed
on an adhesive bookmarking sticker, it might define the label of an index, whereas
inking on a document page might create a free-form annotation.
Gestural multiplexing. Different words or gestures written with the same pen on
the same type of page area serve different purposes. For example the keyword
“important” made in a margin column might be a tag while “cf. page 3” might be a
link.
Gestural multiplexing is very powerful, as a large number of gestures can be de-
fined. Moreover, it does not require other tools than one pen and unspecific sheets
of paper. However, a heavy use of gestural multiplexing runs the risk to create
a command-based interface which requires that the user memorizes a large num-
ber of possible counterintuitive commands instead of naturally working with doc-
uments. For this reason, CoScribe uses only a small set of very simple gestures,
such as points, lines and tapping followed by holding down the pen, and puts the
emphasis rather on a rich variety of paper tools.
Temporal multiplexing. The meaning of an action can depend on which action the
user has made beforehand. This means that the system has modes. For example,
several differently colored buttons for choosing ink colors might be printed on a
page. By tapping with the pen on a button, the user selects the corresponding color.
All subsequent inking interactions use this color until another one is selected.
Temporal multiplexing is critical, as this requires that the user performs an ex-
plicit action to activate the mode and moreover the user may become unaware of
the currently activated mode. The latter issue is particularly crucial if in paper-only
environments no real-time feedback on the current mode of the system can be given.
For this reason, the design of CoScribe avoids temporal multiplexing. Only the
core interaction for bridging is modal, enabling the user to create two separate end
points one after another. But even this interaction exists in a modeless variant where
both end points are defined by one single action.
Device multiplexing. If performed with another device, the same actions can have
a different signification. For example, inking with a digital pen which has a ball-
point tip might be used for making textual annotations, whereas inking with an-
other type of digital pen having a highlighter tip might be used for marking pas-
sages. Device multiplexing is powerful if the number of devices keeps manageable
and if the repartition of functions across devices is clear and intuitive.
CoScribe does not use device multiplexing because one of our goals is to reduce
the costs of devices to make digital pen-and-paper interaction not significantly more
expensive for the end-user than traditional pen and paper. Moreover, there is empir-
ical evidence that students tend to use one single pen rather than switching between
many tools [Mar97].
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4.3 Information
This section models information and specifically how it is distributed across physical
and digital media.
In Chapter 2, we have seen that knowledge workers interweave the use of infor-
mation contained in printed and digital documents. Paper-based knowledge work
is characterized by a gap between printed and digital media. This is called me-
dia discontinuity. Integrating information from both worlds requires the knowledge
worker to perform manual workarounds, all incorporating a significant additional
effort. Some users print all relevant digital documents to dispose of all informa-
tion in the same medium. Other users tend to digitize all relevant information as
quickly as possible, for example by making typewritten excerpts from books. An-
other workaround consists of expressing relationships between printed and digi-
tal information by references that are manually added to the documents (e.g. “see
Wikipedia: Quicksort, paragraph on complexity”). While this approach does not
require transforming documents to another representation, it is complicated and
may lead to inconsistent references. In contrast, PPUIs support a closer coupling of
printed and digital information.
In this section, we first present different types of documents and how these are
represented. We will then discuss two principles that model how information is dis-
tributed across physical and digital representations. Finally, we will derive abstract
design principles.
4.3.1 Document Types and Representations
Information is mainly contained in documents, as the model aims at supporting
knowledge workers in interacting with documents. But the user also deals with
information which is not contained in documents, such as feedback generated by
the system on success or failure of the user’s actions and feedback on the current
state of the system.
Based on the three dimension of documents identified in [Péd03], which are form,
sign and medium, we define a document as follows:
Definition 10 (Document). A document is made up of content which is materialized on a
physical or digital medium in a stable structure and which conveys semantic meaning.
Documents and other contents can exist in different representations:
Definition 11 (Representation). A representation is the materialization of a document or
of other contents on a specific medium.
For instance, the same contents might exist in a representation which is printed on
paper and in a digital representation on a screen. Note that representations do not
only apply to documents, but also to other contents commonly not characterized as
documents, such as system feedback.
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Based on the media that can be used to represent the contents of a document, we
distinguish three types of documents, all used by knowledge workers:
1. Physical-only documents are available in printed form but the user does not dis-
pose of an equivalent digital counterpart. The corresponding digital represen-
tation does not contain the contents of the document but only some metadata
like the title, the names of the authors, the year of publication, an image of
the book cover and so on. Examples of this class include printed books and
journals.
CoScribe provides restricted support for this type of documents. Using a spe-
cific paper sticker attached onto the cover of the book or journal, the user can
utilize the digital pen to interact with the entire document, but it is not possible
to digitally address or annotate subparts of the document (see Section 5.4.2 for
more information).
2. Hybrid documents have similar representations in printed and in digital forms.
Their digital contents can be transformed to a spatially fix, temporally static
and two-dimensional layout on one single or on several separate sheets of pa-
per. No essential contents are lost and an unambiguous mapping from the
printed to the underlying digital contents is possible. This is particularly the
case for digital document types which are specifically designed for printing
purposes like Adobe’s Portable Document Format or Microsoft’s XPS Format,
but also for many other documents, such as word-processing documents, pre-
sentation slides, images and Web pages which do not contain time-continuous
contents.
CoScribe provides most comprehensive support for hybrid documents.
3. Digital-only documents are available in a digital form but cannot be represented
on a purely physical medium without loosing the essence of the information.
As a consequence, digital-only documents either do not have a physical rep-
resentation or they have one which however does not contain the information
of the document but only acts as a proxy to access the digital information from
the physical world. This includes time-continuous media such as audio and
video documents and digital animations, but also interactive documents such
as electronic quizzes.
The current prototype of CoScribe does not support digital-only documents.
However, it could be easily extended to support audio or video recordings
which are automatically linked to handwritten annotations, links and tags
(similarly to the work of Stifelman et al. [SAS01]).
4.3.2 Relations between Physical and Digital Information
Having discussed different types of documents and their representations, we will
now move on our focus to the media discontinuity and address how information
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is distributed across printed and digital representations and how these are related.
Not only documents exist in different representations, but also other information,
such as system feedback. For this reason, we use the more general term piece of
information.
We distinguish two orthogonal principles that model the relations between printed
and digital pieces of information on a semantic level: equivalence and complemen-
tarity. We discuss each principle in turn.
Principle 1: Equivalence of Information
We refer to the first principle as equivalence. It is illustrated in Figure 4.5 (left). This
principle captures that the same piece of information can be transformed between
equivalent representations on different media. The user can choose the representa-
tion which best fits her needs. As a matter of course, this is only possible for hybrid
documents, but not for printed-only or digital-only documents, which do not have
equivalent representations in the other world.
On the level of information, both representations are equivalent, as they con-
tain the same contents. However, different representations can offer different af-
fordances. For example, the user may utilize a printer to transform a digital rep-
resentation to a printed one because it is more convenient to read and annotate
information on paper. In the reverse direction, she may transform a printed piece of
information to an equivalent digital representation that better affords searching for
specific terms.
Two or more equivalent representations of the same piece of information can be
used exclusively or in combination at the same point of time. The latter combines
the affordances of several representational media. For example the printed repre-
sentation of a document can be used to quickly navigate between different pages
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Figure 4.5: The two principles of how information is related between different
representations
of this document, while the digital representation better affords editing, moving or
deleting existing annotations, as it is updated in real-time.
Principle 2: Complementarity of Information
The second principle, called complementarity, models the orthogonal dimension. It is
illustrated in Figure 4.5 (right). The entire information consists of several, different
pieces of information that are distributed across different representations and com-
plement each other. Each piece of information is available in one fix representation.
The distinctive features of both principles are shown in a matrix in Figure 4.4. In
practice, both dimensions appear together. For example, one of the complementing
pieces of information can be transformed to an equivalent representation in turn.
Complementing information serves two main purposes. First, complementing
pieces of information can provide the user with updates of a piece of information.
While it is usually preferable to directly update the representation of the piece of
information the user is working with, this is not always possible. For example, a
digital system cannot update information on paper in real-time. However, real-time
updates are possible with a complementing digital representation.
Second, complementing information can provide different pieces of information on
a second channel. For example, if the user works with a printed representation of
a Web page which contains background music, a complementing digital channel
may play this music. A second example is system feedback, which may be given on
another channel, i.e. in another representation.
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Research on Multimodality
In the field of multimodality, a considerable body of research analyzes how several
modalities can be combined. We will now put our principles in this context.
In contrast to research on multimodality, which focuses on interaction and on in-
put and output channels, our principles model the relations between information
on a semantic level. Moreover, we do not attempt to provide a general character-
ization but specifically focus on the relations between paper and complementing
digital channels.
The CARE properties [CNS+95] define four principles of how several modali-
ties are related: complementarity, assignment, redundancy and equivalence. Our
principle of equivalence encompasses both the CARE principles of equivalence and
of redundancy. First, the user has the choice between several modalities, which
are equivalent. Second, she can either exclusively use one single of them or com-
bine several modalities (redundancy). Our second principle of complementarity
corresponds to the equally entitled CARE principle. The fourth CARE principle –
assignment – is not reflected in our principles, as assignment means that only one
single modality can be used and we model relations between printed and digital
representations.
Vernier and Nigay [VN00] developed a framework for the combination of output
modalities that consists of several levels. Its semantic level defines complementar-
ity and redundancy. This corresponds to our two principles. Moreover, the seman-
tic level comprises a third principle for information that is concurrently used but
that has no related meaning. In our model, this stands implicitly behind the two
principles. The temporal and spatial levels of the framework correspond to our
classification of feedback channels.
This brief review demonstrates that our principles can be categorized using tax-
onomies from related research.
4.3.3 Appropriate Complementing Representations
We now analyze which complementing representations should be chosen. Table 4.3
provides an overview on combinations of representations and their properties. We
examine complementing representations for information that is represented on pa-
per and on a display. Complementing representations are visual, auditory or haptic.
Combinations of representations can be classified by three dimensions:
1. The time needed for updating information on the complementing representa-
tion. Most often, system feedback on user input should be provided immedi-
ately.
2. The spatial distance between the complementing representations. They should
be located as near as possible.
3. The amount of data that can be transferred using the complementing repre-
sentation. The data rate should be high to provide comprehensive informa-
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• • •
Nearby display • – •
Re-print – • •
Pen display / LED • • –
Auditory Speaker • • •/–
Haptic Pen • • –
Display
Visual Display • • •
Auditory Speaker • • •/–
Haptic Pen • • –
Table 4.3: Appropriate complementing representations
tion (e.g. the contents of a document page), while representations with lower
data rates can only be used for purposes such as indicating success or failure
of an operation or the current mode of the system.
Providing feedback for input made on a digital display is not critical. Extensive
feedback is best provided on the same display or on a separate auditory channel.
Less extensive feedback can also be provided by the digital pen if supported by the
given digital pen technology. All these channels are both near and immediate.
In contrast, near and immediate extensive feedback for input made on paper is only
available through auditory channels. However, while this channel offers a high data
rate for conveying textual information, it cannot be used for transferring visual in-
formation. Near and immediate visual feedback with high data rates requires over-
laid projection and a complex technical setup with a camera and projector mounted
above the interaction surface. If this restriction is not acceptable, extensive visual
feedback can only be achieved by accepting trade-offs with respect to distance or
immediacy. On the one hand, immediate feedback can be provided on a nearby
display, which however is not co-located with the input medium. On the other
hand, an updated printout of the paper representation can contain comprehensive
updates and feedback, which is co-located, but which is necessarily delayed.
CoScribe uses the following complementing representations for printed represen-
tations: If it is not appropriate to print an updated version of the representation, ad-
ditional information is provided on a nearby display. System feedback on its status
and on success or failure of actions is performed by more restricted channels, which
however have a smaller spatial offset with respect to the input. These channels are
audio as well as visual and haptic feedback provided by the pen.
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4.4 Collaboration
Learning at universities comprises various forms of collaboration including co-located
and remote as well as synchronous and asynchronous collaboration. In the previous
sections, the model accounted only for single users who interact with the Pen-and-
Paper User Interface. As our goal is to support collaboration around paper-based
and digital documents, we now add the dimension of multiple persons using the
system.
The traditional way to classify collaborative user interfaces is by a matrix of time
and space [EGR91] (see Fig. 4.6). Collaborating users may work together at the same
time, engaging in a synchronous exchange, or they may work at different points in
time, leaving messages that collaborators access later on. On the second dimension,
collaborating users may be located at the same physical place (e.g. a meeting room)
or may be physically distributed (e.g. each person being at her home) and collab-
orate over distance. In the following, we will discuss each of the types taking on a
paper-centric perspective.
4.4.1 Local Collaboration
Co-located collaboration occurs frequently in knowledge work, for example in busi-
ness or learning meetings and seminars. We discuss why physical interaction is
well-suited for co-located collaboration and in which ways documents are collabo-
ratively used.
Multiple points of interaction. Multiple physical objects in the physical space serve
co-located interaction better than an ordinary computer setup, as the latter provides
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One Group Multiple Groups Individual Users
Figure 4.7: Multiple points of interaction enable various co-located collaborative
settings
only one single point of interaction. This includes both input and output channels.
Further, it disposes of one single set of input devices (typically a mouse and a key-
board). For this reason, several users cannot operate the system concurrently but
only in an alternating manner and it is not easy to keep track which person per-
formed which activity. Moreover, the restricted screen size of ordinary computers
makes it difficult to display a larger number of documents at a time.
In contrast to this digital setup, interaction in the physical space provides for
multiple points of interaction. In a collaborative PPUI, each user disposes of his or
her personal pen. Multiple pens can be used simultaneously, even on one single
physical sheet of paper or on one display. Hence, the concurrent use by multiple
persons is supported and activities can be attributed to individual users. Moreover,
a large number of display surfaces is available (considering paper documents as a
kind of display), which can be easily repositioned and combined. This provides for
very flexible collaborative settings. Figure 4.7 depicts three example settings.
Synchronous and asynchronous document use. As co-located interaction is classi-
fied in the same time column of the matrix, one might think that co-located interac-
tion means that several users work concurrently on the same document. However,
in an ethnographic study we observed that participants in meetings do not only
jointly work on shared documents, but there are also phases in which each user
individually works on individual documents (see Fig. 4.7 right). After having fin-
ished working with a document, he or she may pass it to a collaborator, who then
in turn works individually on it. If the medium the document is represented on is
mobile (e.g. paper, a laptop, a PDA or a small display), passing is typically done by
physically handing over this medium to the other person. If the medium is not mo-
bile (e.g. a large screen), users change their places. From a document point of view,
this form of collaboration is asynchronous, although several users work at the same
time at the same place. We thus distinguish synchronous co-located from asynchronous
co-located collaboration. In typical settings, both forms occur and are interleaved.
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Besides co-located interaction, users can collaborate at the same place in different
points of time, i.e. without meeting each other. This form is called asynchronous
local collaboration. This is for example the case for classic blackboards or group
calendars. At a given location, users can leave written messages for subsequent
users and can view messages left by other users earlier on. This type of collaboration
is supported by PPUIs as well. A user can leave printed documents at a given
location for subsequent users. Similarly, he or she can work on digital documents
using a local pen-enabled display. Later on, subsequent persons can access these
document using the same display.
4.4.2 Remote Collaboration
While paper is a very adequate medium during co-located meetings, it is hard to
make available the information which is contained on printed documents to all par-
ticipants after the meeting. Typical workarounds consist of photocopying relevant
documents or of asking one participant to typewrite the information and to share
the resulting digital document by e-mail. Yet, comments made on personal doc-
uments which are judged less important are typically not made available to other
participants. It is even more complicated to share with fellow students the annota-
tions which were made on handouts during lectures. This requires photocopying a
large number of pages or manually transcribing important notes from the scripts of
fellows. As a consequence, lecture notes mostly remain private.
PPUIs can address this challenge and enables users to collaborate over distance
not only with digital but also with physical documents. The collaborating users are
working at different locations and possibly at different points in time. Each user
works on her local physical or digital representation of the document. His or her
changes are automatically distributed to collaborating users over a network connec-
tion. These can then display a local representation of this document on the screen
or can print it on paper.
Remote collaboration does not only apply to settings where users are working at
different locations at the time, but it is also an important element that complements
co-located collaboration. After the co-located phase, all users can access digital ver-
sions of shared documents over distance, regardless if a shared document was used
in a physical or in a digital representation. If it is a hybrid document, they can even
print out a personal copy.
Synchronous collaboration. In addition to the asynchronous support, PPUIs can
also be used for remote synchronous collaboration. Several spatially distributed
users can work with the same document page at the same point in time, for example
writing on it, creating links or tags. This page acts as a shared workspace. All
activities are transmitted to remote users in real-time and can be displayed on a
screen as complementing information.
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4.4.3 Privacy
An important aspect about the collaborative use of documents is privacy. It must
be ensured that personal contents are not accessed by other users. When modeling
privacy, it is crucial to account both for social protocols and for technical solutions
that allow to define explicit access rights.
Personal and public spaces. In co-located collaboration, the management of access
rights typically does not require explicit technical mechanisms. Instead, social pro-
tocols are used to define which documents of other persons one has the right to ac-
cess. In this context, space and location are influential factors. Locating a document
in a personal space implicitly conveys that the owner does not want other collabo-
rators to access this document. Correspondingly, public spaces are used for docu-
ments that are shared with other users. For instance, a printed document which is
located in front of a user could be private while a document located in the middle of
the table in a similar distance from all users could be public. Documents on a per-
sonal laptop are typically private while documents that are displayed on a shared
screen are public. PPUIs support well these social protocols because they heavily
draw upon the interaction in the physical space and include the use of several dis-
play surfaces made up of paper and/or devices.
Digital access rights. A purely implicit management of access rights is less ap-
propriate for remote interaction. In co-located settings, the user can control if the
social protocol is followed by all collaborators. For instance, if a collaborator would
not adhere to the protocol and access documents on the personal laptop of another
user, one would become aware of this violation. In contrast, this kind of social con-
trol is not possible in remote collaboration unless specific awareness functionality
is provided that informs which user has accessed which of his or her personal doc-
uments. Even if this awareness is provided, social control might not work if the
setting includes a large number of participants, many of them being strangers to
a given user. For these reasons, remote sharing settings need explicit mechanisms
for defining the rights for accessing digital contents. These explicit mechanisms are
“hard” in the sense that the computer system prevents access to contents which one
has not access privileges for.
4.5 Conclusions and Design Guidelines
In this chapter, we presented an interaction model for Pen-and-Paper User Inter-
faces (PPUIs). The model provides a conceptual basis for the design of paper-based
interaction techniques and systems. It was developed in an inductive empirical
process and is grounded on our field work and on an analysis of existing user in-
terfaces from related work. The model defines Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces and
covers three key dimensions of PPUIs in knowledge work: interactions, information
and collaboration.
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This model implies the following design guidelines for Pen-and-Paper User In-
terfaces:
1. Draw upon the affordances of paper and upon traditional practices of work-
ing with paper instead of mimicking GUIs
Traditional practices of working with paper have evolved over a long period
of time and have proven to be highly efficient in many situations. As they
leverage the affordances of paper, they have advantages that GUI-inspired in-
terfaces do not necessarily provide (e.g. traditional interaction is reliable even
though there is no real-time feedback provided by some kind of system). In
order to inspire the design of a paper-based application, the designer should
use ethnographic methods to analyze what activities the system should support
(semantic level of the interaction model) and by which means they actually per-
form this activities (syntactic level).
2. Use simple and flexible building blocks
The interaction model proposes a small inventory of generic core interactions.
Each core interaction is inspired from traditional practices of interacting with
paper and designed to be intuitive, simple to use and reliable. Using compo-
sitional multiplexing, core interactions can act as building blocks and can be
flexibly combined. This provides for offering complex functionality in a PPUI
which nevertheless remains easy to use, as only a very restricted number of
core interactions is used on the syntactic level.
3. Provide for rich interactions
The design should incorporate the richness of interacting with paper. First,
this includes using a wide variety of core interactions, in particular those that
combine multiple sheets (e.g. combining/arranging and bridging). This stands
in contrast to a design that would be inspired from the single point of focus
of Graphical User Interfaces and that would merely build upon the core in-
teractions of inking and clicking. Second, PPUIs should include tangible tools
that are made out of paper (e.g. leaf binders, index stickers). This uses spatial
multiplexing, binding different functionality to different sheets of paper and
thereby to different positions in the physical space. This results in more in-
tuitive interfaces that moreover can be flexibly adapted to the current work
situation by arranging tangible tools accordingly.
4. Cope with the restricted feedback capabilities of paper
A major challenge for the design of PPUIs are the very restricted feedback ca-
pabilities that we have when using paper as an interactive medium. First and
foremost, the designer should identify interactions that leverage feedback which
is provided by the physical properties of paper instead of digital real-time feedback
which must be provided by the system. For instance, writing on a sheet of
paper generates “real-time feedback” by leaving visible ink traces. Attaching
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an index sticker generates feedback in form of a sticker which is visible on pa-
per. Second, the design should avoid temporal modes if the current mode cannot
be clearly and continuously communicated to the user. Instead, the design
should leverage spatial multiplexing or device multiplexing – this provides
for “modes” which the user can clearly recognize as such without digital feed-
back. Third, the design should make careful use of handwriting recognition and
gesture recognition. These should be used as a central part of the interaction de-
sign only if the recognition does not imply uncertainty or if real-time feedback
on the recognition result can be given to the user. Finally, if digital real-time
feedback should be provided, the designer should choose an appropriate chan-
nel following the three-dimensional taxonomy of our model (temporal/spatial
distance, data rate).
5. Leave interactional freedom to the user
As the practices of working with pen and paper are highly informal and indi-
vidual, PPUIs should leave much freedom to the user and impose only mini-
mal constraints on traditional, well-established practices.
6. Account for paper-based privacy management
An important issue of collaboration around documents is privacy. We point
out that for an effective privacy management, it is not sufficient to only con-
sider technological solutions, but that instead implicit social protocols are a
key part of the practices of information ecologies. In co-located settings, pri-
vacy is typically ensured by implicit social protocols. These mainly rely on
private and public spaces where documents are located. In contrast, remote
collaborative settings require more explicit digital access rights ensured by a
technological solution. The design should take into account both forms of
privacy management.
In the next chapter, we will integrate the findings presented in the first four chap-
ters of this thesis, moving on from the analytical and model-centered point of view
to a design perspective. We will thereby take up the requirements that we have
identified in Chapter 2 and that we have found in Chapter 3 to be not addressed
by previous research. We will apply the theoretical model, which was presented in
this chapter, and contribute novel interaction techniques and a system framework
for paper-based knowledge work, which address these requirements.
5
CoScribe: Collaborative Cross-media
Annotation, Linking and Tagging
In the previous chapter, we have introduced an interaction model for collaborative
Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces. This model is the foundation for CoScribe. Co-
Scribe is an interaction concept and system that supports knowledge workers in
reading, relating and integrating the increasing amount of information one has to
deal with. Scientists and engineers have early thought of this problem domain,
generating such influential visions as those of Vannevar Bush [Bus45] and Ted Nel-
son [Nel65]. CoScribe addresses this challenge from a paper-centric perspective. It
includes novel interaction techniques that tightly integrate the physical world of
printed documents and the world of digital documents.
CoScribe takes on an integrated, ecology-centered viewpoint. As discussed in
Section 2.4, an information ecology comprises various practices of working with
documents, the combined use of printed and digital artifacts and various forms of
collaboration with other persons. CoScribe focuses on the interdependencies be-
tween users, physical and digital artifacts and practices in a given work setting.
Whereas previous solutions supported only a small fraction of the practices which
are frequent in typical information ecologies, CoScribe provides more comprehen-
sive functionality: It supports three central and generic activities of working with
documents (annotation, linking and tagging). Moreover, enables both co-located
and remote asynchronous collaboration around the rather static medium of paper.
Further, CoScribe simplifies pen-based interaction, as the same device can be used
for all activities both on paper and on pen-enabled displays. Finally, CoScribe cre-
ates a richer user experience than previous work by offering a wide set of intuitive
tools which are made out of paper. Figure 5.1 gives an overview of CoScribe.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. First, in Section 5.1, an
overview of the entire concept and of the underlying assumptions is given. In Sec-
tion 5.2, we then address by which means CoScribe integrates printed and digital
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documents. This presents the concept of unified interaction using the same digital
pen on paper and on interactive displays. It moreover shows how printed doc-
uments and tools are used in CoScribe, focuses on the digital representations of
documents and details on means that enable users to switch between printed and
digital document representations. In the subsequent three sections, we discuss the
novel interaction techniques and visualizations of CoScribe in more detail. In Sec-
tion 5.3, the interaction concepts and visualizations for collaborative handwritten
annotations are introduced. We contribute the concept of user-adaptable printed
user interfaces and present mechanisms for the paper-based sharing of annotations
and for their collaborative visualization. In Section 5.4, we present an interaction
technique for creating and following cross-media hyperlinks. These closely inte-
grate paper and digital media, as they span both types of documents in any combi-
nation and are created on both media with one single pen-based association gesture.
The concept of specific association areas provides for very flexible link scopes while
the interaction remains intuitive, quick and easy. Like annotations, hyperlinks can
be shared with other users. Finally, in Section 5.5, we contribute four novel pen-
based and tangible interaction techniques that provide for tagging documents and
processes. These are based upon a wide variety of interaction metaphors, mainly
inspired from the rich practices of using traditional paper.
5.1 Overview of CoScribe
5.1.1 Pen-based Interaction with Printed and Digital Documents
While knowledge workers typically work both with printed and digital documents,
a large gap remains between both worlds and the interactions remain fragmented.
The user must deal with different interaction devices and techniques and it is diffi-
cult to digitize information which is contained on physical paper.
In contrast, CoScribe aims at a very seamless integration of physical and digital
documents. It offers the same tools and interactions for both types of documents.
Moreover the user can choose between working with a printed representation of a
document and with a digital representation, depending on his or her preferences
and the current context.
Users can print digital documents onto real paper and interact with them using
a digital Anoto pen [Anob] (Fig. 5.2). This digital pen can be used like a traditional
pen. It leaves visible ink traces on paper and has a similar form factor. The user can
naturally switch between different sheets of paper without any additional action
being necessary (e.g. pushing a button for indicating page changes or calibrating
the new sheet of paper). Even if the digital functionality is not working for some
reason, a physical copy of the handwritings is created (graceful degradation). In
addition, the pen captures digital ink traces by continuously tracking both on which
paper sheet it is located on and its position on that sheet.
Changes made on a printed document are automatically included in its digital
version and available in the CoScribe viewer (Fig. 5.3). In addition to printed doc-
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Figure 5.2: Anoto pen, model Nokia SU-1B (Photo: c© Nokia)
uments, CoScribe offers various specialized tools made of paper (such as folders
and index stickers). Tools and documents can be easily printed by the user on an
ordinary printer using the CoScribe print toolkit. As the main functionality only re-
quires a digital pen and paper, CoScribe supports mobile use and allows for instance
to read and annotate documents in the lecture hall, at home or in public transport.
The same digital pen can also be used on an interactive table to interact with digital
documents. This will be detailed below.
CoScribe was designed with the goal of being intuitive and simple to use although
it offers a large number of functionalities. As we will see, the pen-based interaction
techniques are easy to learn and to integrate into current practices of working with
documents. For this reason, our approach is to let the user fully maintain her exist-
ing practices of working with a pen and printed documents. This accounts for the
highly individual practices observed in contextual inquiries. However, while the
system is able to store and display these informal artifacts made by the user, it can-
not interpret them. If the user wants to inform the system about the semantics of the
artifacts (e.g. “this is a reference”, “this is a tag”), she additionally performs more
formal actions. These are simple, quick and reliable in order to avoid producing
significant extraneous cognitive load. We will detail on these interactions below.
5.1.2 A Toolset for Document-based Knowledge Work
CoScribe offers a set of generic activities of working with documents: annotating,
linking and tagging documents. These activities enable the knowledge worker to
read and understand documents and then to relate and abstract them in order to
gain structural knowledge of the problem domain. Currently supported document
types are PDF and PowerPoint documents, Web pages and physical books.
As CoScribe supports rather generic activities, it is not tailored to one specific
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Figure 5.3: The CoScribe viewer offers access to digital versions of printed documents
purpose. Instead, it can be considered as a toolset for document-based knowledge
work. The knowledge worker chooses appropriate tools, combines them and uses
them in a way that best fits his or her current task. This leaves much freedom to
the end-user. The flexibility of CoScribe is best illustrated by giving examples of
settings it can be used in. In our application scenario of learning at universities, this
includes taking notes and making annotations during courses, reviewing own notes
and shared notes of other learners, preparing for exams in learning group meetings,
excerpting documents, searching and integrating literature for preparing an article
or a term paper and even giving presentations by controlling the slide actually being
presented using a printout. Despite its wide applicability, CoScribe remains easy to
use, as it relies on a small set of simple, but generic interaction strategies, which are
inspired from traditional practices of working with paper documents.
Throughout this chapter, we illustrate the interaction concepts of CoScribe using
a real-world example scenario:
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Scenario 1. Sally is a second-year university student and attends several lectures and sem-
inars. Her work is mainly based on documents, such as physical books, pages with her hand-
written notes, printouts of web pages, digital PDF articles and digital web pages. While she
often deeply engages with one single document, for example for reading and understanding
a complicated scientific article, an important part of her work also consists in integrating
contents from various sources to understand an issue. She often works on her own, but is
also frequently involved in collaborative settings, for example during the sessions of semi-
nars or in meetings with fellow students. She has various workplaces, working at home, in
lecture halls, at the library and in public transport. Hence, both the way Sally works with
documents and the contexts of this work are highly varied. CoScribe supports all these forms
of document work. In the following Scenario boxes, this is discussed in more detail.
5.1.3 Co-located and Remote Collaboration
The ecological viewpoint of CoScribe also focuses on the relations between multiple
users in a given work practice. While the functionality of CoScribe is helpful for
individual users, its strength lies in supporting collaboration of various users.
Scenario 2 (Learning Group Meeting). During the weeks before the final exam of a lec-
ture, Sally regularly meets with two fellow students in an open space at the library. Together
they review the lecture handout and their annotations and discuss unclear topics. If neces-
sary, they collect further information from textbooks and web pages and link these to their
lecture handouts. At the end of each meeting, they collaboratively create a summary of the
topics. As usual, the other group members dictate and Sally writes the summary because
she has the best handwriting of all members.
First, users can collaborate in a co-located setting, for example in meetings. Sev-
eral persons use the system at the same time in the same place. They interact
with printed documents on paper and with digital documents on one or more pen-
enabled displays (Fig. 5.4). Each user has his or her own pen. In this setting, Co-
Scribe is designed for a rather small number of users (about two up to six users). In
a small group, users can physically share their documents or work concurrently on
the same document.
Scenario 3 (Accessing Documents at Home). Dan is ill and could not attend today’s
learning group meeting. He uses the CoScribe viewer to access the summary document
created by the other team members.
Second, users can collaborate over the distance, for example to continue collabora-
tion after a co-located meeting. They can then access digital versions of the docu-
ments (and print these, if desired). The documents include annotations, links and
tags that were made by other users. In a remote setting, CoScribe supports a very
large number of users, ranging up to several hundreds of users in a large lecture.
While it provides some support for remote synchronous settings, asynchronous forms
of remote collaboration are more adequate for user interfaces that heavily rely on
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Figure 5.4: Co-located collaboration
Figure 5.5: Remote collaboration
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paper. This is due to the fact that contents on paper cannot be updated in real-time
by the digital system. In contrast, it is not problematic to re-print updated versions
once in a while.
In order to provide efficient remote access to shared contents of many users, sev-
eral collaborative visualizations for documents, annotations, hyperlinks and tags have
been developed which integrate user-generated content of several users.
• First, the user can print an updated version of the document which includes
the annotations, links and tags of one or more other users.
• Second, user-generated content of other users is automatically integrated into
the digital representation of a document, which is displayed in a software
viewer.
• Third, an ecology-centered visualization integrates all documents and user-
generated content from all users. It provides overview on and structured ac-
cess to the entire collection of documents. This is particularly supportive if a
considerable number of users collaborate on a large number of documents, a
setting where it might be difficult to find a given document or a given passage
of a document later on.
• Finally, further more specialized visualizations focus on specific aspects. For
example, one view integrates the bookmarks made by all users on a particu-
lar document in order to support users in comparing the structuring created
individually by each user.
5.2 Integrating Printed and Digital Documents
In this section, we take a closer look on the means by which CoScribe integrates the
interaction with printed and with digital documents. Here, we discuss aspects that
are of general importance for the entire system. In contrast, the subsequent sections
will then elaborate on aspects which are specific to a particular activity (annotating,
linking or tagging). Table 5.1 provides an overview on the challenges which we
address in this chapter.
5.2.1 A Unified Interaction Device
Traditional practice. In traditional practice, knowledge workers typically dispose
of both physical and digital tools for interacting with documents. This attributes
to the fact that both printed and digital documents are used. The main tools for
interacting with physical documents are paper and one or several pens (ballpoint
pen, pencil, differently colored highlighter etc.) complemented by helper tools like
erasers and rulers. Further physical tools that are frequently used support the orga-
nization and structuring of documents. This includes folders and ring binders, stor-
age boxes, staplers, retaining clips, bookmarks and page marker stickers. Main tools
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Desideratum Approach Section Concept Function Innovation
w.r.t.
related
work
Main
re-
quire-
ments
One unified inter-
action device for
paper and screens
Anoto-enabled
screen
5.2.1 • • • R1a,
R4a
Mobile use and
real-time interac-
tion
Batch processing
and streaming of
pen data
5.2.2 • • R4
Tangible interac-
tion
Printed documents
and printed tools
5.2.3 • • • R1
Digital integration Digital document
viewer and plug-in
for Mozilla Firefox
5.2.4 • • • R1
Structured access
to all information
of the ecology
Ecological view 5.2.5 • • • R1,
R3,
R4c
Choice between
printed and digital
representations
Printed buttons for
accessing viewer
/ Printing docu-
ments; map-based
or property-based
indication
5.2.6 • • R1
Table 5.1: Desiderata and our approaches concerning the integration of printed and
digital documents
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Figure 5.6: Using the same digital pen to interact on real paper and on displays
for interacting with digital documents are displays, keyboards and mice. There ex-
ist more specific devices like Tablet PCs, which imitate the use of pens on paper
documents, and E-Book readers. However, these are far less widespread.
As discussed in Chapter 3, approaches proposed in the related work require the
user to switch between different input devices for interacting with physical and
digital documents. Typically, the input device for interacting with printed paper is
a digital pen, whereas interaction with digital media takes place using keyboards
and mice or pen-based displays with styluses other than the digital pen used on
paper. Hence, we encounter not only a discontinuity between physical and digital
media, but also a discontinuity of tools, as a given tool applies either to printed or
to digital media. A small number of more advanced systems have been presented
which use the same stylus for paper and digital media (e.g. [Wel93, EMBW08]).
However, these systems require a complex technical setup including vision-based
tracking of paper documents, which substantially restricts the mobility of paper.
The same pen on paper and on displays. CoScribe supports using the same pen
both on printed media and on displays while maintaining the mobility of paper
(Fig. 5.6, left and center). Almost all interactions can be made in a similar manner
on printed documents or on digital documents. Some techniques even use pen ges-
tures that span printed and digital documents, e.g. when creating a hyperlink be-
tween a printed document and a Web page. These interactions are mainly inspired
from traditional practices of working with documents, but are complemented with
elements from digital user interfaces.
On paper, the Anoto pen acts as a traditional ballpoint pen, which additionally
performs a digital capturing of the ink traces. On the display, the digital pen be-
haves similarly to styluses of common pen-enabled displays, such as those of Tablet
PCs, with the difference that several pens can be simultaneously used on the same
display. For this purpose, we developed a specific display which supports input
with one or several digital pens. It can be used as a tabletop display or as a vertical
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screen. Section 6.2 describes this prototype in more detail. In addition to interacting
with CoScribe, third-party applications can be controlled with the pen, as pen input
on third-party applications is translated to ordinary mouse events.
5.2.2 Mobile Use and Real-Time Interaction
To support both autonomous mobile use and real-time interaction with the digital
system, CoScribe offers two ways of synchronizing pen data with the digital system:
1. Batch synchronization: In order to maintain the mobility which is inherent to
paper, the digital pen can be used autonomously. This means, that it does
not require a nearby device, which for example supports tracking the loca-
tion of the pen or receives data from the pen. During writing on paper, data
is buffered on the pen. At regular intervals, when a computer is available,
all data temporarily buffered on the pen is transferred to the digital system.
Batch synchronization supports particularly well writing tasks, which do not
require immediate system feedback. However, no real-time interaction with
the digital system is possible.
2. Real-time streaming: If a computer is nearby, pen data can be sent in real-time to
the digital system over a wireless Bluetooth channel. This has the advantage
that all data can be immediately processed, which for example is important
for providing real-time feedback when using the pen as a stylus on a display.
However, the mobility of paper is restricted to an area within the range of
the wireless connection. With the current Bluetooth specification, this is up to
distances of about 100 metres.
5.2.3 Printed Documents and Tools
Documents. The CoScribe print tool enables the user to produce printed versions
of documents. The tool adds the Anoto pattern to all printouts, which is required by
Anoto pens for tracking pen traces. Although printed documents can be used like
traditional documents, they have an underlying digital model. The system auto-
matically adds changes made on printed documents to this digital model.
Printed tools. In addition to printed documents, CoScribe comprises various tan-
gible tools, each serving specific purposes. Such tools are for example bookmarking
stickers and leaf binders. In contrast to the tangible tools used in typical Tangible
User Interfaces, our tools are made of paper and moreover do not require additional
electronic components. For these reasons, an ordinary printer suffices to create a
large number of tangible tools quickly and at very low cost. Figure 5.7 depicts sev-
eral types of tangible tools which are used in CoScribe and that are presented in the
following chapters.
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Figure 5.7: Tangible tools which are made of paper
Tools as objects of interest. These tangible tools have the characteristic that they
are not only instruments but also objects of interest. Even if they are not used as a
tool, they have additional value for the user. We explain this in the following.
On the one hand, there are tools that have a purely instrumental function. This
means that a tool does not have another purpose than helping the user in interacting
with the system in order to accomplish a specific task. The tool itself is not an
object of interest but is used to manipulate objects of interest (e.g. documents).
Examples of traditional instrumental tools are hammers, scissors and pens. Typical
instruments of Graphical User Interfaces, such as instruments for changing the font
size, for drawing graphical elements and for scrolling within documents, do not
have value besides their instrumental function.
On the other hand, in addition to this instrumental function, a tool can be an
object of interest. This means that it has an own value even if it is not used to ma-
nipulate other objects of interest. We aim at designing tools that incorporate both
functions. For example, an adhesive sticker that can be attached to a document page
in order to bookmark this page is initially an instrument for creating an index on a
document page. Once the sticker is attached to a document page, it becomes an ob-
ject of interest, as it represents the actual index. Tag Menu Cards are instruments for
defining tags and applying them to documents. Yet, the Tag Menu Card is also an
inventory for looking up all previously defined tags of one user and therefore has
an additional value for the user. Similarly, physical folders are used as an instru-
ment to define collections of documents. In addition, the physical state of the folder
indicates for example if only a few or many documents are included in this collec-
tion, the user can open the front flap and check up which documents are contained
within it, etc. Therefore, it is itself an object of interest.
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Figure 5.8: A CoScribe Firefox plug-in enables pen-based input on web pages and dis-
plays additional information (here information on hyperlinks
5.2.4 Digital Document Viewer
While paper provides for a flexible and intuitive use of documents, there might be
situations in which the user prefers working with a digital version of a document.
For example, full text search, audio and video are better supported by digital docu-
ments. Moreover, digital visualizations enable to access shared comments of other
users in real-time. For these reasons, CoScribe does not only support printed docu-
ments. The user can access a digital version of any document in a software viewer.
This version includes own and shared annotations, hyperlinks and tags.
CoScribe includes several viewers for different types of documents. Web pages
are available in Mozilla Firefox. A CoScribe Firefox plug-in enables pen-based input
on web pages and displays additional information, such as hyperlinks created by
the user (Fig. 5.8). For PDF and PowerPoint documents, CoScribe includes an own
document viewer (Fig. 5.3 on p. 115). While we opted for a proprietary solution for
our prototype, future versions of CoScribe could use plug-ins for standard software,
such as Adobe Acrobat and Microsoft PowerPoint.
The viewers can be used on standard computers. However, if used on the Anoto-
enabled tabletop display, they can be controlled with the same pen which is used
on paper. The same pen gestures as on paper create and modify annotations, links
and tags directly on the digital documents.
In contrast to changes made on the printed representation which are automati-
cally transferred to the digital representation, changes made within the viewer are
not automatically reflected on paper. If a corresponding printed representation is
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needed, one can use the printout module to print an updated version of the docu-
ment.
5.2.5 Ecological View
The document viewers display a visualization that corresponds to an individual doc-
ument. However, as shown in Section 2.2, one of the main advantages of paper is
that one can lay out multiple sheets and documents on the desk. This provides for
a better overview on documents and their relations. We designed a digital visu-
alization that corresponds to an augmented view on the entire desk. This so-called
ecological view integrates all documents into one single interactive visualization. Its
focus is on the relations between documents and the activities that users performed
on them.
This view is basically a digital equivalent to the arrangement of multiple docu-
ments in the physical workspace. However, in contrast to related work (e.g. [Wel93]),
it does not aim at simply mirroring the physical arrangement. Instead, it details on
the logical relations between documents. Documents are not visualized near each
other because their physical locations are close but because they are connected by
a hyperlink, tagged with the same tag concept or used by the same user. This pro-
vides for a structured access to the information of document collections.
Scenario 4 (Structured Access to Information). During the last few weeks, Sally has
frequently met her learning partners. Together, they have revised the lecture handouts, have
read a lot of further documents and have written some new documents. Now that the final
exam is arriving, Sally wants to review all information that is related to Molières comedies,
which is one of the topics of the exam. She selects the tag “Molière” and has direct access
to all information that was tagged with this label. Moreover, she seeks a document of which
she does not remember the contents. But she knows that Dan has extensively worked on it
during one of their first meetings. She therefore selects all documents which Dan has worked
on and restricts the time period. Of the three remaining documents, she quickly finds the
one she was looking for.
Elements of the Visualization
Due to the focus on relations, we opted for an interactive graph visualization. A
screenshot of the view is given in Fig. 5.9 and will be explained in the following.
Documents and document pages are represented by thumbnail images. Folders,
tags and users are represented by icons. These nodes are connected by edges that
visualize links, tags and user activities. We now provide more details on these ele-
ments:
• Hybrid documents (Fig. 5.9 (1)) are displayed with a thumbnail image of their
first page and have a shadow that corresponds to their number of pages. For a
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Figure 5.9: The ecological view
more detailed view, users can expand a document to thumbnails of its individ-
ual pages. Double clicking/two pen taps on a document or page thumbnail
opens it the corresponding document viewer.
• Printed-only documents (2) are visualized by a thumbnail of the cover.
• Folders (3) are indicated with an icon in their color containing a handwritten
label. A shadow corresponds to the number of pages of all documents con-
tained in the folder. Like hybrid documents, folders can be “unfolded” to view
the individual documents.
• Tags (4) are displayed as oval concept cards covered with the tag label.
• Each user (5) is represented by a personal icon.
An edge expresses:
• A link between two documents or folders. When clicking on the edge, the
scope of the link is highlighted in yellow in the document thumbnail(s).
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• Tags of documents or folders are indicated by an edge between the tag concept
card and the document or folder.
• User activities are expressed by an edge from a user icon to all documents this
user has annotated, linked, or tagged.
This graph provides a quick overview for example on how the collection of docu-
ments is structured by hyperlinks, on which user has worked on which documents
or on which documents are tagged with a specific tag concept.
Navigation and Filtering
A collaborative graph which contains the documents and activities of several users
can quickly become complex. This makes high demands both on navigation and on
appropriate reduction of the complexity. For this reason, the interactive visualiza-
tions enables users to navigate through a large graph by panning as well as to focus
on various levels of details by zooming in and out and by collapsing or expand-
ing documents and folders. In order to focus on an individual element, this can be
automatically centered or moved by dragging it with the mouse or with the pen.
Moreover, the ecological view offers comprehensive filter options on five dimen-
sions that can be intuitively manipulated:
• Temporal filter: A dual-end time slider (Fig. 5.10 (1)) enables to hide all items
that have not been created or modified in a given period. To further allow
a quick temporal overview of all items, a time mode varies the size of the
nodes. Larger nodes represent items that have been created or modified re-
cently while smaller nodes correspond to older items.
• Global filter: Hides or displays all links, all tags or all users. These filters are
activated by modal buttons (Fig. 5.10 (2)).
• Filter an individual user or an individual tag concept: All documents which are
modified only by this user (or tagged with only this concept) are hidden. This
filter is activated by dragging the corresponding node and dropping it on a
list of filtered elements which is displayed in a filter panel beneath the graph
(Fig. 5.10 (3)). The user or the tag is then added to this list. By tapping or
clicking on it, the documents are displayed again. It is important to note that
not only one user or one tag can be filtered, but an arbitrary number of them.
• Focus on one node: Only this node and all directly adjacent nodes are displayed.
One or more hidden nodes can be re-displayed by tapping or clicking on one
or more entries in the filter panel.
• Full-text search: An arbitrary query string can be entered in a text input field
(Fig. 5.10 (4)). All users, tags and documents that do not contain this string are
hidden from the view.
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Figure 5.10: Filter options of the ecological view
5.2.6 Transformations between Printed and Digital Representations
A final issue, which concerns the entire system, is the question of how printouts and
their corresponding digital views are coupled.
Scenario 5 (Interwoven Use of Printed and Digital Representations). After a lec-
ture session, Sally usually briefly reviews the contents when she is back at home. She goes
through the printed lecture scripts which includes the annotations she has made during the
lecture. As she has difficulties understanding one particular slide, she wants to read the an-
notations made by the instructor and by her student fellows. For this purpose, she displays
the digital version of this slide in the CoScribe viewer. This includes the annotations of other
persons.
Then she browses in the digital version and reads other slides, as she hopes finding further
helpful annotations of other students. After some time, she comes across a very helpful
annotation on another slide. She decides to add this annotation directly to her printed script.
She therefore searches the sheet of paper containing the slide and writes the annotation on it.
Users can quickly access a digital version of a printed page by tapping with the
pen on a button which is printed on each page (Fig. 5.11 upper right). The ecological
view can be accessed with a second button (Fig. 5.11 upper left). The thumbnail of
this particular document page is then centered and highlighted.
For the reverse direction – accessing a printed representation –, the user can print
a new copy of the piece of information. However, it is impractical, expensive and
harmful to the environment to re-print the information at a frequent basis. Another
way of transformation is to access an already existing printed representation of this
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Figure 5.11: These buttons for accessing the page in the document viewer (right) and
in the ecological view (left) are printed in the top right corner of each
document page.
piece of information. This implies that the user must find this physical copy, which
can be hard if the user disposes of a large number of printed representations. There-
fore, the digital system should provide support for finding an equivalent physical
representation.
CoScribe provides support on two levels:
Map-based indication. In a non-mobile setting, CoScribe can digitally track the po-
sition of printed documents using ARTag [Fia04] marker-based location tracking.
The location of a given document or document page is then highlighted on a photo
of the desk.
Property-based indication. A drawback of map-based indication is that the techni-
cal setup for tracking the location of physical object strongly restricts mobile use. A
second approach does not indicate the concrete physical location but provides in-
formation about properties of the representation, such as its visual appearance. The
user can then utilize this information to find the physical representation. CoScribe
uses the following properties:
• The visual appearance of the document (the thumbnail or document page view
visually corresponds to the printed page). This is particularly helpful if the
layout of different documents and pages is diverse. In this case, the size of the
margins, the number of columns and the repartition of headings, paragraphs
and illustrations can provide a good visual cue for finding a given document
or page.
• If the document is contained within a folder (see p. 157), the system indicates
this folder. As the number of folders is typically much smaller than the num-
ber of documents, this simplifies finding the document page.
• Digital Paper Bookmarks are adhesive sticker that the user can attach to indi-
vidual document pages in order to index them. These stickers are well visible
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because they jug out of the document. The arrangement of bookmarks on a docu-
ment as well as their colors and labels provide good indicators for identifying
a specific document at a glance. More details on Digital Paper Bookmarks and
the corresponding digital representations are given in Section 5.5.1.
Up to now, we have discussed issues relevant to the entire system that equally
concern all the activities of annotating, linking and tagging documents. In the next
three sections, we discuss interaction techniques and visualizations that are more
specific for one of these three activities.
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5.3 Annotating Documents
The interaction techniques and visualizations presented in this chapter aim at sup-
porting one or several users to make handwritten annotations on printed and digital
documents, to access these in both printed and digital form and to share annotations
with co-workers.
On page 2, we defined an annotation as an amendment to an existing document
that is conceptually separate yet contextually related. We define a specific sub-type,
handwritten annotations, as follows:
Definition 12 (Handwritten Annotations). A handwritten annotation is an annotation
that consists of a set of ink strokes which are spatially and temporally contiguous and made
by one single user.
The contents of handwritten annotations consist for example of an underlining,
one or several words, formulae, drawings or combinations of these.
In the remainder of this chapter, we will first discuss the general interaction con-
cept. This includes how annotations are made on which media and how informa-
tion can be transformed between printed and digital representations. We will then
briefly discuss how the user interface for annotating documents can be adapted to
the user. In a next step, we focus on collaborative issues, particularly on a paper-
based mechanism for sharing annotations and on novel visualizations of shared
annotations made by other users. Finally, we will assess the performance of hand-
writing recognition and discuss to what extent handwriting recognition can support
the interaction and visualization techniques. Table 5.2 provides an overview on the
challenges which we address in this chapter.
Figure 5.12: Example of an annotation which includes sketches
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Desideratum Approach Section Concept Function Innovation
w.r.t.
related
work
Main
re-
quire-
ments
Flexible free-form
annotations
Unrestricted
PPUI; printing
documents with
annotations
5.3.1 • • R1,
R2,
R4a
User-adaptable
PPUI
Various print lay-
outs
5.3.2 • • R4
Free arrangements
of several pages
5.3.2 • • • R4b
Paper-based shar-
ing and classifica-
tion of annotations
Tagging with But-
tons
5.3.3 • • • R1,
R3,
R4a
Integrated ac-
cess to shared
annotations
Integrated visu-
alization using
dynamic shrink-
ing/expanding and
repositioning of
annotations
5.3.4 • • R1,
R3,
R4a
Integrated multi-
user visualization
• •
Integrated multi-
user printouts
• •
Use for presenta-
tions
Presentation inter-
face
5.3.5 • • R1,
R3, R4
Access to text of
handwritten anno-
tations
Evaluation and
use of handwriting
recognition
5.3.6 • • R1,
R3, R4
Table 5.2: Desiderata and our approaches concerning the annotation of printed and
digital documents
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Figure 5.13: Annotating a printed document
5.3.1 Handwritten Free-Form Annotations
Scenario 6 (Mobile annotation). Before the lecture, Sally prints the lecture script, which
is provided online by the instructor. During the lecture, she then makes annotations on this
script using her digital pen. She does not need a computer, but only the digital pen and
the printout. As she lives at some distance from the university, she spends a considerable
amount of time in public transport. On the way home, she typically uses this time to review
the contents presented this day. Using the digital pen, she marks passages of the lecture
script which are particularly important or which she has difficulties understanding.
Scenario 7 (Active reading). Sally has the task to read an article until the next lecture. It
is a challenging text, having a complex structure and argumentation and including many
foreign words. Sally therefore works intensely on the text. During reading, she makes
annotations: She underlines key words and marks up important passages. She looks up the
signification of foreign words and annotates them with the corresponding English terms.
Moreover, she adds clarifying details and notes her own thoughts and ideas concerning the
text.
Our design was guided by the goal of finding an appropriate trade-off between
an interaction strategy which is as unconstrained as possible, permitting each user
to maintain his or her personal annotation style (which is highly personal [Mar97]),
and imposing some minimal formalization, which can be leveraged for computer
interpretation of informal annotations. Moreover, we judge it important to main-
tain most of the affordances of pen and paper, such as its highly mobile use and
the combined use of multiple sheets of paper. Therefore, the aim is to provide for a
smooth transition from traditional paper annotations to a computer-supported col-
laborative annotation process. In order to further reduce the gap between paper and
the digital world, the same interactions as on paper shall be possible on screens.
Users can print digital documents on paper and annotate them with the digital
pen (Fig. 5.13). The printed user interface is designed to constrain the personal an-
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Figure 5.14: A document containing printed annotations
notation style as little as possible. Handwritten annotations, including free-form
content such as sketches or formulae, can be made anywhere on the printouts. At
any time, the user can add, modify or delete annotations. An annotation is deleted
by performing a cross-out gesture on the annotation. It is then removed in the digi-
tal viewer and not printed in subsequent printouts.
A print module allows printing documents on paper. In addition to the printed
lecture slides, the pages can optionally contain free areas. Our observations have
shown that free areas on lecture handouts seemed necessary to most students, be-
cause first the document pages often do not contain enough empty space for exten-
sive annotations and second it is considered important to take notes independently
of the instructor’s structuring.
Moreover, a document can optionally include annotations that were made before-
hand (Fig.5.14). This comprises own annotations, shared ones of another user or an-
notations originating from several users (more details will be given below). Further,
the module can add visual information about annotations which was not visible on
the printed instance where the original annotation was made. This includes the
category of an annotation (color coding), the time when an annotation was created
(older annotations are printed lighter) and the number of times an annotation was
read by other users (annotation turning more red successively).
As analyzed in Section 3.3.2, this improves over previous work for paper-based
annotation, which to the best of our knowledge is restricted to one fix layout, prints
documents only with own annotations (if at all) and does not visualize additional
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information.
The equipment which is needed for the interaction technique is highly mobile,
lightweight and comparable to that used traditionally for notetaking. The user only
requires paper printouts of the document(s) and a digital pen. Hence, the user is
not bound to a specific location and the technology remains in the background as
much as possible. Due to the Anoto technology used in CoScribe, it is possible to
simultaneously work with several sheets of paper and to use the same pen on all of
them without additional effort (like for example manually calibrating each sheet of
paper or pressing on a button when switching between pages etc.). This provides
for a very natural working style.
Scenario 8 (Reviewing Annotations). At home, she puts the pen into a reading device,
which automatically transfers all pen data to the CoScribe client running on Sally’s com-
puter. She then consults a textbook and completes the notes she has made during the course.
The pen is now used in live-mode, i.e. all data is available in CoScribe in real-time. As she
has not well understood one particular slide, she opens the CoScribe document viewer and
reads the annotations that other students have made on this slide.
In addition to the use on paper, the same digital pen can be used to make anno-
tations on digital documents which are displayed in the CoScribe viewer on the
pen-enabled display (Fig. 5.6). As on paper, handwritten annotations can be made
anywhere on the document. From a user’s point of view, this is similar to annotating
documents with a stylus on a Tablet PC, but one does not have to switch between
different pens for paper and displays.
In contrast to changes made on the printed representation, which are automati-
cally transferred to the digital representation, changes made within the viewer are
not automatically reflected on paper. If a corresponding printed representation is
needed, one can use the printout module to print an updated version of the docu-
ment.
5.3.2 Adaptivity of the Printed User Interface
Graphical User Interfaces can be flexibly and immediately adapted to the user’s
needs that depend on the task to perform, the current context and his or her personal
preferences. For example, both the user and the system can easily change the size
of windows and their layout and can easily modify the position and the contents of
individual interface elements, such as toolbar palettes. In contrast, paper is a more
static medium. Once printed, the layout of a printed page is fix and moreover the
digital system cannot easily update the contents.
Yet, qualitative findings of the evaluation of CoScribe (see Section 7.2) show that
also in a paper environment, users prefer different layouts. For instance, right-
handers prefer empty notetaking areas being located to the right of the actual doc-
ument page, while left-handers prefer them to the left. While in some contexts, the
user makes many annotations on the document (e.g. during a lecture), other con-
texts (e.g. excerpting on a separate sheet of paper) do not require making many
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annotations and therefore, the pages of the document can be printed in a down-
scaled manner. This challenges the design of Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces.
To address this issue, CoScribe offers a flexible printed user interface. The user
can adapt the Pen-and-Paper User Interface of CoScribe to fit his or her personal
preferences and the current context. This is supported both at the levels of individ-
ual pages and of the ensemble of pages used.
Individual pages. Users can choose among various layouts of printed document
pages. For instance, each printed page can contain one page of the document or
alternatively, several document pages can be printed on one single sheet of paper
in a scaled-down layout. Optionally, if the document pages do not contain much
space for making annotations, empty noteteking areas can be included. The posi-
tion of other interface elements, such as button toolbars, can be modified as well.
Figure 5.15 gives several example layouts. Moreover, documents can be re-printed
in a different layout with all annotations correctly resized and repositioned. For
this reason, our model stores annotations independently from the layout of the doc-
ument. Similarly to printed document pages, the size and layout of other print
products (such as bookmarking stickers and Tag Menu Cards) can be adapted by
the user.
Several pages. Adapting the print layout implicates the drawback that the user has
to make a decision before printing the document. Adapting the layout during use is
hard, since this requires re-printing the document. For this reason, CoScribe offers a
more dynamic way of modifying the printed user interface. In addition to adapting
the layout of single pages before printing them, users can dynamically modify the
layout built of several printed pages. If the space available on a document page
(and on the optional notetaking area) is not sufficient for making annotations, users
can dynamically add one or more further empty paper sheets to this document page
by associating them with a line gesture (see Section 5.4.2 below). This corresponds
to the GUI interactions of enlarging a window to have more space available or to
scrolling in a document view to display an empty area.
5.3.3 Paper-based Sharing of Annotations
As discussed in the previous chapters, collaboration is an important element of
document-based knowledge work. While paper documents are well-suited for co-
located collaboration in many aspects, they constrain remote collaboration (in com-
parison to digital documents) because their contents are only available physically
and not digitally.
Section 4.4.1 above described how CoScribe can be used in co-located collabora-
tive settings. Each user disposes of his or her personal pen. This enables to attribute
the activities of individual users to this user. Moreover, several pens can be used in
the same time on one single sheet of paper on one display. Further, the users can
work on multiple documents at a time.
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One page per sheet
Two pages per sheet Four pages per sheet
Figure 5.15: Example layouts of printouts
This section focuses on the second collaborative setting: remote sharing of an-
notations. CoScribe supports asynchronous collaboration over distance. It enables
users to share their annotations with collaborators. These can access shared annota-
tions in their document viewers and/or print the document including these anno-
tations. This section discusses an unobtrusive interaction technique that allows the
user to classify the visibility of annotations directly when writing the annotation on
paper.
Scenario 9 (Private and Public Annotations). It is absolutely acceptable for Sally to
share her annotations of the lecture script with the other members of her learning group.
Sometimes she makes off-topic notes, which she prefers to remain personal. For example, she
makes an appointment with a fellow student and notes his phone number or she notes what
she wants to buy after the lecture. For this reason, she marks these notes as private. They
are not shared with other persons.
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Interaction technique. CoScribe offers three levels of visibility with which the user
can classify individual annotations:
• Private visibility: The content is not shared with other users.
• Group visibility: Each user can set up groups with several other users. In dif-
ferent contexts (e.g. a specific lecture, a seminar etc.), the user can be member
of different groups. Content with group visibility is shared with the members
of all groups of this user that apply to the given context.
• Public visibility: The content is visible to all users in this given context (e.g. all
students attending this lecture, all participants of the seminar etc.).
Our goal was to provide an interaction technique which can be seamlessly inte-
grated with annotating and which is quick and reliable. Related research [LGA+07,
LGHH08] discusses several means for classifying annotations suggesting spatial
differentiation, pen differentiation and differentiation with pen gestures. Provid-
ing on the printout separate areas for each visibility level and requiring the user to
write a note in the corresponding area is impractical for annotations, which often
have to be made at specific context positions on the slides. Using a different pen
for each level is intuitive but requires extra hardware. Moreover, research shows
that students rather use one single pen than switching among many marking tools
[Mar97]. A third solution consists in classifying notes by performing specific pen
gestures. However, current digital pens cannot recognize gestures by themselves.
Gesture recognition would have to be performed by the back-end system. Hence, it
is not possible to provide feedback on success or failure of the gesture recognition
in the mobile setting where pen data is not immediately transferred to the back-end
system. Moreover, the system would have to distinguish gestures from ordinary
handwritings or drawings. For this purpose, the cited research papers suggested to
use additional hardware like a foot pedal or a second pen. Novel generations of dig-
ital pens which include gesture recognition and buttons could solve these problems
in the future.
We therefore propose a fourth concept, which is inspired by buttons in Graphical
User Interfaces because the interaction of pressing button is quick, easy and reli-
able. For this purpose, a toolbar containing several printed “buttons” is printed in
the center region of each paper sheet (see Fig. 5.16). Each button represents one vis-
ibility level. A visibility is associated to an individual annotation by tapping with
the pen on the corresponding button before or after writing the annotation. More-
over, a visibility level can be set or modified later on by making two consecutive
pen taps on the button and on the annotation. While no graphical feedback on the
tagging is provided on the printed slide unless the user makes additional mark-
ings, the visibility level is visualized with specific colors in the CoScribe viewer and
on subsequent printouts. The viewer contains similar buttons as the printouts for
defining or modifying visibilities. The same interaction technique is used for tag-
ging annotations with semantic categories.
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Figure 5.16: A button toolbar is printed on each page. These buttons provide for defin-
ing the visibility level of annotations (upper buttons) and for tagging them
with semantic types (lower buttons)
Discussion. Performing a simple pen tap is quick and can be easily included into
the annotation process. Moreover, defining visibility is optional, allowing the user
to maintain a natural annotation style. If no visibility is chosen, the default level
defined by the user is set. This reduces extraneous cognitive load during the an-
notation process. According to the interviews conducted during the evaluations, a
very appropriate default level is the group level. With respect to privacy, it is typ-
ically not considered critical to share annotations with other members of the own
group, as these are personally selected by the user. With this default level, only a
small number of annotations that contain private information or that shall be visi-
ble to all users must be explicitly classified with a visibility level. If appropriate, the
interaction technique could also support less or more than three levels or more than
one group the user belongs to.
Applying visibilities to entire annotations instead of unstructured sets of pen
strokes requires clustering pen strokes into annotations. For this reason, CoScribe
uses a clustering algorithm for handwritten input that relies on temporal and spatial
information. Possible errors can be manually corrected by the users. The software
viewer therefore provides two functions for splitting annotations and merging pen
strokes into one annotation.
In contrast to gesture-based differentiation, our approach is faster and reliable
even with current pens that do not include displays nor processing power for ges-
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Figure 5.17: A LED (within the red circle) provides feedback when the pen taps on a
printed area
ture recognition. Moreover, it requires only one single pen. A correct interpretation
is guaranteed, as determining the pen position on a paper button does not imply
uncertainty. Current pens moreover provide graphical feedback to the user at the
moment the button area is tapped on (Fig. 5.17). Hence, the user can be sure the
classification has been correctly recognized.
A problem of current Anoto pens is that they cannot provide feedback on the cur-
rent mode. For this reason, changes in the classification by selecting a button do only
apply to the annotation created immediately afterwards, then the system returns to
the default classification state. Thus the user does not have to remember a current
system state over a longer period of time. If she desires absolute certainty to be in
the default mode, she can tap on a ‘default’ button. While a completely modeless
design would be preferable, this “semi-modal” design accounts for the two stages
of selecting an instrument and an operand and nevertheless copes with the absence
of feedback. Novel generations of digital pens that include a display1 will solve this
problem and make the use of button-based classification more comfortable.
5.3.4 Visualization of Shared Annotations
This section describes how shared annotations of other users can be accessed with
CoScribe. The following scenarios provide several examples how individual learn-
ing can be supported by shared annotations.
1A first pen including a display [Liv] is now commercially available. However, it does not support
real-time streaming.
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Scenario 10 (Thoughts of other Persons). Sally has not well understood a particular
issue. Reading the annotations of other persons helps her in getting the idea. In another
course, a controversial topic was discussed. She is interested in what the other students
think of this point and reads their annotations.
Scenario 11 (Catching up on a Lecture). Sally was ill for some days and missed several
lectures. She therefore carefully reads the annotations that her learning partners have made
during the lectures.
Scenario 12 (Collaborative Notetaking). Sally attends a course in which the handout
is not very detailed. For this reason, the students take very extensive notes and sometimes
there is not sufficient time to note everything which is important. Hence, Sally and two
other students have agreed to jointly take notes. Each person is responsible for one particular
aspect and notes everything which is related to this aspect. After the course, each of them
completes his or her own notes with the notes of the two other students. This leads to more
comprehensive notes.
In a traditional printed document, collaborative handwritten annotations are well
visible because they are all made on the same physical document and the annota-
tors can pay attention that their annotations do not overlap. Digitizing annotations
enables the possibility to integrate annotations that are made on different physical
copies of one document into one single digital version of the document. This stands
in contrast to having a separate digital document for each physical copy. However,
this poses the challenge of how the annotations of several users can be visualized in
an aggregated view. As the users have different physical copies, their annotations
might overlap because they are not aware of where other users make their annota-
tions. An aggregated view would quickly become cluttered or even illegible when
displaying a large number of possibly overlapping annotations of different users
directly on the document. In the following, we discuss how we face this problem
with digital and printed aggregated views.
Digital representation. The CoScribe viewer provides digital access to both own
and shared annotations.
By separating the annotations of different users into different views, each of these
views in itself becomes easier to read. The CoScribe viewer includes a single-user
view for each member of the user’s learning group. This view displays the anno-
tations of this specific user. Yet, this implies the need to manually switch between
views of different users. This becomes particularly cumbersome in larger commu-
nities.
In order to combine both one’s own and shared annotations in an integrated inte-
grated multi-user view, one has to deal with overlapping annotations. We examined
three techniques for addressing this problem. First, overlapping annotations could
be moved to the margin of the documents. This implies the drawback of separating
annotations from their context. Annotations that visually refer to the context (e.g.
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Figure 5.18: The CoScribe document viewer
underlinings, arrows, captions for printed elements) can become illegible. Second,
the white spaces within a document page could be stretched to provide enough
space for all annotations. However, this may result in very large document pages if
the number of annotations is high and moreover overlapping annotations that refer
to the same elements might loose their context, similarly to moving annotations to
the margins.
CoScribe relies on a third technique. This consists in varying the size of individual
annotations: collapsing annotations that are currently not relevant and expanding
annotations that are in the user’s focus. In the CoScribe viewer, one’s own anno-
tations are visualized as they are written on paper, whereas shared comments of
other users are displayed in a condensed form. Instead of the annotation itself, a
small icon is visualized at the position of the annotation (Fig. 5.18 (1)). This icon
corresponds to the annotation category and varies in size according to the size of
the annotation. When hovering with the mouse over the icon or tapping with the
pen on it, the annotation is expanded and displayed at the correct position in its
original size (Fig. 5.18 (2), annotation with grey background). The user can copy
shared annotations considered especially relevant to his or her own script where
they are displayed in their decompressed form like one’s own annotations. More-
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Figure 5.19: A printout including annotations of two users
over, the symbols of annotations that are not considered relevant can be perma-
nently removed from the view.
This has the advantage that the entire document remains readable and is dis-
played at a reasonable size. However, not all annotations are visible at the same
time. To address this issue, CoScribe includes a preview function, which displays
all shared annotations in small size enabling an overview on all annotations. More-
over, a view of all annotations made by a particular user is displayed when pressing
a specific key while hovering over or tapping on an annotation of that user. This
way, a single-user view displaying only the annotations of one specific user can be
easily accessed.
The multi-user view and single-user views complement each other. While the
multi-user view is rather used for getting an overview on all annotations on a slide,
the single-user view is better suited when specifically focusing on the annotations
of one specific user, for instance those of the instructor or those made by a student
known for making helpful annotations.
Printed representation. Users can print documents including the annotations of
one single user. This corresponds to the single-user view. Moreover, it is possible to
print own annotations including those shared annotations of other users that were
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copied into the own script.
Printing the annotations of several users poses the same challenges as on the
screen because annotations of different users might overlap. However, in contrast
to screens, a dynamic expansion of collapsed annotations is not possible. For this
reason, the print module generates a layout in which the document page is scaled
down. Of each set of overlapping annotations, only one annotation is printed at
its correct context position, while all other annotations are moved to the margins.
Their context position is marked by a connecting line (see Fig. 5.19).
Scalability of multi-user visualizations. An important issue of views that integrate
annotations from all users is their scalability to a large number of annotations and
users. An evaluation with annotations made by students in real lectures (which is
presented in more details in Section 7.2) supports the assumption that in a lecture
scenario, the views scale well to a larger user community. Even in very large audi-
ences, the average number of shared annotations per slide remains rather small.
Scalability clearly does not depend on own annotations. Similarly, annotations
which are made by members of the user’s group do not have an influence, as the
average number of members in a group is not affected by the size of the entire audi-
ence. Hence, scalability only depends on public annotations. Our experiences show
that in a lecture setting, only a very small fraction of annotations is published to the
whole community. In our case this were 1.6 % of all annotations. In our lecture eval-
uation, each student made an average of 0.59 annotations per slide. Assuming four
members in a learning group, an average of 1.7 additional annotations are shared
by these members. Public annotations of the entire audience average out at 0.9 an-
notations for 100 participants and at 4.7 annotations for 500 participants. Hence, the
total number of slides keeps small.
There are however some slides which are heavily annotated. In our evaluation,
the most frequently annotated slide contains an average of 5.2 annotations per user.
This “worst case” results in an average of 15.2 annotations shared by the own group
and an additional 8 annotations or 41 annotations for 100 and 500 participants, re-
spectively. These extremely high numbers apply only to a very small number of
slides (the top 10 % of slides have more than an average of 2.8 annotations per
user). In order to cope in these situations with a too large number of public annota-
tions, these annotations could be automatically filtered. While personal and shared
group annotations are visualized as discussed above, only these public annotations
that have been implicitly classified as relevant by members of the author’s group
are displayed to the entire audience.
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5.3.5 Paper-based Presentations
Scenario 13 (Annotations of the Instructor). During the lecture, many instructors make
annotations on the course script. For this purpose, they use overhead transparencies and an
overhead projector or digital slides, a pen-sensitive display and a beamer. Yet, the instructor
is forced to remain at one fix position in front of the overhead projector or the pen-sensitive
display. With CoScribe, the instructor can make live annotations and can control the slide
presentation from any point in the lecture hall. This enables a more varied and more inter-
active presentation style.
An important aspect of the ecology of lecture annotations are the annotations
made by the instructor during the lecture. For this type of annotations, CoScribe
includes an instructor interface, which is similar to the interface first presented in
[SN07]. The instructor can use a digital pen to make handwritten annotations on a
paper printout of the presentation slides or on a pen-enabled display. The annota-
tions are added to the slides and projected with the slides in in real-time. Moreover,
the instructor can use digital pen and paper as a remote control for the projection.
By tapping with the pen on a printed slide, this slide is automatically projected.
This frees the instructor from standing at a fix position at the pen-enabled display.
Instead, he or she can freely move in the lecture hall and is still able controlling
the presentation and making annotations. Moreover, the instructor can lay out the
individual pages of the printout and easily jump to other slides. This facilitates non-
linear presentation styles which enable the instructor to be more responsive to the
audience.
Our solutions improves upon [SN07] by automatically distributing the annota-
tions of the instructor to all attendants. These can access the annotations in the doc-
ument viewer in a presenter’s view. Similarly to other shared annotations, relevant
ones can be copied into the own script.
5.3.6 Handwriting Recognition
A substantial advantage of digital over traditional handwritings is the possibility to
recognize the handwritten text and to offer full text search within handwritings. In
this section, we will analyze the recognition accuracy for handwritten annotations
and present an approach that significantly increases the performance for domain-
specific terms2.
Microsoft Handwriting Recognition Engine. The Microsoft handwriting recogni-
tion engine is part of the Windows XP Tablet PC Edition. It is an on-line handwriting
recognition engine [PS00] that recognizes text from digital ink. In contrast to off-line
handwriting recognition, on-line recognition uses not only the visual image of the
handwriting, but relies on spatio-temporal data, i.e. the temporal sequence of the
2This work was performed together with the diploma student Jie Zhou under my supervision.
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two-dimensional coordinates of the writing is available and used for the recogni-
tion. The engine utilizes a built-in dictionary of words of a given language, which
can be extended or replaced by other dictionaries. It automatically segments a set of
pen strokes into individual words and separates text from graphics. For each word,
a best guess and up to nine alternates with lower confidence scores are returned.
The version available at the time of our experiments was not trainable to an indi-
vidual user’s handwriting. This is possible with the newest version of the engine,
which is part of Microsoft Windows Vista. The engine is accessed with an SDK from
the .NET platform.
Metrics. Common metrics used to evaluate the performance of speech recognition
and handwriting recognition engines are word error rate and character error rate.
Both metrics are based on the Levenshtein Distance [Lev66]. This calculates the
minimal distance between two strings by examining the minimal number of opera-
tions that is required to transform one string into the other. An operation can be an
insertion, a deletion or a substitution of one single character.
The character error rate is calculated as follows:
CER =
I + S + D
N
∗ 100
where
• I is the number of inserted characters
• S is the number of substituted characters
• D is the number of deleted characters
• N is the maximum number of characters of both text strings
The word error rate (WER) uses the same formula, in which however the param-
eters I, S and D refer to operations on entire words and N is the maximum number
of words.
Baseline performance. We first evaluated the baseline performance of the hand-
writing recognition engine. From a set of 679 annotations that 10 students had made
on lecture slides of a computer science lecture, we removed annotations that contain
only drawings, whose text varies extremely in size (characters have more than 100
% of difference in height) or which are illegible to human readers. Of this reduced
set, we randomly chose 169 handwritten annotations. The text of these annotations
was manually transcribed.
As shown in Table 5.3, the resulting word and character error rates elevated at
49.2 % and 18.6 % respectively. These error rates are even more elevated than the un-
satisfactory rates reported on rather similar handwritten data: Koile et al. [KCR+07]
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Percentage
Word error rate 49.2 %
Character error rate 18.6 %
Table 5.3: Baseline performance of the handwriting recognition of lecture annotations
Figure 5.20: Example of an annotation with text which is difficult to recognize
used the same engine and reported a word error rate of 27 % on handwritten an-
swers that students made on Tablet PCs as a response to specific questions of the
teacher.
Our goal was to find out why in our case the error rate is that elevated. For this
reason, we manually analyzed all 679 annotations that were made by 10 users in
this lecture. The analysis showed that these annotations are much more complex
to recognize than handwritten notes or answers. In contrast to answers that are
submitted to the teacher, annotations serve a personal use. They have an informal
character and are often written in a hurry. The annotations we analyzed heavily
varied in size, position and orientation. Even within one single annotation, the size
of the characters can be very different (Fig. 5.20). Moreover, a considerable number
of annotations (29 % of our test set) contained mixed text and drawings (Fig. 5.21).
This is also due to to the topic of the lecture – sorting algorithms – in which many
tree-like structures were drawn by the students. Finally, annotations contain many
(often personal) abbreviations as well as domain-specific terms (like O(nlogn)) or
formulae.
Approaches for a Better Performance of Handwriting Recognition
Given these problematic aspects, several approaches seem helpful for increasing the
recognition performance. One could examine methods for improving the module
that normalizes the size of words and characters. Another approach is improving
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Figure 5.21: An annotation that combines text with graphics
the text/graph separation. This seems particularly viable when the application is
restricted to a specific domain. For example, Koile et al. [KCR+07] added a new
module for separating text from arrows, as the answers of the students in that do-
main contained many arrows.
A third approach – the one we examined – aims at improving the recognition
accuracy of domain-specific terms. This is important because domain-specific terms
are often used in search queries as well as for tagging and indexing documents.
For these experiments, we removed annotations that contain drawings from our
test set. This results in a total of 118 purely textual annotations. A considerable
percentage of 11.3 % of all terms in these annotations are domain-specific terms.
The selection of domain-specific words3 from the field of computer science and the
classification of tokens was made by a domain expert (a fifth-year computer science
student).
We examined three approaches, all adapting the dictionary that is used by the
handwriting recognition engine. They are based on the assumption, that annota-
tions made on lecture slides frequently contain words that are also written on these
slides. In particular, this takes into account domain-specific words, which are typi-
3The following terms, contained in the slides and/or the annotations, were classified as domain-
specific: Pivot, Pivotelement, Worst Case, Sortiert, Quicksort, O(nlogn), O(n), O(n2), Zeiger,
Daten, Baumstruktur, AVL-Baum, Schlüssel, Sortierung, Zwischenordnung, Durchläufe, Durch-
lauf, Speicherbedarf, Speicher, Binärbaum, Array, Suchbaum, Wurzel, Knoten, Sortieren, Sortier-
schritte, Mergesort, Heap, Heapbedingung, Heapsort, Laufzeit, Aufwand,Einsinken, tauschen,
austauschen, Liste, Teilliste, optimieren, Sortieralgorithmus, Element, Java, Bottom-Up-Verfahren,
Datenblöcke, Treesort, Out-of-Place, Sortierverfahren, Permutation, Datenmengen, Cluster, In-
ordertraversierung, Pseudocode, Datenstruktur, Rekursion, binär, Logarithmus, Heapbereich,
rekursiv.
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Word error rate (%) Character error rate (%)
No domain-specific dictionary 45.3 % 18.2 %
Dictionary A (all slides) 41.2 % 16.4 %
Dictionaries B (current slide) 36.5 % 16.2 %
Dictionaries C (sliding window) 41.8 % 17.4 %
Table 5.4: Performance of the handwriting recognition for domain-specific terms
cally not included in the standard dictionary.
Approach 1. The first experiment adds the tokens from all slides of the given lec-
ture to the dictionary. Hence, the dictionary is the same for all annotations from our
corpus. It contains 2283 words taken from the 42 slides of the lecture. We will refer
to this dictionary as Dictionary A.
Approach 2. The second experiment uses different dictionaries for annotations
made on different slides. The dictionary for a specific annotation contains all to-
kens extracted from the slide the annotation is located on. We will refer to these
dictionaries as Dictionaries B.
Approach 3. The third experiment relies on a sliding-window approach. Again,
annotations made on different slides have different dictionaries. The dictionary for
a specific annotation contains all tokens extracted from the slide the annotation is
located on and all tokens from the preceding five and the following five slides. If the
slide is amongst the first or last five slides, the smaller number of all preceding or all
subsequent slides is used. We experimented with different numbers of preceding
and subsequent slides and found that in our case, the number of five slides provides
the best results. As a matter of course, this number depends on the specific slide set.
We refer to these dictionaries as Dictionaries C.
Results. Table 5.4 gives the recognition results for domain-specific words for all
three types of dictionaries and contrasts them with the result if no domain-specific
dictionary is used. The use of either dictionary significantly reduces the word error
rate. Dictionary B (all tokens from the current slide) clearly outperforms the other
dictionaries. In contrast to using no domain-specific dictionary, the word error rate
could be reduced by almost 20 %.
Implications for the design. The results of this evaluation show that handwritten
annotations cannot be recognized with a high accuracy using a standard handwrit-
ing recognition engine. Due to this low recognition accuracy, the interaction design
of CoScribe does not require handwriting recognition. In particular, handwriting is
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not displayed as text but as the original handwriting. Nevertheless, handwriting
recognition is used in the background. The text of each newly created or modified
annotation is automatically recognized. We have seen that the recognition perfor-
mance for domain-specific terms can be significantly improved by using domain-
specific dictionaries, which are automatically created from the lecture slides. The
recognized data is then used for full-text search within the annotated slides. More-
over, handwriting recognition is optionally used for recognizing handwritten labels
of tags. These typically do not involve the problems of annotations, which were de-
scribed above, because labels are typically written more accurately, do not include
drawings and have a fix size and orientation of text.
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5.4 Linking Documents
In the previous section, we have presented interaction techniques and visualiza-
tions for shared handwritten annotations. In this section, we will discuss a more
formal type of annotations, that being references created by the user. The following
scenarios give some examples of situations in which references support learning.
Scenario 14 (Integrating Information from Many Documents). In addition to her lec-
tures, Sally attends a seminar. Her task is to compose a term paper on a specific topic. This
requires mainly autonomous, self-directed work. The instructor indicates a few pointers
to the literature. Based on these, she has to find further literature and precise the subject
and the formulation of the questions. She searches literature in libraries, borrows books
and photocopies some journal articles. She also looks for information on the web and prints
web pages and PDF documents in order to have them available on paper. Initially this is
a rather chaotic and unstructured collection of various documents. In order to structure
the collection, Sally connects related documents by hyperlinks. A graphical overview on all
documents and the hyperlinks between them is automatically created by CoScribe.
Scenario 15 (Excerpting). Excerpting is an important scientific method for reading books
and summarizing their contents in a structured way. An excerpt is a short summary of the
most important aspects of an existing text. This can also include own thoughts of the reader,
can set the text into a larger context and can establish relations with previously acquired
knowledge. During reading a text, the reader makes notes on a separate document, e.g. a
paper notebook containing empty pages. He or she adds references to the original text to
indicate the passage a note refers to. This allows to find the original passage later on.
Our field studies have shown that learners frequently work with an interwoven
set of documents, where information is distributed across several documents (e.g.
in a printed lecture script, in some additional Web pages and in a personal note-
book). In this case, references are an important means that help the user in inte-
grating this information. Traditional handwritten references are difficult to follow,
since the target document must be manually searched. This is particularly hard
with cross-media hyperlinks. Moreover, users cannot easily share their references
with co-workers. And even if references of co-workers are shared, it is not easy to
understand their meaning because users have highly individual practices of refer-
encing.
CoScribe supports users in adding own hyperlinks to existing documents in order
to connect printed and digital documents in any combination. These cross-media
hyperlinks are not only practical, being faster and easier to follow, but the conscious
selection of passages to be linked supports successful learning. By abstracting and
establishing relationships, learners build structural knowledge, which facilitates re-
call and comprehension and is essential to problem solving [JBY93].
This chapter is organized as follows. After defining the model of links, we will
present the interaction concepts for creating and following hyperlinks. Finally, we
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Desideratum Approach Section Concept Function Innovation
w.r.t.
related
work
Main
re-
quire-
ments
Easy and reliable
creation of cross-
media hyperlinks
Association ges-
ture spanning
physical and
digital documents
5.4.2 • • • R1,
R1a
R2,
R4a,
R4c
Flexible scopes Different types of
association areas
5.4.3 • • R4,
R4a
Physical folders • •
Integration of
legacy media
Anoto-enabled
registration stick-
ers
5.4.3 • • • R4
Quick and easy
following of hyper-
links
Tapping on link
hot-spot
5.4.4 • • R4a
Same interaction
in both worlds
• • R1a
Cross-media his-
tory
• • • R1
Sharing hyperlinks Button toolbar 5.4.5 • • • R1,
R3,
R4a
Access to shared
hyperlinks
Integrated multi-
user visualizations
5.3.4 • • • R1,
R3,
R4a
Ecological view 5.2.5 • • • R1,
R3,
R4c
Table 5.5: Desiderata and our approaches concerning cross-media hyperlinks
will discuss how hyperlinks can be shared and how shared links are visualized.
Table 5.5 provides an overview on the challenges which we address in this chapter.
5.4.1 Model of Links
A hyperlink is modeled as a binary association between to document entities. It
is symmetric and can be traversed in both directions. These two-way links follow
the original hypertext principles introduced by Bush [Bus45] and Nelson [Nel65]
and stand in contrast to the reduced model of one-way hyperlinks known from the
World Wide Web.
It is established practice to create references between passages of different extent.
This includes referencing an individual figure or a short paragraph, entire pages or
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chapters, a whole book or even several documents. To account for this practice, our
model supports the entities to be linked to be of different extent. An entity may
have either of the following scopes:
• a collection of documents,
• an entire document, or
• an area within a document. This area can span several columns and/or pages.
Each document or document collection can be represented on paper or on the
screen. Hence, associations can span the paper/digital boundary.
While we model passages within documents as regions of space, our interaction
technique could be coupled with the automatic extraction of document elements
[WISN08]. This would allow linking specific semantic objects within the document.
5.4.2 Association Gestures
Underlying assumptions. In the early design phase, we investigated how students
and colleagues make traditional handwritten references in documents. These are
typically not made within the text but in the left or right margin of the document,
leading to clearly visible references. Inspired by this practice, we opted for a spa-
tial differentiation between the actual document and association areas. In these
rectangular areas besides and above the document, users can create and follow hy-
perlinks. Association areas are both printed on paper documents and displayed in
digital documents.
A key issue of our interaction design is the separation between a generic associa-
tion gesture and different association areas, which act as end points for the gesture
and represent different scopes. This combines intuitive interaction with versatility
and predictability even with the restricted feedback capabilities of a Pen-and-Paper
User Interface.
In the following, we first present the pen gesture for creating hyperlinks and then
provide more details on the different types of association areas this gesture is per-
formed on.
Fundamentally different techniques for creating hyperlinks are possible. One
could create hyperlinks by physically moving different documents or sheets of pa-
per that shall be linked. For example, these could be shortly placed on top of each
other to create the association. A second approach could consist of performing spe-
cific gestures with the fingers or with the hand, for example simultaneously placing
both hands on the two documents that shall be linked. Instead of using hands or
fingers, gestures could also be made with a digital pen. A third approach consists
of manipulating the physical shape of the documents, e.g. by temporarily bending
or folding them or by attaching two stickers on both anchors of the link as proposed
by [HHT99].
Our approach relies on pen gestures for several reasons. First, the user makes an-
notations with a digital pen. Using the same pen for linking tightly integrates both
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interactions. Second, in contrast to gestures performed with fingers or hands or ma-
nipulations of the physical shape of a document, no further tracking infrastructure
than the digital pen – which is already used for annotations – is necessary. While at
a first glance, multi-touch seems compelling for associating two link anchors in one
single step, our experiences showed that users typically first select a first link anchor
and then seek for the appropriate second position of the association. This is better
served by an interaction which is divided into two steps (and hence is possible with
one single pen). Finally, pen gestures are very flexible. It is possible to mark and link
small passages, but also entire documents. Pen gestures can be made both on paper
and on pen-enabled displays. In contrast, linking documents by physically mov-
ing them is intuitive for entire documents but not for flexible sub-passages within a
document. Moreover, moving or collocating digital documents requires a different
interaction than moving or collocating physical documents.
The pen gestures. Similar to the interaction technique for annotating documents,
our technique for creating hyperlinks is designed to be minimally invasive and
highly compatible with existing practices of creating references. The starting point
are informal handwritten references (e.g. “see p. 4”, “cf. Wikipedia Digital Pa-
per”), which indicate the link target in a way that can be interpreted by a human
reader. This informal way of referencing is maintained. In order to additionally en-
able interpretation by computers, the user performs a quick, simple and reliable pen
gesture. Accounting for the associative nature of hyperlinks, this is an association
gesture which connects two association areas.
Since one of our key design aspects is supporting cross-media linking, this gesture
typically spans two different physical documents or associates a physical document
and a digital document on a display. Our interaction model considers both a paper
page and a screen as similar display instances. This interaction is therefore an ex-
tension to prior stitching gestures that span different paper documents [Rek97] or
several displays [HRG+04].
Using one single pen, this gesture is performed on paper, on the pen-sensitive
display or on both of them. There exist two variants of the pen gesture. Figure 5.22
gives a visual overview on the gestures. Figure 5.23 provides details on the gestures.
• Single-line gesture: In order to define the first link anchor, the pen is held down
on a first association area for 500 ms without moving (until a click sound is
played). Without lifting the pen, the user then draws a line to the second
association area, where she finally lifts the pen (Fig. 5.22 (a) and Fig. 5.23 lower
left).
• Two-point gesture: Alternatively, if the two areas are not close to each other,
the user makes two consecutive pen taps on both link anchors instead of the
connecting line (Fig. 5.22 b). This has the disadvantage that the interaction is
not modeless but on the other hand, the interaction does not require reposi-
tioning documents. This is for example necessary for links within the same
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Figure 5.22: Pen gestures for creating a hyperlink
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Figure 5.23: Details of the pen gestures
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book. Moreover, the user can start a link already before having selected the
exact link target.
The requirement of holding down the pen without moving for 500 ms permits a
clear distinction between annotations and link commands. Moreover, it avoids con-
fusing link start and link ending in the modal variant. If a computer is nearby, the
gestures are recognized in real-time and instant audio feedback is given. A link can
be deleted with a cross-out gesture on any marking made for creating this link.
This associative gesture is very easy and can be quickly performed during the
work process.4 Moreover, it does not rely on a possibly error-prone recognition of
special keywords or symbols. This is particularly relevant with current pens not
being able to provide system feedback.
5.4.3 Association Areas for Defining Scopes
This generic gesture has different meanings depending on the areas it is performed
upon. This provides for an intuitive and flexible way of defining different link an-
chors. Different kinds of association areas are contained on printed and digital doc-
uments, on physical books and on physical folders. Each type of area represents
another scope. Figure 5.24 provides an overview on these types of association ar-
eas. It shows how the physical areas are complemented by digital representations.
In the document viewer, the areas are displayed at the same positions on the docu-
ments as on paper. In the ecological view, the nodes of the graph that represent the
documents act as digital association areas. On these areas, the pen gesture for creat-
ing hyperlinks can be performed in the same manner as on paper. We now discuss
each type of association area in turn.
• Entire hybrid document: Each hybrid document contains an area on the top of its
first page where gestures are made for links that apply to this entire document
(Fig. 5.23 left). Since one of our key design aspects is supporting cross-media
linking, these association areas are included in each printed document page,
in their digital representation in the document viewer and on Web pages in
4Related research [LHGL05] compared several pen-based techniques for switching between modes,
one of them being tap-and-hold. The authors found tap-and-hold to be slower and more error-
prone than switching mode by varying the pressure or by using additional buttons. We never-
theless opted for tap-and-hold for the following reasons. First, pressure-based mode switching
is not possible in paper-only environments, as it is important to provide real-time feedback to the
user about the current pressure level. Second, other techniques which require additional hardware
were not acceptable in our case, as it heavily restricts deployability in real settings. Third, while
tap-and-hold requires the user to wait a short moment before making the actual gesture, time is
not critical in our case, since not so much links are created. Finally, the main problem of tap-and-
hold reported was that users had difficulties in holding the pen at a fix position on the slippery
display of a pen-sensitive screen. This was no problem with CoScribe, as paper is not slippery and
the screen is large enough to allow some minimal movements. Our design decision was confirmed
in the evaluation. Users had no difficulties in creating hyperlinks and reported to appreciate the
clear distinction between a normal mode and the gesture for creating a hyperlink.
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Figure 5.24: Types of association areas
Mozilla Firefox. CoScribe therefore includes a Firefox extension which man-
ages and displays areas and pen-based hyperlinks (see Section 6.1.2 on imple-
mentation details). Another digital association area is the thumbnail of the
document in the ecology visualization (see Section 5.2.5).
• Entire physical-only document: In order to support interactions with Anoto pens
on physical-only documents (books, journals etc.), which do not contain the
Anoto pattern, users can attach a small sticker covered with the pattern onto
the document cover (Fig. 5.25) and register this sticker with the document’s
barcode. Depending on the pen technology, the user can directly scan the
barcode with the digital pen or she manually enters the barcode. The digital
metadata of this document (including an image of the cover, if available) is
then automatically retrieved from a database. (Our implementation uses the
Amazon.com web service.)
• Sub-document level: A margin area contained on each page of hybrid docu-
ments provides for creating links from or to sub-passages within a document.
It is included both in printed documents and in the CoScribe viewer for digi-
tal documents. The user can define the precise extent of the linked document
passage. She therefore draws a vertical line besides the passage where the as-
sociation gesture is made. Such scope markings are deleted the same way as
association gestures by a zig-zag gesture over the marking. If the document
contains several columns, each column has an own association area. A scope
may span several columns and/or pages.
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Figure 5.25: Links from and to physical books or journals are enabled by a small sticker
which is covered with Anoto pattern
In a user study on how people make references within traditional paper doc-
uments, we found that users often do not explicitly define the scope of a refer-
ence. Instead, the scope remains fuzzy and refers to an unspecified passage or
item near the reference. Prior systems [LCC07, LGHH08] do not account for
that. Our interaction also supports fuzzy scope definitions. These associations
are made in the association column without any further specification.
In addition to these formalized gestures that are computer-interpreted, users
can make any informal markings for the scope definition, which are displayed
like normal handwriting in the electronic viewer (e.g. brackets, lines and ar-
rows). While users understand them, the system is agnostic of their meaning.
• Document collections: For links from or to a collection of documents (one-to-
many or many-to-many), CoScribe includes the concept of folders. Physically
placing a document into a folder is a very intuitive traditional interaction for
defining a collection of paper documents. Users can then easily reference the
entire collection by referring to the folder.
Our slightly formalized interaction design is inspired by this practice. A folder
(Fig. 5.26) contains one or several documents and may be the starting or end-
ing point of an association gesture, as it contains an association area on its
cover. Similarly, the digital representation of a folder in the ecological view
acts as an association area.
In order to detect that physical documents are added to or removed from a
folder, the interaction technique relies on location tracking of document and
folder positions. At locations where no tracking infrastructure is available,
the user can alternatively perform a pen gesture to inform the system about
an added or removed physical document. The same gesture applies if a user
wants to add or remove a digital document.
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Figure 5.26: Physical folders provide for defining collections of documents in an intu-
itive manner
Summing up, the conceptual activity of creating links combines up to three core
interactions of our framework, namely inking, combining and bridging. It moreover
illustrates the principle of spatial multiplexing. The generic association gesture has
different meanings depending on the area it is performed upon. Finally, gestural
multiplexing enables to differentiate between creating associations and defining sub-
document scopes.
5.4.4 Following Hyperlinks
Scenario 16 (Pre-Structured Document Collections). Sally attends a seminar on in-
terpretations of Molières comedies. The instructor has prepared an extensive collection of
documents. This contains important passages of some comedies. Each of them is included
in several editions. Moreover, secondary texts were added. The instructor connected related
passages with hyperlinks. This pre-structured document collection is the basis for the inter-
pretative work during the semester and made available in CoScribe. Sally prints the most
important texts and accesses the other texts in their digital versions. Taken the printed texts
as a starting point, she follows the associative trails for her interpretative activity.
A digital hyperlink is followed by tapping on or near a link marking (the gesture
or the human-readable reference) in an association area (Fig. 5.27). This is possible
on a printed document page, on a digital document on the display, on a book and
on a folder cover.
The target document is then displayed in the CoScribe viewer or in Mozilla Fire-
fox. The passage the hyperlink is referring to is highlighted in yellow. If the target
is a folder or a physical-only document, it is displayed in the ecological view.
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displays the
target document
Tapping on a link marking
Figure 5.27: A hyperlink is activated by tapping on the link marking
Backward and forward buttons support navigating in a cross-media history that
contains not only Web pages as traditionally known from Web browsers, but also
the digital representations of printed documents.
It is important to note that following digital hyperlinks always leads to a digital
representation, regardless if the source document is a printed or a digital one. This
provides for visually skimming the contents of the target scope. If the user prefers
to engage with the document more deeply (e.g. by active reading), he or she either
can print a paper version or is indicated the location of an already existing printed
representation (see Section 5.2.6). For this reason, it is no significant drawback that
links do not directly point to physical document instances.
5.4.5 Collaboration
As with annotations, CoScribe supports sharing hyperlinks with other users. The
default setting is that hyperlinks are visible to the other members of the user’s
group. If the user wants to set a different visibility, she can use classification buttons
introduced for annotations in Section 5.3.3. Shared hyperlinks are digitally accessi-
ble both in document and ecological views.
In the document view, shared links of other users are displayed in a similar man-
ner as shared annotations (see Section 5.3.4 above). In addition to the annotations
of a particular user, the single-user view includes the hyperlinks made by this user.
In the multi-user view, the symbols of shared hyperlinks are displayed in a scaled-
down manner. Similarly to shared annotations, shared hyperlinks can be copied
into the own script or can be removed from the view. The visualization of shared
hyperlinks in the printed representation follows the same principle as the visualiza-
tion of shared hyperlinks are visualized like shared annotations.
Shared hyperlinks are not only available in the views of individual documents,
but also in the ecological view. In this view, a hyperlink is visualized by an edge
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between two nodes that each represent a document, a document page or a folder
(see Section 5.2.5).
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5.5 Tagging Documents
A third important aspect besides annotating and linking documents is to support
knowledge workers in categorizing and structuring the contents of the information
ecology. As we have seen in Chapter 2, multiple printed and digital documents
form one document space covering the problem domain. Structuring this prob-
lem domain, abstracting to higher-level concepts and establishing relationships be-
tween concepts is crucial for successful knowledge work. For this purpose, tagging
documents is a highly relevant activity. Tags can transform an unsorted and possi-
bly confusing collection of a large number of disparate documents to a unified and
well-structured document space. Moreover, it is much more easy to search and find
specific information in a well-structured document space.
Scenario 17 (Abstracting). Sally uses tags to prioritize documents according to their rel-
evance for her research questions. In a next step, she systematizes the information. She
identifies abstract concepts and tags each important passage with the appropriate concept.
By doing so, she has not only understood the individual aspects but has acquired structural
knowledge of the problem domain.
These are only two examples of how tags can be used for successful learning.
Tags can for example be used for:
• Structuring a domain with abstract concepts and relating these to document
passages
• Marking up the structure of a document (e.g. by tagging the section headings)
• Prioritizing documents and structuring the task (e.g. by tagging documents
with the labels “Prio 1” to “Prio 5”, “important”, “unclear”, “to do”)
• Recommending documents to collaborators (e.g. by tagging documents with
his or her name)
• Labeling a document with the physical place it is filed for easily finding it later
on
• Structuring the process of meetings (e.g. tagging a temporal phase as “elabo-
ration phase”)
This chapter presents pen-based and tangible interaction techniques and accom-
panying visualizations for cross-media tagging in a mixed physical and digital en-
vironment.
We define a tag as follows:
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Definition 13 (Tag). A tag is a concept which is assigned to an entity, i.e. to an artifact or
to a process. The concept is represented either by a predefined category (category tagging)
or by one or several keywords which are freely chosen by the user (free tagging). The same
concept can be assigned to several entities. If appropriate, we will distinguish between the
tag concept (a specific category or a given keyword) and the instances of this tag (the
assignments of this concept to entities).
Offering different categories has two main advantages: First, the availability of
specific categories can support meta-cognitive learning processes by encouraging
and reminding students to perform specific important learning activities. Second,
some common semantic classes facilitate the computer interpretation of tags, the
sharing with other learners and automatic aggregations. In contrast, free tagging
is more flexible and can be used for a wide variety of purposes, for instance for
recommending contents to a collaborator by tagging them with his or her name or
for prioritizing contents.
In the remainder of this section, we will present four interaction techniques for
tagging. These four techniques complement each other, serving different purposes
and having different properties. The choice of an appropriate technique depends
both on the task and the user’s personal preferences. The techniques provide for
tagging individual annotations, entire pages of documents, flexible document scopes
and processes. After having presented all techniques, we will compare and contrast
them. Table 5.6 provides an overview on the challenges which we address in this
chapter.
5.5.1 Tangible Tagging with Stickers: Digital Paper Bookmarks
Paper bookmarks have proven to be an efficient means both for a quick access to
specific pages or parts of a paper document and for individually structuring a doc-
ument. Impressive examples are books of law students, which often contain sev-
eral dozens of bookmarks stuck on the margins of the pages (Fig. 5.28 left). As
a metaphor, bookmarks also quickly became familiar in the electronic world for
marking documents on the Web. Empirical work shows that their use positively
influences the perceived ease of finding information [TBK04]. We aim to leverage
the ease of this interaction also for structuring digital documents via their printouts.
With CoScribe, we introduce Digital Paper Bookmarks, which span both the pa-
per and the electronic worlds. Digital Paper Bookmarks are Post-it like adhesive
stickers of different colors which can be attached to physical pages of printed doc-
uments at arbitrary positions (Fig. 5.28 middle and right). They are covered with
Anoto pattern and can therefore be labeled with a title using an electronic pen. They
are synchronized with the digital system and serve as digital bookmarks for these
pages. Hence, Digital Paper Bookmarks combine the advantages of intuitive paper-
based bookmarking with digital support. For example, bookmarks can be used for
tagging the structure of a document by bookmarking the beginning of each section
or for marking important passages of a document.
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Desideratum Approach Section Concept Function Innovation
w.r.t.
related
work
Main
re-
quire-
ments
Free tagging Digital Paper
Bookmarks, Tag
Menu Card
5.5.1,
5.5.2
• • • R2,
R4c
Category tagging Digital Paper
Bookmarks, But-
ton Tagging,
Process Cube,
Process Knob
5.5.1,
5.5.3,
5.5.4
• • • R2,
R4c
Full visual feed-
back on paper;
easy physical
access
Tagging with paper
stickers
5.5.1 • • R1,
R4a
Digital Paper
Bookmarks
• • R1,
R4a
Collaborative
structuring of
documents &
meta-cognitive
support
Set of semantic
types of book-
marks; collabora-
tive view
5.5.1 • • • R4c
Tagging with flex-
ible scopes; con-
vergence of tags;
operations on the
tag set
Defining tags on a
separate paper tool
5.5.2 • • R1a,
R4a,
R4b
Tag Menu Card • • R1a,
R4a,
R4b
Quick tagging
while annotating
Button Tagging 5.5.3 • • • R1,
R4a
Tagging of tempo-
ral processes
Manipulation of
tangible objects
5.5.4 • • R3,
R4c
Exemplary model
of phases
• • R4c
Process Cube • • R3,
R4c
Process Knob • • R3,
R4c
Table 5.6: Desiderata and our approaches concerning cross-media hyperlinks
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Figure 5.28: Paper stickers are a powerful means for indexing documents (left). Digital
Paper Bookmarks (center and right) take on this principle and serve as
tangible and digital bookmarks
Interaction Technique
Users can easily create Digital Paper Bookmarks via three steps (see Fig.5.29):
1. Combining: Bookmarks can be attached to arbitrary pages of the printed doc-
ument at arbitrary positions. Several bookmarks may be attached to the same
page.
2. Associate (bridging): With a simple pen gesture, the paper bookmark can be
associated with the page it is attached to. It is then also available as digital
bookmark. This association gesture is a short line connecting the bookmark
with the page it is attached to. An arrow is printed on the bookmark to indi-
cate where to draw the line (see Fig. 5.30).
3. Label (inking): Since the Anoto dot pattern is printed on the stickers, one can
use the electronic pen to write a tag or title on them, which will be synchro-
nized.
The interaction thus combines three core interactions of our interaction model
(see Section 4.2). The association step is not necessary if technology for tracking
the location of paper sheets is used, which automatically detects the combination.
The manual association lowers the technical requirements and enables bookmark-
ing during mobile use. This proposed solution for creating bookmarks is entirely
mobile and highly compatible with existing practices.
Once created, Digital Paper Bookmarks can be easily altered:
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(a) Combine (b) Bridge (c) Label
Figure 5.29: Three intuitive steps allow to create a Digital Paper Bookmark. These
correspond to three core interactions of our model
• Modify: The position of a bookmark can be modified by sticking it to another
position and performing the association gesture at this new position. Hand-
written labels can be modified with the digital pen later on as well.
• Delete: Bookmarks can be deleted by physically removing them from the paper
sheet and writing a cross out deleting gesture on the bookmark.
Since the bookmark is visible on paper, full feedback is available without additional
digital support. Moreover, its shape provides a strong affordance for quickly ac-
cessing the physical page which has been bookmarked. This is a clear advantage
over other classification means discussed in the literature (e.g. [LGHH08, WSS97]),
which do not modify the physical shape of the document.
However, it is precisely this advantage that makes it difficult to re-print a doc-
ument including bookmarks. In order to address this problem with current tech-
nology, the printout module prints a small image of the bookmark at each position
of the document where a bookmark was attached in the original document. This
is a visual indicator for the user who can then add bookmarking stickers at these
positions. Clearly, this is a workaround which is not very satisfactory. Future print-
ers could solve this problem by automatically attaching bookmarking stickers at the
appropriate positions while a document is printed.
Semantic Types
In addition to free tagging with keywords, Digital Paper Bookmarks offer prede-
fined categories that support users in structuring documents. Users can choose be-
tween different types, each represented by a specific color and a specific symbol.
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Figure 5.30: The current version of CoScribe includes four semantic types of
bookmarks
Offering different types of bookmarks has two main advantages: First, some com-
mon semantic classes facilitate the computer interpretation of bookmarks, the shar-
ing with other users and automatic aggregations. Second, if bookmarks are used
in a learning setting, the availability of specific types can support meta-cognitive
learning processes by encouraging and reminding users to perform specific impor-
tant learning activities which are related to bookmarking.
We developed a first set of semantic types to be used with Digital Paper Book-
marks in learning processes. It comprises four types. We distinguish the following
four types on two layers:
The two semantic types on the structure layer support learners in structuring the
learning documents:
• Section bookmarks (yellow) mark the beginning of a new section. The name
of this section can be written on the bookmark.
• Key bookmarks (green) can be used to mark key passages, where subject mat-
ters are defined or explained.
The two semantic types on the meta-cognitive layer serve for planning further
learning activities as well as controlling past activities. They can be used for assess-
ing both the relevance of subject matters and own difficulties.
• Important bookmarks (red) mark passages which seem particularly relevant
to the learner.
• Unclear bookmarks (blue) point out passages which the learners have difficul-
ties understanding and which therefore require further work. Once the subject
matter is well understood, the bookmark can be removed.
The bookmarks of the structure layer offer much space for writing a title, whereas
the meta-cognitive bookmarks serve as simple category markers without a title
(Fig. 5.30).
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We assume that the bookmarking actions keep intuitive and simple albeit the
certain amount of abstraction imposed on the users by these four categories: On the
one hand, marking documents with bookmarks of different colors is widespread in
the paper world; on the other hand, the relatively small number of four categories
still seems manageable. In order to help novel users to memorize the meanings of
the different colors, small symbols are printed on the paper bookmarks.
Support of cross-media navigation
Cross-media bookmarks provide several benefits over classical bookmarks. First,
they combine the advantages of electronic bookmarking with the fact that paper is
tangible and offers many possibilities to be arranged and combined in the physical
space. This is especially helpful for navigation support since paper bookmarks jug
out of the paper document. This affords quickly accessing the corresponding page
with a single movement.
A second benefit of cross-media bookmarks is the support of orientation and nav-
igation in case of cross-media work. As CoScribe relies both on the printed and the
digital document instances, which each offer unique benefits depending on the spe-
cific task, users frequently switch between printed and digital representations of
documents. For example, the user is likely to switch from the printed to the dig-
ital representation for viewing new shared annotations that other users made on
this document. The user might switch in the reverse direction when she desires
to deeply engage with the document and therefore prefers the printed representa-
tion. These switches require quickly finding the corresponding position in the other
representation.
Support for the direction of finding the digital document instance which corre-
sponds to a physical instance has been developed in other research (e.g. [LRH00,
SN07]) and is also included in our system.
The reverse direction is more challenging. Even if the location of printed docu-
ments is electronically tracked and can be indicated by the system, this provides no
support for finding a specific page within a document. Digital Paper Bookmarks
support this specific task by offering synchronized visual anchor points within both
printed and digital document representations. At a single glance, the user gets in-
formation about the approximate position of the page within the document, about
the nearest bookmark and the page distance to this bookmark. She can then find the
paper page by recurring to its approximate position in the document or by choosing
an appropriate bookmark located near this page.
Visualization
As Digital Paper Bookmarks are automatically synchronized with the electronic sys-
tem, paper bookmarks can be integrated to and displayed within the corresponding
digital document. CoScribe includes three different visualizations of bookmarks.
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Figure 5.31: Visualization of bookmarks in the CoScribe viewer
Personalized index of contents. In the CoScribe viewer, bookmarks are visualized
along with the document pages as they appear on paper (Fig. 5.31). Clicking or
tapping on a bookmark displays the bookmarked page. Hence, using bookmarks
automatically creates a personalized index of contents of the document including
passage headings (yellow) as well as pointers to key passages (green), particularly
relevant passages (red) and unclear passages (blue). In addition, bookmarks are
also visualized in the slide preview panel.
Visual overview for cross-media navigation. A specific bookmark view in the soft-
ware viewer displays a three-dimensional representation of the paper stack. It vi-
sually indicates the number of pages of the document, the current position within
it and the bookmarks associated to it (Fig. 5.31 lower left). We designed this view
with the goal to provide visual information helping to find the corresponding paper
instance of the page currently displayed in the viewer. Furthermore, the bookmark
panel also supports navigation within the digital document. Pages can be displayed
by clicking or tapping on the three-dimensional representation of the paper sheet or
on a bookmark.
We decided not to integrate shared bookmarks of other users in these visualiza-
tions, as they would loose their key property of mirroring the bookmarks of the
printed representation. This could be very confusing when using bookmarks for
cross-media navigation.
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Figure 5.32: A collaborative view for comparing the structuring of documents. It in-
cludes an abstracted representation of the document (a), own bookmarks
(b), bookmarks of other members of the user’s learning group (c) and an
aggregated view of the bookmarks of all users (d).
Collaborative structuring. Through the contrasting of their own structure with the
structure of others, with their markings of relevant or unclear passages, learners
can assess and improve their own understanding of the material. Cognitive con-
flicts may arise and can lead to a modification of one’s own bookmarks. This is
supported by a third, collaborative visualization which focuses on the structure of
an individual document. It is depicted in Fig. 5.32.
The pages of a document are aligned vertically and represented in an abstracted
manner to the left (Fig. 5.32 a). The user’s own bookmarks are visualized beneath
(Fig. 5.32 b). The bookmarks of one or several members of the user’s learning
group can be displayed at a time and are visible to the right of the own bookmarks
(Fig. 5.32 c).
In addition to this within-group sharing, the bookmarking data of all users is au-
tomatically aggregated by the system. Anonymity is preserved as only the positions
and types of the bookmarks are taken into consideration, but not their handwritten
labels. An aggregated view visualizes data from all users indicating the type, po-
sition and frequency of bookmarks by colored markings of different sizes (Fig. 5.32
d). Large red markers indicate that these passages are judged particularly relevant
by a large number of learners, green rectangles mark key passages, etc.
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Figure 5.33: A Tag Menu Card provides for defining and applying keyword-based tags.
5.5.2 Tagging by Association: Tag Menu Card
While Digital Paper Bookmarks are a very intuitive interaction technique, tagging
with physical stickers is rather course-grained and takes some time. Moreover, only
a restricted number of bookmarks can be attached to a document without the book-
marks becoming confusing. Therefore, we introduce a second interaction strategy
for tagging documents. This relies on one or more separate paper cards for defining
and applying keyword-based tags (Fig. 5.33).
Interaction Technique
Each Tag Menu Card contains several empty areas. At any time the user may define
a new tag by writing one or several freely-chosen keywords in one of these areas.
After a tag is defined, it is applied using either of the following interactions:
• Writing the tag on an association area of a document (as defined in Section 5.4.2)
and enclosing it with a circle in order to mark it as a tag (Fig.5.34 a). The tag
is automatically recognized from the set of previously defined tags on the Tag
Menu Card using handwriting recognition.
• Writing the tag on an association area and additionally performing the pen
gesture for hyperlinks (Section 5.4.2) to associate it with the corresponding
area on the Tag Menu Card (Fig.5.34 b). This small additional effort ensures
that tagging is correctly performed, as it does not rely on handwriting recog-
nition. This is important when no computer is nearby, as current pens cannot
provide feedback on the recognition.
Although the Tag Menu Card has a printed representation, it can be used for
tagging both printed and digital documents. The precise scope of the tag within the
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+
Figure 5.34: Two interactions for applying tags that have been defined on a Tag Menu
Card.
document is defined the same way as when creating hyperlinks (see Section 5.4.2).
Depending on the type of association area where the tag is written on or associated
with and depending on the optional passage marking, the tag applies to a different
scope. As for hyperlinks, this interaction technique supports very flexible scopes.
It can be used for tagging entire documents, passages within documents as well as
collections of documents.
Any time, the user may print a new version of a Tag Menu Card, in which previ-
ously defined tags are ordered and sized according to their frequency (tag cloud).
Optionally, tags defined by all users or by members of the own learning group can
be included.
Collecting all tags on a separate Tag Menu Card has the advantage that the user
can immediately access a set of all her tags. In addition, Tag Menu Cards support
operations on the tag set (renaming etc.) which can then be automatically applied
to the electronic representations of all documents and their subsequent printouts.
Moreover, the approach supports co-located collaboration by allowing users phys-
ically sharing cards. Finally, research shows that a key factor for the convergence
of tags is that the system suggests frequent labels [GH06]. Yet, computer support
cannot be assumed in a paper-only environment without a nearby display. In such
a context, the Tag Menu Card fosters similar effects as the suggestion of frequently
used tags: users will be inclined to re-using tags already entered on the card wher-
ever possible, since the effort is lower than making a new tag entry.
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Visualization
Own and shared tags are displayed in the viewers for individual documents sim-
ilarly to hyperlinks. Moreover, all tag concepts are automatically included in the
collaborative context visualization as oval nodes (see Fig. 5.9 on p. 125). All docu-
ments, passages and collections of documents that are tagged with this concept are
connected to it by an edge. This enables the user to quickly get an overview on all
these contents.
5.5.3 Tagging with Buttons
In Section 5.3.3, we have described how buttons from a toolbar, which is printed
on documents, can be used for defining the visibility of an annotation. CoScribe
utilizes the same interaction technique and visualization for enabling learners to
tag individual annotations with semantic categories. The interaction technique is
illustrated by Fig. 5.16 (p. 138) and Fig. 5.17 (p. 139). This interaction is similar to
applying tags using Tag Menu Cards with the difference that categories are prede-
fined and that the buttons are printed on each document page allowing a quicker
access.
CoScribe currently supports four semantic types, which were derived from the
needs identified in our field studies. These are Important, Question, To do and Cor-
rection. Our approach also allows the user to select own categories to be contained
in the toolbar. However, if the user introduces new types, sharing and aggrega-
tion of annotations is more complicated due to the larger number of classes which
moreover other users might not understand.
5.5.4 Tangible Tagging of Processes
All tagging strategies presented so far are used for tagging documents. In order to
structure and augment the collaborative work process, we propose a new concept:
tagging processes using tangible objects. This supports users in jointly tagging the
temporal phases of a co-located meeting. Such meetings often follow rather implicit,
but predefined phases, for example starting by collecting all topics to discuss in a
meeting, then discussing each topic in turn and finally planning tasks to perform
until the next meeting.
Enabling the user to make these implicit phases more explicit by tagging pro-
cesses has two main advantages. First, the system can temporally index and struc-
ture the users’ activities (use of documents, annotations, links and tags) by attribut-
ing them to individual phases. This enables a quick access which is more systematic
than a temporal access which merely uses an unsystematized timeline. Second, this
tagging acts as a meta-cognitive learning scaffold. Unexperienced learners might
not know how to efficiently structure a meeting. To state two examples, they might
not define clear goals for the meeting or they might be unaware of the importance
of noting main results. Offering specific types of phases which have proven to be
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efficient can stimulate users to follow these phases that are important for a success-
ful meeting. Stimulating users to explicitly specify the phase they are currently in
moreover supports the meta-processes of negotiating and making joint decisions
about the process structure.
Interaction
The interaction technique aims at enabling users to specify the type of the process
phase in which they are at the moment. Each time, the group proceeds to a sub-
sequent phase, the users indicate the new phase. For this reason, the system can
temporally structure the users’ activities (use of documents, annotations, links and
tags) by attributing them to individual phases.
Main requirements for the interaction technique are first that it gives equal weight
to all participants and enables all of them to specify types. This stimulates negoti-
ation and joint decisions of the group. Second the technique shall produce only
minimal extraneous cognitive load in order not to disrupt the actual meeting. More-
over the currently selected phase shall be clearly visible to all users with the goal to
prevent wandering from the subject or even reverting to an unstructured meeting.
These requirements are met by a shared tangible object which can have different
physical states and is located between the users on the table. A tangible is easy and
intuitive to manipulate and its physical state indicates the current phase. We distin-
guish tangibles which stimulate by their affordances to follow a fix sequential struc-
ture from tangibles which suggest phases but do not suggest a specific sequence of
them.
In order to illustrate the concept of tangible structuring of phases, we have devel-
oped two first prototypes of tangibles and an exemplary process model for learning
group meetings.
Process cube. The first prototype is a tangible cube. of about 10 cm edge length,
which is entirely covered with paper containing the Anoto pattern (Fig. 5.35). On
each side of the cube, the paper covering has a different color, representing two up
to six different phases in the collaborative process. Each time the group proceeds to
a subsequent phase, the cube can be rotated to have the corresponding side lying
on top. The cube does not suggest a specific sequential structure of phases, since it
can be arbitrarily rotated.
As a shared object of all learners, the cube can be manipulated by all participants.
The tangible three-dimensional cube provides for a very intuitive, shared represen-
tation and gives equal weight to all viewpoints of the participants located around
it.
The system detects the cube’s current state by sensing RFID tags which are located
inside it. This automatically creates an index on a timeline in the context view,
enabling the user to get an overview on the temporal structure of the meeting and
to easily access all contents and activities of specific phases.
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Figure 5.35: The Process Cube for collaborative tangible tagging of group processes
Documents can be linked to specific phases performing the hyperlink gesture on
the corresponding side of the cube. Moreover, Digital Paper Post-its can be attached
to the sides. This supports collaboratively collecting semantic items that are impor-
tant and specific to a phase, e.g. topics to discuss in that meeting.
Based on existing models for structuring collaborative learning [Kin07], we de-
veloped the following exemplary model that distinguishes six semantic phases of
the learning process (Fig. 5.36):
1. Startup (red): participants gather together and identify the topics of the meet-
ing; Post-its represent topics.
2. Explaining (yellow): for the basic understanding of a topic, definitions and ex-
planations are discussed; Post-its represent important properties of the topic.
3. Elaboration (orange): recall cues are collected (e.g. additional details, gener-
ated examples and images); Post-its represent recall cues for the topic.
4. Abstraction (gray): a topic is put in relation to existing knowledge and the
entire learning content; Post-its represent links and levels of abstraction.
5. Successfully accomplished (green): contains the topics that have been success-
fully discussed and accomplished; Post-its represent topics.
6. Ending/To Do (blue): end phase of the meeting; agreement on tasks to perform
individually after the meeting; Post-its represent to do items.
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Figure 5.36: Exemplary model of semantic phases for structuring learning group
meetings
Depending on the group processes to support, the cube can be easily modified to
support other semantic types.
Process knob. In contrast to the process cube, the second prototype illustrates a
tangible object that stimulates users to follow phases in a specific sequence. It is
a rotary knob that can be rotated by 360 degrees. Around the knob, fields for the
phases are arranged. Depending on the rotation, the needle points to one specific
field indicating one phase. The rotary knob is depicted in Fig. 5.37.
Similarly to the cube, this tangible provides for intuitive manipulation of a clearly
visible, shared representation. The circular arrangements affords rotating the knob
Figure 5.37: The Process Knob for collaborative tangible tagging of group processes
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Digital Paper
Bookmarks
Tag Menu
Card
Tag Buttons Process
Tagging
Documents / Pro-
cess
D D D P
Free Tagging • • - -
Category Tagging • - • •
Paper Documents • • •
Digital Documents - • •
Scope Page Document,
Page, Passage
Annotation Phase
Full visual feed-
back without
computer
• - - •
Table 5.7: Comparison of interaction techniques for tagging
a little further to make the needle point to the adjacent field each time the users
proceed to the subsequent phase. Documents can be linked to specific phases as
well, since the fields act as association areas for hyperlink gestures.
In this section, we have introduced a novel approach for collaboratively tagging
the process structure in co-located meetings. Subsequent research in the fields of
design and computer science should identify further types of tangibles that meet the
requirements. Research in social sciences should develop further process models
and validate them.
5.5.5 Comparison
We have presented four different interaction techniques for tagging documents and
processes. These techniques complement each other, serving different purposes
and having different properties. The choice of an appropriate technique depends
both on the task and the user’s personal preferences. Table 5.7 gives a comparative
overview of these techniques.
5.6 Conclusions
This chapter presented CoScribe, a concept and system for collaborative knowledge
work. We introduced a coherent set of novel pen-based and tangible interaction
techniques that, by their interplay, provide sophisticated support for the key ele-
ments of collaborative knowledge work identified in Chapter 2. These consist of
taking handwritten notes, of making handwritten annotations on documents, of
creating and following cross-media hyperlinks between documents and of tagging
documents and processes. Unlike most other technologies for knowledge work, Co-
Scribe supports not only digital documents but enables the user also to work with
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Figure 5.38: Mapping of CoScribe’s main concepts to the ecological perspective
printed documents. Interactions on printed documents are automatically digitized.
This turns paper into a digitally augmented interactive surface and provides for
combining the intuitive and flexible interaction on paper with digital support. Sev-
eral users can work with CoScribe in a co-located setting and users can share their
user generated content (made on paper or on digital documents) with co-workers
over distance. The design of CoScribe was guided by an ecological perspective on
knowledge work and by our theoretical model of interaction with Pen-and-Paper
User Interfaces.
Ecological perspective on knowledge work. This holistic socio-technical approach
directed our attention to the various relations that constitute an information ecol-
ogy. These are relations between multiple users, relations between a user and the
documents and tools he or she interacts with, relations between multiple documents
and relations between the user and the practices of a given work setting. We now
summarize by which means CoScribe supports each type of relation. These means
are depicted in Fig. 5.38.
Relations between multiple users. CoScribe puts an emphasis on collaborative set-
tings. Users can both engage in co-located collaboration and share documents and
user-created content over distance. Collaborative content can be accessed in the dig-
ital viewer or can be printed on paper. To the best of our knowledge, CoScribe is
the first contribution that comprehensively addresses the challenges that are related
to asynchronous sharing of handwritten content on paper. This comprises both the
processes of sharing own annotations and of accessing shared annotations of other
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users. We presented a mechanism that enables users to share annotations directly
on paper. This is seamlessly integrated with paper-based annotation. Moreover,
we examined how shared handwritten annotations of many users can be visualized
in an integrated manner and proposed a novel visualization that leverages flexible
zooming for integrating annotations of all users.
Relations between the user and documents/tools. CoScribe unifies the interaction with
physical and digital artifacts. Regardless if a document or a tool is available in
printed form or visualized on a display, the same pen can be used to interact with
it. As a consequence, the user does not need to switch between different input de-
vices. One can even perform interactions that span paper and displays, for example
linking a Web page with a printed document with one single pen gesture. This tight
coupling stands in contrast to most other paper-based applications and improves
over augmented desk systems, which restrict the interaction to a small digitally
augmented region.
Relations between multiple documents. Through its ecological perspective, CoScribe
focuses on the relations that exist between multiple documents of a document col-
lection. We presented novel interaction techniques that allow to express these re-
lations in order to integrate and structure hybrid collections of printed and digital
documents. A first technique provides for creating, following and sharing hyper-
links between any combination of printed and digital documents. In contrast to
previous work on cross-media hyperlinks, our technique supports the wide range
of document types which is typical for information ecologies. This includes vari-
ous formats of digital documents, their printed versions, Web pages and physical
books. Moreover, we contributed three novel techniques that offer support for struc-
turing document collections with both predefined and freely-chosen tags. A fourth
technique tackles the question of how temporal processes can be tagged by collabo-
rating users with tangible objects. We opened this research direction and proposed
two first examples of interaction techniques. Finally, we presented a collaborative
ecological view that visualizes the relations within the entire document collection.
It provides a high-level overview on all hyperlinks and tags and a structured access
to the documents of the collection.
Relations between the user and work practices. The theory of Information Ecologies
postulates that technology should be designed in a way that leaves freedom of de-
sign to the end user. This allows end users to adapt technology in order to symbiot-
ically integrate it into the given practices of a local information ecology. In response
to this postulation, CoScribe supports the generic activities of annotating, linking
and tagging. As we have discussed, these can be used in very flexible ways for var-
ious purposes in different settings of knowledge work. As a consequence, CoScribe
is not tailored to a specific purpose but offers a set of generic tools that the end-user
can flexibly combine and use according to his or her needs. This aspect moreover
directed our attention to the paper user interface, which in previous work is static
and cannot be adapted by the end-user. In contrast, CoScribe offers a user-adaptable
paper interface.
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Theoretical interaction model. Using our interaction model of Pen-and-Paper User
Interfaces as a basis for the design of CoScribe’s interaction techniques prove bene-
ficial. It lead to simple and reliable interactions, to a varied and rich user experience
as well as to a high degree of direct manipulation.
Simple and reliable interactions. The interaction techniques are inspired by tradi-
tional practices of working with documents and let the user maintain her existing
practices of working with a pen and printed documents. For instance, users can
make handwritten annotations at any position within documents and create hand-
written references and tags. This accounts for the highly individual practices ob-
served in contextual inquiries. A small set of more formal interactions can be used
to inform the system about the semantics of these informal artifacts. These interac-
tions are based on a small set of recurrent core interactions. This leads to interaction
that are easy to learn and to use and that are reliable even with the restricted feed-
back capabilities of Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces.
Rich user experience. We have shown in this chapter that the novel interaction
techniques draw upon the large variety of traditional paper-based practices. This
includes writing with a pen on paper, manipulating the orientation of physical ob-
jects and creating physical arrangements of multiple documents, e.g. in paper fold-
ers. Further techniques leverage tangible interaction by attaching physical stickers
on a paper document and making pen-based associations between different docu-
ments. These varied interactions stand in contrast to paper interfaces that mimic
the interaction of Graphical User Interfaces and are restricted to the interactions of
writing, drawing symbols and clicking on single paper surfaces.
High degree of direct manipulation. The user can directly interact with documents
using a digital pen and – for physical documents – his or her hands. This stands
in contrast to the indirection caused by using a mouse. The interaction techniques
leverage different types of paper-based tools, e.g. for defining collections of doc-
uments, for indexing document pages and for tagging documents. All these tools
are not only instruments but also objects of interest, as they contain and represent
first-class information. In contrast to typical tools in GUIs such as menus or tool-
bars, this double character lets the user perceive working directly on and with first
class objects instead of interacting with tools. This results in a high degree of direct
manipulation.
The CoScribe concept has been implemented in a working prototype and eval-
uated in three user studies. The next chapter will discuss implementation issues
before we will present the results of the user studies in Chapter 7.

6
Implementation
This chapter provides a brief overview on the technical realization of a working pro-
totype of CoScribe. Our prototype is a client/server system that includes both soft-
ware components and specific hardware components. Figure 6.1 gives an overview
on the components. With a few exceptions, which are mentioned below, CoScribe is
implemented in Java. Most components of CoScribe are executed on a local client.
A database that is deployed both locally and on a central server is used for storing
data and sharing data with other users. In the following, we will briefly describe
the components.
6.1 Document Representations
6.1.1 Printed Documents
Print toolkit. The print toolkit is a software component that allows to create print-
outs of documents and printed tools. Users can print a document with one of vari-
ous layouts. These define for instance how many document pages and empty note-
taking areas are included on one printed sheet of paper and at what places these are
positioned.
This relies on the concept of logical and physical pages. A logical page corre-
sponds to one page of a physical document. Several logical pages can be combined
on one physical sheet of paper. Each logical page can be freely scaled and positioned
on the physical page (see Fig. 6.2). Moreover, within each logical page, the actual
page of the digital document can be freely positioned and scaled. This provides for
leaving empty areas for notetaking besides, above, below or around the document
page.
The toolkit adds the Anoto pattern to the printouts and automatically manages
the association between the digital contents and their physical positions on the
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printouts. This is necessary for mapping pen interactions on paper to the under-
lying digital contents. The mapping information is stored in the repository.
Printer, printed documents and printed tools. The Anoto pattern can be printed
on standard office paper along with the document contents in one single step us-
ing commercially available standard printers . Empty pages which contain nothing
but the Anoto pattern can be printed with monochrome printers. However, if the
pattern is to be printed on top of other document contents, a color printer with four-
color separation is required for enabling the pen to distinguish the pattern from the
document contents. In this case, the pattern is printed with black toner, while black
document contents are printed by combining cyan, magenta and yellow toner. Black
toner contains carbon that absorbs the infrared light emitted by the LED of the An-
oto pen and makes the pattern dots appear black for the camera. In contrast, cyan,
magenta and yellow do not absorb infrared light to the same degree and appear
white for the camera. For printing documents, we use an OKI C5900 [OKI] color
laser printer.
Currently supported document types for printing are PDF documents and Pow-
erPoint slides. Tangible tools that are printed with the toolkit (or could be offered
for purchase by paper suppliers in the future) comprise Digital Paper Bookmarks,
Tag Menu Cards, folders and empty sheets for notetaking.
6.1.2 Digital Document Viewers
CoScribe includes digital viewers for documents and their relations. This comprises
the CoScribe viewer for digital versions of PDF and PowerPoint documents, a plug-
in for Mozilla Firefox for hyperlinks and tags on Web pages and an Ecological view
that enables an overview on all documents, links, tags and users.
The CoScribe viewer and the ecological view are implemented in Java.
The Firefox plug-in is realized in JavaScript. The script is executed by Greasemon-
key [Gre] on each Web page which is accessed in Mozilla Firefox. The underlying
principle is that our plug-in is lightweight and manages only the ‘view’ and ‘con-
trol’ elements of the Model-View-Controller paradigm. All information is managed
by CoScribe. The plug-in therefore communicates with a CoScribe Firefox Service
(which is implemented in Java and has access to the repository). The communica-
tion is performed over the MundoCore middleware [AKM07] using a MundoCore
plug-in for Firefox [SHM09], which was developed at our institution.
The plug-in displays the Web page in an IFrame, maintaining the normal visu-
alization of and interaction with Web pages. In addition, the plug-in visualizes
association areas for CoScribe hyperlinks and tags and visualizes existing links and
tags. CoScribe tracks the pen interaction on these association areas. If a new link or
tag is created or a link hot-spot is tapped on, the CoScribe Firefox service informs
the plug-in about new contents or requests to display a new Web page.
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Figure 6.3: Two prototypes of pen-enabled tabletop displays
6.2 Pen-enabled tabletop display.
CoScribe comprises a tabletop display which supports input with the same Anoto
pens as used on paper. We constructed two display prototypes. A first prototype
(Fig. 6.3 left) is particularly suited for individual work. It is of medium size with
a diagonal of 82 cm and is slightly inclined for improving readability. A second
prototype (Fig. 6.3 right) addresses co-located collaboration by multiple users. The
diagonal of this display measures 112 cm. It is entirely horizontal to enable interac-
tion from each side.
The technical setup of the prototypes is illustrated in Fig. 6.4 and in Fig. 6.5. The
display uses back-projection with a full HD resolution beamer. During our exper-
iments, we were using an Optoma HD 80 beamer. To enable pen interaction, the
image is projected onto a specific foil which the Anoto pattern is printed onto. Fol-
lowing the approach of [BHH+07], we used a HP Colorlucent Backlit UV foil and
printed the Anoto pattern onto it. This foil is put between a supporting plexiglass
layer of 5 mm width and a layer of 1 mm width, which protects the surface. This
approach is cheap and applicable to displays of any size – ranging from small to
wall-size displays.
Since we reserve a particular region of the pattern space for the display, the sys-
tem can distinguish between pen interaction on paper and pen interaction on the
display. The Anoto coordinates of pen events originating form the display are auto-
matically converted to screen coordinates. If the event is on a window of CoScribe,
the system directly processes the event. Otherwise, a standard mouse event is gen-
erated. This enables controlling third-party applications with the pen. Several pens
can be used simultaneously on the same display.
A limitation of the current prototypes is that the Anoto pens leave slightly visible
ink marks on the protecting layer, which however can be easily wiped off. A next
version of the prototype should include an ink-repellent surface. Alternatively, fu-
ture models of Anoto pens could control the ink cartridge and emit ink only if used
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Figure 6.4: Setup of the display prototype
Supporting plexiglass layer
Backlit foil with Anoto pattern
Protecting plexiglass layer
Mirror
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Figure 6.5: Schematic illustration of the technical setup
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on paper.
6.3 Physical Interaction Tracking
Pen(s). Our prototype uses Anoto pens of the models Logitech io2 [Log] and Nokia
SU-1B [Nok]. These pens are used to interact on printed documents and tools as
well as on a tabletop display. Pen data is transferred to the client computer using
one of the following two ways: Either data is temporarily buffered on the pen until
it is put into a reading device that transfers all data to the client computer using
a USB connection. Or data is streamed in real-time to the client computer using a
Bluetooth connection with the SPP profile. When the pen is utilized on a display,
real-time streaming is used. In the Bluetooth setup, up to 8 pens can simultaneously
connect to one single client computer. This provides for co-located use. If a larger
number of pens is to be used, several client computers can be used in the same
place, which synchronize their data via the central database.
Paper location tracking. CoScribe optionally uses camera-based tracking of the lo-
cations of paper documents and folders. For this purpose, we use ARTag [Fia04]
which tracks locations using fiducial markers that are printed on documents and
folders.
6.4 Pen Data Processing
Stroke processing. Once the pen data is sent to the client computer, it is automati-
cally handled by the stroke processing module. The raw pen data contains for each
pen stroke a set of sample. Each sample is a tuple consisting of the page id, the
(x,y)-coordinate on that page, the pen tip force and the timestamp. The stroke pro-
cessing module checks if the strokes originate from paper or from the display and
attributes it to the associated digital contents or interface elements. It then interprets
the interaction and executes a command, if necessary.
If the stroke is not a command but an inking interaction, individual strokes are
clustered into annotations. An annotation is a set of strokes which are temporally
and spatially contiguous. CoScribe comprises a component for clustering that uses
an on-line algorithm for both spatial and temporal clustering. This is presented in
more detail in the next section.
In contrast to other applications, which usually model handwritten annotations
as being located on one single page, our model supports annotations that span mul-
tiple pages. This is particularly important, since one physical page can contain mul-
tiple logical pages and users frequently write over the boundaries of individual
logical pages. It would not be acceptable to cut these annotations into two or more
separate fragments. Instead, our model keeps these annotations intact and treats
them as one single annotation. The x and y coordinates of the individual samples
of the annotations are normalized to be in a [0..1] range, where the coordinate (0, 0)
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denotes the upper left and (1, 1) the lower right corner of the bounding box of the
annotation. This makes the modeling independent of the actual position of the an-
notation on a page. For each logical page the annotation is located on, it contains
some context information that indicates which portion of the annotation is visible
at what area of this page. This makes the annotation model very flexible.
Handwriting recognition. New or updated annotations are sent to the handwriting
recognition engine which is part of Microsoft XP Tablet PC edition. This is encap-
sulated as a separate server component that can be executed either on the local
computer or – if an operating system other than Windows is used – on the server
computer. The recognized text and up to 10 recognition alternates are stored in the
repository along with the annotation.
6.5 Annotation Clustering
6.5.1 Online Algorithm
CoScribe uses a two-stage online algorithm for the temporal and spatial clustering
of strokes into annotations. First, two consecutive strokes are clustered into the
same annotation if the temporal gap between the ending of the first and the begin-
ning of the second stroke is smaller than 3500 ms and if both strokes are located on
the same page. Second, the spatial clustering proceeds as follows. It is detailed in
pseudocode in Algorithm 1. The new stroke is compared to all other annotations
that are candidates for a merging action. Typically, candidate annotations are all an-
notations on the same physical page, but it is also possible to take into account an-
notations located on other pages. This provides for annotations that span multiple
pages. For each sample of the new stroke and each other annotation, the euclidian
distance to the nearest sample of the other annotation is calculated. Next, the mean
of all these distances per annotation is calculated, whereby only samples are consid-
ered that are located at the side of the annotation that is oriented towards the other
annotation. This restriction is realized with a threshold value for distances. If this
nearest mean distance is below a maximum-distance threshold, both annotations
are clustered into one annotation.
The worst case complexity of this algorithm is O(st · s ·maxs), here st denotes the
number of new strokes, s the total number of samples contained in all strokes on a
page and maxs the maximum number of samples contained in one single stroke. We
opted for this more complex approach and against using bounding boxes because
the rectangular bounding box is often very different from the actual shape of an
annotation (e.g. large circles or diagonal lines and arrows). The latter approach
would merge many annotations which are not related to each other.
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Algorithm 1 The spatial clustering algorithm used in the working prototype of Co-
Scribe
input: a set of new strokes, each consisting of a set of samples
input: a set of annotations, each containing a set of strokes each containing a set
of samples
for each new stroke st do
for each sample sst of stroke st do
for each annotation a do
for each sample sa of annotation do
calculate the euclidian distance ds(a,st) between sa and sst
end for
store the nearest distance as the minimal distance da,s between the sample
sst and annotation a
end for
end for
for each annotation a do
calculate the mean d¯a of all distances da,s < dthr for all samples sst of stroke st
end for
select annotation anearest with the lowest value d¯a
if d¯a < dmax then
add stroke st to annotation anearest
else
add stroke st as a new annotation ast
end if
end for
6.5.2 Evaluation
Method. We evaluated the performance of the algorithm. During three regular
university lectures, we collected annotations on lecture slides made by 29 students
(see Section 7.2 for more details on the method). These were automatically clus-
tered using our clustering algorithm. From the resulting set of 1983 annotations, we
randomly selected a subset of 150 annotations for this evaluation.
The clustering of annotations is a complex task which cannot be made unam-
biguously. It may be hard even for human raters to decide if the strokes are cor-
rectly clustered or not. For example, one person might consider a set of strokes as
two independent annotations (e.g. a sketch and some text) while another person
might consider this as one single annotation. For this reason, we decided to use an
inter-rater agreement method. This measures the agreement of two human raters
and allows to assess if the human classification is reliable. Two independent human
raters classified each annotation. Each rater classified the annotation as incorrect if
in her opinion it contained one or more strokes of another proximate annotation or
if a proximate annotation contained one or more strokes of this annotation. Oth-
erwise, the annotation was classified as correct. In order to gain more agreement
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between both raters than by following merely subjective classification criteria, the
raters used the following rough guidelines:
• An annotation must have a coherent content on a semantic level.
• The strokes forming one annotation must be spatially coherent, i.e. two clus-
ters of strokes that have a large distance are considered as two separate anno-
tations.
• Clusters of strokes that are visually separated in an explicit manner (e.g. by a
line drawn by the participant) are considered as separated annotations.
• Sketches are own annotations. However, if text can be attributed unambigu-
ously to a sketch, both this text and the sketch is considered as one annotation.
• An annotation has always one type and one visibility level. Strokes of differ-
ent types and visibilities belong to different annotations.
In order to measure the inter-rater agreement, we used Cohen’s kappa [Coh60]
measure.
Results and discussion. Figure 6.6 depicts the performance of the algorithm as
judged by two independent raters. A total of 60 % of the annotations were clas-
sified as correct by both raters. 24.7 % were classified as incorrect. The remaining
15.3 % of the annotations were rated differently by both raters. The score of Cohen’s
Kappa was 0.68. This indicates high inter-rater reliability.
The proportion of one quarter of annotations that was clustered incorrectly by
the algorithm might seem high. However, an annotation was classified as incorrect
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Figure 6.6: Percentage of annotations rated as correctly or incorrectly classified by both
human raters and of annotations on which the two raters did not agree
(N = 150)
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even if only one single stroke (e.g. a separation line or the dot at the end of a phrase)
was separated from or added to the annotation. In practice, these minor errors
are not problematic. Moreover, a manual analysis of error cases showed that the
human raters frequently classified clusters as incorrect that contained strokes that
were spatially distant although being contiguous on a semantic level. This was a
problem of the classification guidelines.
There remains nevertheless a substantial proportion of annotations that are not
correctly clustered. Moreover, the percentage of 15.3 % of annotations on which
the raters disagreed shows that a correct clustering is a hard problem per se. For
this reason, it is very important that the user has the possibility to manually correct
the automatic clustering. A second implication is that critical functionality should
not rely on automatic annotation clustering where no feedback on the clustering
is provided to the user. Let us consider the example of a user who would classify
a set of strokes – which she considers as being one annotation – as private. But
the algorithm would cluster these strokes into two annotations. Hence, the system
would treat one of them as private, the other would have default visibility. Such a
system behaviour is clearly not acceptable. In this case, the user should have the
possibility to manually define the extent of the classification on paper, for instance
by encircling the area. On the contrary, clustering can be efficiently used for less
critical functionality like the semantic classification of annotations. In this situation,
the fact that a classification applies to a smaller or larger set of strokes than expected
by the user is not critical. Instead of an entirely predictable system behavior, the
user might prefer an interaction that is quick and easy because it is not necessary to
manually define an area the classification applies to.
Finally, it must be stated that our goal was to find an on-line algorithm which
performs reasonably well for a working prototype but not to make a scientific con-
tribution to the field of handwriting or sketch segmentation. It is certain that, with
more effort invested, more powerful algorithms can be found.
6.6 Data Persistence
All data is stored in a graph-based database system, which was developed at our
institution. This system comprises a central repository on a server, which is ac-
cessed by all local installations of CoScribe. Moreover, a local mirror of this repos-
itory (containing of all information the specific local user has the right to access)
is deployed on each client computer. The database system automatically manages
the transfer of information between the local mirror and the central repository. If
no connection can be established, new or updated data is synchronized once the
connection is available again. This provides for using CoScribe in a single-user con-
figuration without central server. Moreover, CoScribe can be used even when the
central server cannot be accessed, for example when the user is not in her office and
has no internet connection.
7
User Studies
This chapter presents and discusses the results of three user studies of CoScribe.
These aim at evaluating CoScribe by verifying if our contributions meet the require-
ments identified in Chapter 2. Each of the three user studies focuses on a specific
setting of learning at universities. In Section 7.2, we present a study that assessed
the use of the printed user interfaces for annotating lecture slides. A total of 29 uni-
versity students participated to this study and used CoScribe during one of their
regular lectures. In Section 7.3, the results of a lab study are discussed which fo-
cused on the process of reviewing lecture notes after class. This includes the com-
bined use of printed lecture slides and of their digital counterparts as well as of the
multi-user visualization of shared annotations. Finally, in Section 7.4, we present
the results of a user study that assessed the use of CoScribe for integrating informa-
tion from hybrid collections of printed and digital documents, as it is for example
necessary for preparing articles or term papers.
7.1 General Design
Evaluation of the requirements. Table 7.1 gives an overview in the requirements
which we have identified in Chapter 2. All of them are fulfilled by the design. Most
of these requirements are fulfilled by the design of CoScribe. However, several re-
quirements cannot be verified in a purely argumentative way. This comprises the
requirements R1b (interactions should be reliable even in the absence of digital feed-
back) and R4a (interactions should produce little extraneous cognitive load). One
main goal of the user studies was therefore to examine if the interaction techniques
are simple, quick, intuitive, easy to learn and reliable. As shown in the table, we
also evaluated other requirements in the user studies to gain insights into how the
interaction techniques and visualizations are utilized by users.
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Requirement Contribution of this thesis Fulfilled
by the
design
Evaluated
with users
in study
R1 Support of both printed
and digital documents
Richer variety of interaction
metaphors
" 1,2,3
R1a Similar interactions in the
physical and in the digital
worlds
Unified pen-based interaction " 3
R1b Reliable interactions with-
out digital feedback
Reliable interactions without the
need for handwriting recognition
1,2
R2 Supporting annotating,
linking and tagging
collections of documents
Richer variety of interaction tech-
niques
" 1,2,3
R3 Supporting co-located
and remote collaboration
Concepts for paper-based sharing
and integrated multi-user visual-
izations
" 1,2,3
R4 Symbiotic integration
into current information
ecologies
Integrated solution based on eco-
logical perspective
" 1,2,3
R4a Interactions that produce
little extraneous cognitive
load
Easy and intuitive pen gestures
from a small inventory
1,2,3
R4b Rich and flexible interac-
tions
Freedom to maintain current
practices; adaptable printed user
interface; choice amongst inter-
action techniques
" 1
R4c Structured access to all in-
formation
Ecological view "
Table 7.1: Overview of the evaluation of the requirements from Chapter 2
Evaluation of the user satisfaction and acceptance. A second main goal of the user
studies was to assess user satisfaction in order to examine if the novel interaction
techniques and visualizations are accepted by the users. In this respect, subjective
feedback was an important instrument. Further, we aimed at gaining first user ex-
periences and feedback on potential for improvements.
The studies deliberately did not assess direct effects that the use of CoScribe might
have on learning quality. First, information ecologies comprise manifold sources
that influence learning quality. These cannot be entirely captured and can hardly
be controlled. Controlled user studies that assess the influence of a few precisely
defined independent variables incur the risk of leading to rather unnatural settings.
Second, it is hard to define and to measure quality of learning. Many studies mea-
sure learning quality by the grade obtained in an exam. However, this leaves aside
many aspects which might be equally important for the learning quality, such as
long-term effects on the knowledge of the domain, the joy of using a system, the
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sensation of rather integrated or rather disruptive workflows, the time needed for
carrying out a learning task or the soft skills acquired for example by intense group
work.
For these reasons, we decided to ground our user studies on a concept that puts
strong emphasis on the fact that the learner is a subject who is free to decide upon
her role and about the methods and tools she uses. In contrast to a merely instru-
mental conception of technology as an effective means for attaining a well-defined
learning goal which can be unambiguously measured, this concept perceives tech-
nology as a means for opening up novel spaces (in a metaphorical sense). These
spaces may enable novel and previously unforeseen ways of learning [Ses04, p. 96
sqq.]. As a consequence, new methods and technologies have first and foremost the
character of a proposal which is made to the learner. It is the learning subject who
then decides if she accepts this offer. Therefore, it is crucial to assess the acceptance
of any new technology before examining its potential influences on the learning
process.
7.2 Lecture Notetaking
A first user study examined the use of CoScribe for annotating documents in a re-
alistic setting. This setting was annotating lecture slides during regular computer
science lectures. Our goal was to assess the ease of learning and the ease of use of
the printed user interface and of the interaction techniques for making annotations
and for classifying them with visibilities and semantic types. A further question was
if the techniques can be easily integrated into the ecology of lecture notetaking that
is characterized by a high degree of intrinsic cognitive load. We moreover analyzed
the annotations made by the participants in order to assess types and frequencies of
annotations made during the lectures.
7.2.1 Method
For our study, we selected three computer science courses of different years of study.
These were a second year introductory lecture on sorting algorithms, a third year
lecture on computational engineering and a lecture for graduate students on ubiqui-
tous computing. A total of 29 students (5 female, 24 male) were recruited among the
attendees of these lectures. Their semester of study averaged out at 5.6 (SD = 3.1).
Participation was voluntary and no compensation was given. To avoid positive
bias, none of the students was personally known to us nor did they attend one of
our courses.
Before the lecture the participants received an electronic pen and a digital paper
printout containing the slides of the current lecture. Each A4 sheet contained two
slides on the left-hand side and empty areas for taking longer notes to the right. He
or she was trained for three minutes on how to make annotations and to classify
them using the digital pen. The task during the lecture was to make annotations on
the printout the same way the participants usually do. In addition, we asked them
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to semantically classify and/or to share annotations using the paper buttons when
it seemed appropriate to them. All these activities were digitally captured by the
CoScribe system for later analysis.
After the lecture, the participants filled out a standardized questionnaire for quan-
titative feedback on the paper-based user interface. The questionnaire contained 25
closed and open questions related to the printed interface, to the digital pen, to the
lecture and to personal information. Finally, in each of the three sessions, we con-
ducted a semi-structured group interview with three to six participants. The goal
was to gather additional qualitative insights into benefits and shortcomings of the
current design and to brainstorm about which further functionality would be help-
ful. These interviews were videotaped and varied in length from 35 to 70 minutes.
In the statistical analysis of the questionnaire data, we investigated correlations
between Likert-scale items which were five-point scaled and performed χ2-tests and
t-tests to identify significant group differences. All these tests were based on a level
of significance of 95 %. Moreover, we analyzed the annotations that were made
during the lecture. This comprised a statistical analysis of frequencies, positions
and types of annotations.
7.2.2 Results and Discussion
Document annotation. Participants considered digital pen and paper for annotat-
ing lecture slides to be easy to use (Requirement R1, R4a). All users reported that
annotating printed lecture slides with the digital pen worked reliably and as they
had expected (R1b). In the questionnaire, the participants judged the use of Co-
Scribe about as distracting as traditional pen and paper (M = 2.7 on a scale ranging
from 1=more distracting to 5=less distracting, SD = .7, N = 29), but significantly
less distracting than using a laptop (M = 4.5, SD = 1.0, N = 29) (T = 9.0, d f = 26,
p < .001) (see Fig. 7.1). This indicates that the novel techniques can be well inte-
grated into the current ecology (R4). Yet, these numbers show not only the ease-of-
use of CoScribe’s paper interface, but underscore the results of our first field study
(see Section 2.3.1). This study found that pen and paper is largely preferred to lap-
tops for taking lecture notes because of the ease of using pen and paper.
Although the users have had only a few minutes for familiarizing with the system
and used it during one of their normal lectures, they made a considerable amount
of annotations. We collected a total of 1983 handwritten annotations during three
lectures. In average, each user made 68 annotations (SD = 29, N = 29) during
a 90 minutes lecture. Figure 7.2 shows a histogram of the number of annotations
each user made. A high variability between participants was encountered, ranging
from only 7 up to 141 annotations per participant. This is in-line with the findings
of our second field study (see Section 2.3.2) and findings reported in the literature
[Obe03, Mar98]. However, we found no significant differences between the differ-
ent lectures. On average each user annotated 63 % of all available slides, making
2.6 annotations on each of these slides (SD = 1.7). Figure 7.3 shows a histogram of
the average number of annotations that a single user has made on each slide. No
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Figure 7.1: Comparing annotating with CoScribe with traditional pen and paper and
a laptop. (The error lines indicate the 95 % confidence intervals of the
means.)
relation between the time of the lecture and the number of annotations was found.
All slides were annotated by at least one participant. The ten most frequently anno-
tated slides contained an average of 41 annotations (SD = 5.8), while only 2 of the
122 slides contained one single annotation. This shows that the participants were
active throughout the entire lecture and that no temporal “hot-spots” of very high
or very low activity existed.
Advantages mentioned in comparison to electronic systems without paper sup-
port consisted of the possibility to easily make annotations during class and to work
with formulas. For instance one student reported in the interview an experience
with a Web site designed for group work of mathematics students, which was not
accepted and not used by the students since it was by far too complicated to enter
formulae with the keyboard. Advantages with respect to pure paper environments
were better orientation in the digital document, quicker access in later semesters
without the need to keep a physical folder in range and better support for group
work. Several users reported that a drawback of the system is that the Anoto pen
has only one fix color. Instead, they would prefer a pen that can switch between var-
ious colors. This is an area for improvement of Anoto pens. Another problem was
that many users felt irritated because the pen vibrated sometimes when it was used
for writing over printed text, which is a technical problem of currently available
Anoto pens.
The participants had different preferences concerning the layout of printed slides.
This underscores the importance of flexible layouts (R1). Three out of four of the
participants reported in the interviews to prefer only two slides per paper sheet,
as this leaves free areas for annotations. The remaining participants preferred four
or more slides per page. All left-handers wished having the free annotation areas
to the left of the printed slides, while right-handers preferred them to the right.
Positioning the free areas below instead of besides the slides was judged less appro-
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Figure 7.4: Percentage of annotation classified with semantic categories and visibilities
(N = 1983)
priate, since the items on the slides are typically organized in vertical order and it
would therefore be more complicated to relate notes to individual items.
Tagging of annotations. During the lectures, the participants classified a substan-
tial proportion of 18.7 % of the annotations with a semantic category using the Tag
Button classification method. This indicates that a few minutes of training is suf-
ficient for learning this technique. The percentage is even higher than the score
of 10.8 % of category markers found in our introductory field study of traditional
handwritten annotations (see Section 2.3.2). This difference might relate to the fact
that in this study, the students used CoScribe for the first time and were motivated
to use the new functionality to a higher-than-average degree. Another reason could
be that in the study of traditional annotations, we counted only annotations con-
taining a symbol that could be clearly identified as a semantic marker. As there are
also other means for conveying semantics, such as keywords or the position where
an annotation is made, this score is possibly lower than the score of this study, in
which all classifications could be clearly identified as such.
The most frequently chosen category was ‘Important’ (12.5 %), followed by ‘Ques-
tion’ (3.2 %), ‘Correction’ and ‘To Do’ (1.5 % each) (Fig. 7.4). Although the categories
‘To do’ and ‘Correction’ were used more rarely, several participants of the inter-
views explicitly stated that these types are nevertheless very important.
Several participants reported the wish to define individual types like ‘To revise’,
‘Definition’ or ‘Example’. From a designer’s perpective, individual types are prob-
lematic because types are used to visualize shared annotations. With many different
individual types defined by the users, other users would not be able to understand
at a glance the meaning of shared annotations. An appropriate trade-off could con-
sist of offering a set of some more common categories, of which the user would
choose a subset to be printed on his or her personal printouts. In order respond to
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the user feedback and to overcome the limitation of fix categories, we developed
the technique of Tag Menu Cards for tagging with freely-chosen keywords and in-
tegrated this into the second version of our prototype.
In addition to tagging with categories, we assessed the percentage of annotations
that are tagged with visibilities. Tagging with visibilities was performed only for
a small percentage of annotations (2.4 % private and 1.6 % public) (see Fig. 7.4).
Despite these low scores, we should not conclude that privacy mechanisms are not
necessary. In all interviews, it became clear that the system must offer a means for
defining the visibility to be of practical use in lecture settings. Rather, the low scores
reflect that the default setting of group visibility is appropriate for most annotations.
In the interviews, there was a wide range of responses to the functionality for
classifying annotations. While nearly all participants agreed that this is an impor-
tant feature, that tapping on a button is quick and easy and does not disrupt the
main task of annotating (R4), they disagreed about whether the system feedback is
sufficient (R1b). Many users reported to feel unsure if a printed button has been
correctly activated when tapping on it with the pen. While the pen confirms the
pen tap on a button by briefly lighting up a LED, it provides no feedback on the
currently activated classification mode. This was not possible with the Anoto pens
available at the time of the evaluation. Novel pens with integrated feedback capa-
bilities could make the classification with paper buttons more reliable.
7.3 Reviewing Annotations
A second exploratory study assessed the use of CoScribe during review after class.
In this setting time is less scarce than during a lecture and learners can make use of
the system’s entire functionality. We evaluated the use of the CoScribe viewer for
collaborative activities, the combined use of paper and digital documents and the
appropriateness of Digital Paper Bookmarks for document structuring and cross-
media navigation.
7.3.1 Method
We recruited nine students (7 male, 2 female) among the participants of the first
study. Each participated to a single-user session which lasted about one hour. Par-
ticipation was voluntary and no compensation was given.
The participant was given an electronic pen, a twenty page printout of slides of
an introductory computer science lecture and several Digital Paper Bookmarks. He
or she was seated at a table with enough free space for the paper documents. A
computer screen on the table as well as a keyboard and a mouse provided access to
the CoScribe viewer.
The sessions were structured as follows: At first, the participant was trained for
five minutes on how to use the CoScribe viewer and Digital Paper Bookmarks. In
the following, we requested the participant to perform given tasks with paper and
the CoScribe viewer. This comprised creating annotations and bookmarks on paper
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as well as using the software viewer to modify own annotations. Next, we evaluated
the appropriateness and compared the multi-user and the single-user visualizations
of shared annotations. For this purpose, the participant had the task to browse
through shared annotations of other users and to find specific annotations. These
shared annotations were made by other participants in the previous study during
their computer science lectures. Finally, in order to assess the ability of digital paper
bookmarks to support cross-media navigation, we displayed a random slide in the
software viewer and asked the student to find the corresponding page in the paper
stack using the bookmarks he or she had created before. After the experimental
session, feedback was gathered with a questionnaire containing 64 closed and open
questions. These covered general questions about the usability of CoScribe, more
specific questions on the visualization of shared annotations, on bookmarks, on the
paper layout, on the general behaviour in lectures and personal questions. Finally,
we conducted a semi-structured interview to gather further qualitative feedback.
The entire session was videotaped.
7.3.2 Results and Discussion
Reviewing shared annotations. Participants reported that to date, handwritten an-
notations are typically not shared with other students due to the large effort. We
asked the participants for what purpose they would use shared notes. Of the vari-
ety of answers provided, five users mentioned that they would read the comments
made by specific students known to take good notes. Two users stated that notes
of different users complement each other, since there is not enough time during a
lecture to note all information of importance. Two other users stated to correct own
notes with the help of others. In the questionnaire, all participants judged CoScribe
to be very helpful for collaboration (M = 4.9 on a 5-point Likert scale, SD = .3,
N = 9).
We evaluated the novel multi-user visualization of handwritten annotations (Re-
quirement R3). For displaying own annotations, the multi-user view is equivalent
to the single-user view because the symbols for shared annotations can be easily
hidden. Concerning shared annotations of other users, the participants judged the
multi-user view as more helpful when seeking an overview of them (M = 4.3,
SD = .9 vs. M = 2.1, SD = 9, N = 9). This result is highly significant (T = −6.64,
d f = 10, p < .001) . They also judged this view to be slightly more helpful for
finding a specific shared comment (Fig. 7.5). We initially feared that the multi-user
view would become cluttered, as both own and shared annotations are displayed
together. However, participants judged it to be almost as clear as separate views
(M = 4.3, SD = .7 vs. M = 4.6, SD = .5, N = 9).
To compare the efficiency of both modes, we measured the time needed by the
participants to find an arbitrary question and a specific comment on a given slide
for each mode. Fig. 7.6 shows that in both tasks, students found them much more
quickly using the multi-user view (M = 1.1s, SD = .4 vs. M = 2.5s, SD = 0.5 and
M = 4.4s, SD = 1.6 vs. M = 8.0s, SD = 4.8, N = 6 after having removed obvious
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tervals of the means.)
outliers). These data are thus in keeping with the subjective ratings, but can only be
considered a qualitative indication due to the small sample size. They support the
assumption that the multi-user view enables a fast overview of shared annotations
of other users.
Users found that the different icon sizes, with which annotations of other users
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are visualized and which reflect the size of the annotation, are helpful, but two users
had difficulties recognizing some of the smallest icons and suggested to visualize
them in a more highlighted manner. All participants particularly valued the pre-
view function, which visualizes all shared comments or all comments of a specific
user in a scaled down manner.
In the interviews, three users stated that a list view of all annotations should
complement the view to support users in systematically reviewing all annotations.
One user suggested a function for filtering out slides that are not important and
create a printed summary of the lecture that contains slides that are classified as
important.
Digital Paper Bookmarks. The observations of how users create and use book-
marks clearly indicate that the interaction technique is highly intuitive and reliable
(R1b). All participants readily understood the usage of bookmarks and created and
modified bookmarks without assistance (R4, R4a). Seemingly, the bookmarks ap-
peared so professional that two participants asked where they could be bought and
if they were expensive. In the questionnaire, bookmarks were rated as being very
easy to create (M = 4.7, SD = .5, N = 9) (see Fig. 7.7). Concerning their use,
bookmarks were judged to be helpful both for finding a specific page in the paper
document (M = 4.9 on a 5-point Likert scale, SD = .3, N = 9) and for finding a
page in the CoScribe viewer (M = 4.4, SD = .5, N = 9). Several participants par-
ticularly valued the possibility to fade away from the given structure and to create
instead an own structure of the document.
As depicted in Figure 7.7, the visualization of the 3D paper stack with the book-
marks in the software viewer was considered very helpful for orientation within
the document (M = 4.7, SD = .5, N = 9). Several users stated that this view pro-
vides a better awareness of the approximate current position within the document
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than the more traditional slide preview scrollpane. Moreover, it takes less space
than the scrollpane and provides a representation which closer resembles the real
paper stack. However, due to the 3D distortion of the visualization, the text on the
bookmarks was less well readable if it was very small or written in a hurry. In this
respect, the visualization of bookmarks directly on the slides is more powerful.
These initial findings indicate the efficiency of Digital Paper Bookmarks. They
should be confirmed in a subsequent study, in which students work with a larger
collection of documents and use various tagging techniques.
Degree of acceptance. As discussed above, a main goal of the user studies was to
assess the degree to which the participants were willing to accept CoScribe. This
indicates if CoScribe has the potential to be used in realistic settings and hence to
open up new learning spaces. The positive results of the multi-user visualization
in CoScribe and of Digital Paper Bookmarks provides first evidence for acceptance.
However, these are rather specific features and their rating possibly cannot be gen-
eralized to the entire system. For this reason, we asked some general questions
concerning CoScribe.
The participants rated the combination of paper and computing as realized by
CoScribe to be very helpful for annotating documents (M = 4.9 on a 5-point Likert
scale, SD = .3, N = 9) (Fig. 7.8). The basic functionality of CoScribe was rated
to be very easy to learn (M = 4.8, SD = .4, N = 9). They also judged that the
advanced functionality can be easily learned (M = 3.9, SD = .8, N = 9). The
overall probability that the participants would use the system once it is available in
normal lectures was high (M = 4.0, SD = 1.0, N = 8). These results indicate a high
degree of acceptance.
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7.4 Integrating Information from Printed and Digital
Documents
In a third study we evaluated how CoScribe supports users in integrating informa-
tion that is distributed between several printed and digital documents. This setting
was inspired from the findings of our third field study (see Section 2.3.3), which
show that learners often work with interconnected collections of printed and digi-
tal documents.
We assessed the ease-of-use and the learnability of the interactions for creating
and following cross-media hyperlinks as well as the use of the tabletop display. In
addition, we had the following formal hypotheses for the experiment:
H1: The system enables users to perform a complex information retrieval task in
a set of interlinked printed and web documents more quickly than with tradi-
tional pen and paper.
H2: Printed and digital documents are perceived as being more closely connected
when using cross-media hyperlinks.
7.4.1 Method
A total of 10 psychology and 6 computer science students (9 female, 7 male) partic-
ipated to 1.5 hour single-user sessions. Their average age was 25.3 years (SD=5.5).
The participants judged their computer skills as high (M=5.5 on a 7-point Likert
scale, SD=1.5). They are experienced knowledge workers indicating to work 24.0
hours per week with digital documents (SD=10.9) and 13.5 hours with paper doc-
uments (SD=7.6). A significant amount of time (M=11.2 hours, SD=7.9) is spent on
working with both types of documents in the same time. Participation to our study
was voluntary and no compensation was given.
They used a digital pen, paper documents and digital documents on the pen-
enabled display. Eight participants used the display in a tabletop configuration
while the remaining eight participants used it as a vertical screen.
The sessions were structured as follows: After three minutes of training, the first
task of the test person was to create arbitrary hyperlinks between a printed docu-
ment, which was provided by us, and Web pages. The next task was to follow these
hyperlinks.
The remaining time of the experiment consisted of answering questions on his-
toric and present murder cases. For this purpose, the participant was given a collec-
tion of printed and web documents that contained information about this case. The
information was collected from newspaper articles and diverse Web pages. This
collection was pre-structured (annotated and interlinked) with respect to specific
questions. During the experiment, we observed the participants navigating within
the document collections and measured the time needed until the questions were
correctly answered.
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A within-subject design was used for this experiment. The participant was trained
on a first document set. Two other document sets were then used for testing under
either condition. We counterbalanced the document sets and the order of the two
conditions. In one condition, the participant could use CoScribe. Links on printed
documents could be followed by tapping with the pen on the hyperlink. Digital
documents could be accessed on the pen-enabled display. In the control condi-
tion, the participants used traditional pen and paper and a traditional Web browser.
The printed documents contained the same annotations and hyperlinks as in the
other condition, but hyperlinks were expressed as handwritten references pointing
to the number and the page of the target document. The participants were given an
overview document that listed all documents, their numbers and the URLs of Web
pages. References on Web pages were visualized by the Web annotation tool Diigo
[Dii] and indicated the number and the page of the target document. Moreover,
target passages of references were highlighted in yellow, as done automatically by
the CoScribe Web browser plug-in in the other condition.
Each document collection consisted of 3 to 4 printed documents with a total of 15
to 16 A4 pages mainly consisting of text. Moreover, it included 3 up to 5 web docu-
ments from Wikipedia and online newspaper archives. The documents comprised a
short biography of the murderer, detailed documents on the murder and some more
documents with background information on the case. The questions asked for fac-
tual information. Nevertheless, a correct answer required to integrate information
from various passages of different documents. The relevant information for answer-
ing a question was distributed between 3 to 8 passages. Each collection contained
between 8 and 10 hyperlinks that connected related passages. In order to guaran-
tee comparability across the participants and for reasons of experiment duration,
we opted not to let the participants themselves prepare the document collections.
Instead, we asked a student who was not familiar with our system to prepare the
document collections for all participants.
The goal of this task was to find out if the participants would be able to com-
plete a realistic information integration task more quickly using CoScribe. This task
goes far beyond simply following a hyperlink (which obviously takes less time than
manually searching the referenced passage). Users had to handle many documents
containing not only relevant, but much irrelevant information. Moreover, the users
had to decide on the relevance of hyperlinks, since only about one third of all hy-
perlinks linked to passages which were relevant for a specific question. Finally, the
participants were pressed for time (15 min. per document set for three questions).
This setting thus represented a realistic knowledge work task where a co-worker
had pre-structured a collection of documents with regard to specific aspects.
After the experimental session, we gathered subjective feedback with a question-
naire. This contained 24 items covering the usability of cross-media hyperlinks and
of the pen-enabled display, the perceived proximity between paper and digital doc-
uments and personal information. For the sake of readability, we will present all
statements in their positive form, but the form varied in the questionnaire.
Finally, we conducted a semi-structured interview with each participant to gather
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qualitative feedback.
7.4.2 Results and Discussion
Creating and following links. After a few minutes of training, all users had learnt
how to use the pen on the display and how to create and follow links. Responses
to an open question showed that the interaction was appreciated as being “easy” (8
persons), “quick” (2 persons) and “highly intuitive” (2 persons). We observed all
but one participant navigating through the interlinked documents with high confi-
dence as if they had been using the system already for a long time (Requirements
R4, R4a).
In the responses to the questionnaire, both creating hyperlinks was judged to be
significantly easier and faster with the system than in the control setting (Fig. 7.9).
Creating a hyperlink was rated to be very easy (M = 6.6 on a 7-point Likert scale,
SD = .8, N = 14) in contrast to the value for creating traditional references which
was below average (M = 3.0, SD = 1.5, N = 14) (T = 7.66, d f = 13, p < .001).
Alike, creating a cross-media hyperlink was rated to be significantly faster (M = 6.5
on a 7-point Likert scale, SD = .7, N = 14) than creating a traditional reference
(M = 3.3, SD = 1.7, N = 14) (T = 7.19, d f = 13, p < 0.01).
In the interviews, the users valued the tap-and-hold gesture for starting hyper-
links, as this permits a clear differentiation between annotations and the link com-
mand. As shown above, the gesture was considered to be very easy and quick to
perform. This stands in contrasts to the findings of Li et al. [LHGL05] which re-
port higher error rates and larger task completion times with hold-down gestures.
This contradiction might relate to the fact that Li et al. used tap-and-hold for mode
switching in a drawing application, where mode switching occurs very frequently.
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In contrast, creating links is an activity that is performed only at an infrequent basis.
In this latter case, holding down the pen for half a second is much more acceptable.
As indicated by several participants, this short interruption is even supportive be-
cause it underscores that a special mode for creating (instead of following) a hyper-
link is now being entered.
The separate hyperlink column was appreciated for enabling a quick overview of
all links. However, 4 participants desired the possibility to also create hyperlinks
on individual words directly within the document.
As far as following links is concerned, this was also rated to be significantly
quicker and faster than in the control condition (R4a) (see Fig. 7.9). The difference
is particularly pronounced for cross-media hyperlinks between a printed document
and a Web page, but also for hyperlinks between two paper page, the difference
is considerable. The detailed values are as follows: Following cross-media hy-
perlinks was judged to be very easy with CoScribe (M = 6.6 on a 7-point Likert
scale, SD = .6, N = 16), whereas the value is below average in the control setting
(M = 2.7, SD = 1.2, N = 16) (T = 10.7, d f = 15, p < .001). Following hyper-
links between two paper documents was judged to be slightly less easy (M = 6.2,
SD = 1.2, N = 14), but still much easier than without CoScribe (M = 3.4, SD = 1.9,
N = 14). Again, this difference is statistically highly significant (T = 4.26, d f = 13,
p = .001). A cross-media hyperlink can be followed much more quickly (M = 6.7,
SD = .8, N = 13) than a traditional reference (M = 2.8, SD = 1.5, N = 13)
(T = 5.31, d f = 12, p < .001). This difference is slightly less pronounced, but
still significant, for links between two paper documents with CoScribe (M = 6.5,
SD = .9, N = 13) and in the control setting (M = 3.7, SD = 1.3, N = 13) (T = 5.31,
d f = 12, p < .001).
It was considered very helpful to have the same interaction device for printed
and digital documents (M = 6.4 on a 7-point Likert scale, SD = 1.1, N = 16).
Participants reported that this makes the interaction faster and connects printed
and digital documents more directly (R4). In the interviews, 14 participants valued
that one does not have to switch between different devices for paper and for the
computer screen. One participant emphasized on the fact that using the same pen
for creating a hyperlink between paper and digital documents is helpful, as it gives
the feeling of connecting documents more directly.
Tabletop setting. When comparing the pen-enabled tabletop display with the pen-
enabled vertical screen, the tabletop configuration was clearly preferred. While four
participants reported in the interviews to prefer a vertical screen because it is easier
to read and printed documents cannot cover parts of the display, ten participants
preferred a horizontal tabletop configuration. Most important reasons mentioned
in the interviews were first that it is more natural and ergonomic to use a pen on a
horizontal surface and second that printed and digital documents are more closely
coupled using one surface for both of them (R1a). However, three participants per-
ceived an extra effort for rearranging documents on the display. This discomfort is
due to two deficiencies of our current prototype: the space provided on the tabletop
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Figure 7.10: Task completion times. (Error lines indicate the 95 % confidence intervals
of the means. ** = statistically significant)
is limited and no provision is made for coping with occlusions of displayed pages.
A further problem of the current tabletop prototype is the image quality of the
display. While this is comparable to the quality of other tabletop displays, is does
not yet reach the quality of standard screens. This is not problematic in many ap-
plication areas of tabletop displays, for example interactive exhibits in museums.
However, knowledge work has higher requirements concerning display quality.
Both contrast and luminance of our current prototype are acceptable for using the
display for some hours but must be improved if the display shall be used by knowl-
edge workers for entire workdays.
When asked about the convenience of using the pen on the screen, the partici-
pants that had used the screen in a tabletop configuration reported a better score
(M = 6.3, SD = .7, N = 8) than those of the vertical display condition (M = 5.6,
SD = 1.4, N = 8). While this difference is not significant, it is in line with our obser-
vations that it was more difficult for the participants to use the pen on the vertical
display.
Performance gain (H1). As depicted in Fig. 7.10, completing the information an-
swering task with CoScribe took in average only about 60 % of the time needed
in the control setting. This difference is highly significant (T = −3.22, d f = 15,
p < .01) and confirms our hypothesis H1. As the two document collections did not
result in significantly different completion times, we analyzed them together.
We observed that it is very important to label a link anchor with some information
about the target document (such as “Biography of the murderer”). While most links
were labeled, each document collection contained the same number of unlabeled
links. With the latter ones, the participants were much more likely to get disoriented
and to be uncertain if they had already followed these links.
Gap between printed and digital documents (H2). In the questionnaire, we asked
the participants as how closely connected they perceive printed and digital docu-
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ments. Figure 7.11 shows that with cross-media hyperlinks and the pen-enabled dis-
play, printed and digital documents are considered to be significantly more closely
connected (M = 5.8 on a 7-point Likert scale, SD = .8, N = 16) compared to the
control setting (M = 2.1, SD = 1.3, N = 16) (T = 9.8, d f = 15, p < .001). Alike,
the relations between the contents of printed and digital documents are found to
be closer with CoScribe (M = 5.6, SD = 1.0, N = 16) than in the control setting
(M = 3.8, SD = 1.1, N = 16) (T = 5.2, d f = 15, p < .001).
We finally asked the participants on the likelihood that they would use CoScribe if
it was available to end-users. The average response elevated at M = 5.8 (SD = 1.2,
N = 16). This is supporting evidence for a high acceptability of CoScribe.
7.5 Conclusions
The results of three user studies of CoScribe indicate that the integration of paper
and digital documents in seamless interaction techniques and in a coherent and
consistent system enhances both work performance and user satisfaction. Overall,
the results support the assumption of a high acceptability of the system. This indi-
cates that CoScribe is likely to be accepted and used in realistic settings. Moreover,
the studies showed that the new interactions are simple, easy to learn and reliable.
For a question answering task with interconnected document collections, we could
further demonstrate a significant performance gain when using CoScribe. As shown
in one of our introductory field studies, this setting, in which users integrate in-
formation from hybrid collections of printed and digital documents, is frequent in
knowledge work.
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CoScribe proved to be far less distractive for making annotations and classifying
them than a laptop but compares favorably with the ease-of-use of traditional pen and
paper. Tag Buttons for classifying annotations were used to a considerable degree.
In terms of use, the category “important” largely outperformed all other categories
with more than 10 % of all annotations being classified with that category. Users val-
ued that Tag Buttons are quick and easy to use and do not interrupt the main task
of annotating. However, the lack of real-time feedback on the current classification
mode and on the automatic clustering of annotations turned out to be problematic,
in particular for privacy-critical tasks such as defining the visibility of an annota-
tion. Currently, there exist no Anoto pens that can provide system feedback while
supporting real-time streaming of pen data. It can be assumed that this will change
in the near future. A next version of CoScribe should use these pens and provide
real-time feedback on the current classification mode, for example by indicating it
on a small display directly on the pen. Moreover, in addition to the classification of
annotations, it should be possible for the user to define a precise area on the doc-
ument where a classification applies to. This fall-back to a purely syntactic way of
classification, which does not involve any possibly error-prone computer interpre-
tation, would further enhance the reliability of the interactions in settings where
no system feedback is available. Further, many participants expressed the wish of
switching between different pen tips for writing in different colors with one single
Anoto pen. This would require developing new hardware.
The multi-user view, which integrates one’s own and shared annotations, was
judged to be very helpful both for getting an overview on all shared annotations
and for finding specific annotations. The data gathered during the experiment in-
dicates that with the multi-user view, it takes less time to find shared annotations
than with the single-user views. Digital Paper Bookmarks proved to be very easy to
create and were judged helpful for finding pages in printed and in digital docu-
ments. A more thorough comparison with other types of tagging should be made
in a follow-up study.
The results of the third study on cross-media hyperlinks showed that the interac-
tions for creating and following hyperlinks are easy and reliable. A complex in-
formation integration task with hybrid collections of printed and digital documents
could be performed in significantly less time using CoScribe than in the control con-
dition. This task represents many settings in knowledge work in which information
must be integrated from various sources.
Our main goal of cross-media hyperlinks and the pen-based display was to bridge
the gap between printed documents (e.g. PDF documents, books) and digital docu-
ments (e.g. Web pages). The results of the study indicate that this goal was reached.
The participants perceived printed and digital documents as being significantly
closer connected than in the control setting. Moreover, also the relations between
the contents of printed and digital documents were judged to become clearer with
CoScribe. The participants valued that one can interact with one single pen on both
types of media. However, the image quality of the current prototype of the pen-
enabled display needs to be improved to be usable during an entire workday.
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All studies demonstrated that the interaction techniques can be efficiently utilized
even by novices after a few minutes of training. In the questionnaire and interviews,
the interactions were judged to be easy to learn and easy to use. Our observations of
the participants confirmed these subjective ratings. Three to five minutes of training
were sufficient in all studies to enable the participants to use the interactions with-
out difficulties. This is supporting evidence for the theoretical interaction model
which is the foundation of CoScribe’s interaction techniques. Even though CoScribe
offers comprehensive functionality, the Pen-and-Paper User Interface remains easy
to learn and easy to use because it is based on a small amount of simple core inter-
actions and draws its inspiration from well-established practices of interacting with
pen and paper.
On average, the participants indicated that it is very likely that they would use
CoScribe in its current state if it was available for regular use. This underscores
again the high degree of acceptability encountered in the three studies. Based on
these findings, follow-up studies should be conducted in which knowledge workers
use CoScribe during their normal work for longer periods of time, overcoming the
limitations of short-term user studies. This could provide deeper insights on how
CoScribe affects document use and collaborative practices.
8
Conclusions
Highly varied and efficient practices of interacting with physical documents have
evolved over hundreds of years. Compared to these practices, the way we work
today with documents on computers is, in many respects, a step backwards. It is
therefore an important advance to extend digital interaction from the desktop into
the physical space. However, this presents enormous challenges for designing the
user interface.
The goal of this thesis was to provide more advanced support for knowledge
workers who use both paper and digital documents. Based on an observation-
driven and empirically-inductive approach, we aimed at developing new interac-
tion techniques which offer richer interactions than previous work and which com-
bine paper and screens more closely while maintaining the full mobility of paper.
These techniques had the goal to provide for both co-located and remote collabora-
tion and to offer comprehensive support instead of supporting only a small fraction
of the practices which are frequent in information ecologies.
In this final chapter, we summarize the main outcomes of this thesis (Section 8.1)
and identify directions of future research (Section 8.2).
8.1 Summary
In this thesis, we take the interaction with printed and with digital documents a
significant step further. This is particularly related to the following points.
Initial field studies and ecological perspective. Three field studies provided a solid
grounding for the theories and concepts developed in this thesis. They allow a
thorough insight into how students use pen and paper and digital media in their
daily work at universities. We found that pen and paper is highly important in that
domain with a large proportion of students taking their notes only with traditional
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pen and paper and not with digital technology. However, we also observed that
many students tightly combine pen and paper with digital media. This was particularly
pronounced with some learning group meetings in which the participants switched
from printed documents to documents on a laptop and vice versa during one single
task. The study further showed that collaboration and interaction with other peo-
ple is inherently linked to interaction with documents, such as writing, pointing or
handing over a document. For this reason, a document-centered approach seems
to be appropriate for encompassing collaboration support. The tight coupling of
interaction with physical and digital artifacts as well as with collaborators, which
we have observed in practice, brought us to applying an ecological perspective as the
guiding theoretical basis of this thesis. This follows the concepts of distributed cog-
nition and information ecologies. Prior research on systems that integrate paper
and digital information lack a theoretical basis of interaction. As we will discuss
below, the explicit theoretical grounding of our work gave rise to a broader support
and to more advanced solutions than in related work.
Interaction model. Based on the field studies and on the ecological perspective, we
developed a theoretical model of interaction with Pen-and-Paper User Interfaces. This is
an important contribution, as there exists no previous work which models paper-
based user interfaces from a theoretical perspective on interaction. By analytically
separating a semantic from a syntactic level of interaction, we identified generic in-
teraction primitives of paper-based user interfaces. The model is both of analytical
value and provides guidance for the design of rich and complex interfaces which are
nevertheless reliable and easy to use. Instead of mimicking interactions of Graphi-
cal User Interfaces, the interaction is geared to the varied traditional practices of using
pen and paper and leverages the rich interactions that are made possible by combin-
ing multiple paper surfaces. While we show that the model can be used to describe
systems from previous work, the best proof of the applicability are the novel inter-
action techniques developed in this thesis. Based on the model, we presented highly
versatile and intuitively usable interaction concepts that offer a rich user experience be-
ing based on a set of tools which are made out of paper.
CoScribe. We contributed CoScribe, a system framework for collaborative paper-
based knowledge work. Whereas previous solutions supported only a small frac-
tion of the practices which are frequent in typical information ecologies, CoScribe
provides more comprehensive functionality: With annotating, hyperlinking and tag-
ging, it supports three central and generic activities of working with documents that
complement each other. Moreover, it enables various forms of collaboration around the
rather static medium of paper supporting both co-located collaboration with mul-
tiple users and remote collaboration in settings ranging from a small number of
users up to several hundreds of users. Thereby CoScribe closely combines multi-
ple documents, users and processes in one integrated environment. This is a result
of the theoretical grounding on the ecological viewpoint. An ecological visualiza-
tion concretizes this viewpoint for the end user and provides an integrated view of
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documents, links, tags and users. To the knowledge of the author, CoScribe is the
currently most comprehensive concept and realization of a technical system that
integrates printed and digital documents.
As shown by the evaluation, CoScribe significantly narrows the gap between
printed and digital documents by offering the same device for interacting with paper
and with screens. Previous work either requires different interaction devices for pa-
per and screens or restricts the use of paper to a small, digitally augmented surface.
In contrast, all functions of CoScribe can be controlled with the same digital pen
and the full mobility of paper is maintained.
Flexible layout of the printed UI. With respect to the annotation of printed docu-
ments, CoScribe covers an aspect which is highly important for efficient use and
which has not been addressed by previous work: the layout of the printed docu-
ments. Our evaluation studies show that depending on personal preferences and
the context, users prefer individual print layouts. This is supported by CoScribe. As
the model abstracts annotations from the layout of the document, annotations can
be shared with other persons who use different layouts and can be re-printed in a
different layout with all annotations correctly resized and repositioned. Moreover,
the user can dynamically create arrangements of pages depending on the current needs.
These two means provide for a printed user interface that has a much higher degree
of flexibility than offered by previous work for annotating paper documents.
Paper-based sharing. To the best of our knowledge, CoScribe is the first concept
that comprehensively addresses the challenges of the asynchronous sharing of an-
notations which are made on printed documents. This comprises both sharing an-
notations on paper and visualizing shared annotations as well as the important as-
pects of privacy and access control. We have presented a paper-based mechanism for
classifying and sharing annotations, which is seamlessly integrated with annotating
and notetaking. This provides for flexibly controlling other persons’ access to one’s
own annotations on various levels of visibility. The evaluation shows that this is
easy to learn and can be efficiently used in a regular lecture after only some minutes
of training. A current limitation is the small amount of feedback available in mo-
bile settings where only a digital pen and paper is used. In the near future, novel
generations of digital pens which include a display can overcome this limitation.
As for the access to shared annotations, the small number of previous work address-
ing this issue by separating the annotations of multiple users into different views,
creating individual document pages for each user. This conceptually simple ap-
proach is somewhat counterintuitive, as it forces users to access several different
instances of the same page for accessing all annotations that other users have made
on one single document page. In contrast, our approach keeps closer to the printed
document, as one printed page is represented by one single digital instance. This
novel collaborative visualization integrates both one’s own annotations and shared
ones of other users. The problem of the restricted page size is addressed by a dy-
namic scaling approach that enlarges and shrinks individual annotations. As shown
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in a user study, this is particularly supportive for gaining an overview on all annota-
tions and for seeking specific annotations.
Cross-media hyperlinks. A direct consequence of the ecological viewpoint is that
CoScribe offers support for user-creatable hyperlinks. These enable to integrate
multiple documents instead of working only with single documents. We contribute
a novel mechanism for creating and following hyperlinks between any combination of
printed documents, their digital representations and Web pages. This puts strong
emphasis on the associative character of hyperlinks, as a bidirectional hyperlink is
created by an associative pen gesture that connects both link anchors. Links can be
followed by tapping with the same pen on a link hot-spot either on paper, in the
CoScribe viewer or in the Web browser. While similar gestures have been discussed
by previous work, our concept uses one single pen for all activities, maintains the full
mobility of paper and provides for very flexible link anchors. These latter range from in-
dividual lines of text over entire documents up to collections of documents. This is
the first solution for creating own hyperlinks between printed documents and Web
pages, which is an important direction for extending the hyperlink principle from
the Web to physical paper. A user study showed that hyperlinks between printed
documents and Web pages lead to a significantly higher performance in information
integration tasks with hybrid document collections than traditional references.
Tagging of documents and processes. In addition to mechanisms for annotating
and linking documents, we presented an extensive set of novel tagging techniques.
These cover not only the dimension of tagging documents, which is well-known in
knowledge work and personal information management, but we open up the novel
class of tagging temporal processes with semantic information. The richness of the in-
teraction techniques, which are based on our theoretical interaction model, becomes
particularly noticeable here. A first technique leverages tangible stickers for tagging
pages of physical documents. As we have seen, this is highly intuitive, provides
full visual feedback on paper and affords quick access to a document page not only
using a computer but also using the printed document instance. However, the tags
are rather course-grained as they always apply to entire pages. A second technique,
which offers very flexible scopes, uses separate paper cards for defining, applying
and sharing freely-chosen tags. By introducing with the paper card the concept of a
separate paper “tool”, we provide physical instantiations of the tag sets, which re-
main inaccessible in previous paper-based systems. These instantiations stimulate
the convergence of tags, operations on the entire tag set and sharing of tag sets. A
third technique aims at being particularly fast to be easily integrated into notetaking
tasks. This is based on predefined categories that can be applied by tapping on spe-
cific buttons that are printed on paper documents. Finally, we discussed the novel class
of process tagging with tangible tools. We contribute two first prototypes, the process
cube and the process knob, that illustrate this principle. The variety of interaction
metaphors for tagging stands in contrast to previous work on paper-based tagging
which relies only on pen gestures.
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8.2 Directions of Future Research
In Chapter 7, we already pointed out that future research should examine the use
of the novel interaction techniques over longer periods of time. This provides addi-
tional insights into how CoScribe affects document use and collaborative practices.
On a more general level, we moreover identified promising directions of research
for developing further the concepts created in this thesis and the insights obtained.
These directions are as follows.
Occlusion-aware Visualization
Traditionally, the surface of a screen is exclusively reserved for displaying digital
contents. The visualization does not have to cope with occlusions, as no objects
are placed on the screen, not even the user’s hands because the interaction is indi-
rected by a mouse and a keyboard. In contrast, our approach closely couples printed
and digital documents by combining them on one single tabletop surface. Placing
physical paper sheets on top of the display leads to occlusions of the digital contents.
In our current prototype, users must manually rearrange physical documents and
windows on the screen to avoid occlusions.
One area of future research concerns visualization and interaction strategies for
hybrid physical and digital display surfaces on tabletops. Very recently, first work
has been published that addresses occlusions caused by the user’s hands during
pen and touch interaction [BLS+09]. The positions of the hands are tracked and
menus are relocated accordingly to minimize occlusions. However, this setting dif-
fers from hybrid physical and digital display surfaces for several reasons. First, pa-
per documents may occlude much larger areas of the display than hands. Second,
the occlusions are not temporary but may persist over long periods of time. Finally
and most important, it is not clear per se if digital documents which are occluded
by paper should be relocated or, in contrast, are precisely intended to be hidden.
This depends on the value that a document currently has for the user. If the digital
document is in the focus of the user and becomes occluded by a physical page, it
should certainly be relocated to remain visible to the user. However, if the docu-
ment is currently not in the user’s focus and a physical page is placed on top of it,
the user might consciously cover it, for example by creating a hybrid pile consisting
of digital and printed documents.
Future research should address the non-trivial issue of distinguishing between in-
tended and unintended occlusions. Moreover, it should examine appropriate strategies
for automatic rearrangements of digital contents as well as techniques for interacting with
hybrid piles of printed and digital documents.
ePaper Displays
Our approach brings information on paper very close to complementing digital in-
formation because paper documents are used on the same surface as digital docu-
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ments and the interaction relies on the same digital pen. However, if digital infor-
mation shall be updated directly on a paper document, this needs to be reprinted.
An area of future research consists of enabling continuous updates of information on
paper in real time.
A concept which has already been explored in the past is to overlay paper with
digital information, for example by projecting digital contents onto paper or by
placing a small display on the paper document. However, these approaches either
restrict the mobility of paper (e.g. [Wel93]) or overlay only a small area of the pa-
per document with digital information (e.g. [MPL+02, SGF+09]). Both approaches
moreover restrict the natural interaction with paper, as paper sheets have to be kept
flat.
A highly promising development is ePaper [CP08]. This is a novel technology for
displays that are very thin, flexible and deformable, provide for a very high contrast,
are well readable even in difficult light conditions and consume little energy. There
already exist commercial models that allow pen interaction. However, the update
rate is currently too low for interactive applications. In the future, ePaper has the
potential to replace traditional paper to a much higher extent than current digital
technologies. Our vision consists of an environment, in which the user disposes of a
large number of thin and malleable ePaper displays, which behave very much like paper.
In contrast to current displays, multiple ePaper surfaces provide for the interactions
of laying out pages in the physical space, comparing pages and arranging them in
flexible ways. As pointed out in [HVA+05], pages of digital documents would be
temporarily bound to ePaper displays.
In the context of this thesis, it is an important question to what extent and how our
interaction techniques can be transferred to such an ePaper environment. This should be
examined in future work. We assume that the sharing and classification of annota-
tions as well as the multi-user visualization of shared annotations can be transferred
in a straightforward manner. In particular, all interactions that rely on associations
between multiple page surfaces (e.g. linking, Menu Card tagging) make sense in
a multi-page ePaper environment as well. Hence, a large proportion of our tech-
niques generalizes not only to paper but to paper-like digital surfaces.
A significant difference between paper and ePaper is that information on paper is
fix while it is only temporarily bound to an ePaper display. This provides for more
flexibility of use. However, if the user disposes only of a restricted number of ePaper
displays, she is forced to successively use one display for different documents or
pages. This challenges tangible bookmarking, as physical bookmarks would have
to automatically jug out of the paper display. For all kinds of physical indexing,
it would be highly supportive to develop ePaper displays that are able to change their
physical shape. A second challenge are filing interactions, such as placing a document
into a folder. Traditional paper would remain in the folder and thereby physically
indicate its contents, the number of documents filed etc. If in contrast, the ePaper
display is reused and does not remain within the folder, this physical information
gets lost. Future research should therefore not only address the question of how a
set of ePaper displays can be quickly bound to a set of documents but also the issue of how
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interaction techniques and tangible tools can compensate for the physical information that
gets lost when removing the unambiguous mapping between a document page and
its physical carrier surface.
Support of Further Core Interactions
We deliberately decided not to augment paper by electronic components. This
allowed to maintain paper a cheap medium which digital contents can be easily
printed onto. A drawback of this approach is that some interactions with paper
cannot be digitally tracked. Our core interactions rely on writing with the pen on
paper and on changing the physcial location of paper pages. For example bending
or folding pages is not comprised.
The use of ePaper displays – as discussed above – would make our premise obso-
lete, since the user would not print contents on paper but would use a technological
product. This can be enhanced with sensors for additional core interactions without
drawbacks for everyday use. This opens up an area of future research that examines
further core interactions to be performed with paper-like surfaces.
Task Support
Two final directions of future research concern supporting the tasks that are per-
formed in a paper-based environment.
This thesis focused on tasks that are centered around the reading of documents,
such as annotating, integrating and abstracting. While this is accompanied to some
extent by writing, our focus is not the task of creating new documents. Paper-
based support for collaboratively writing documents is a promising direction of re-
search. While it is clear that the actual redaction of a document can be better per-
formed using word processing than pen and paper, paper can provide good support
for the stages that precede and accompany the actual redaction. This includes cre-
ativity tools for the beginning of the process, information integration tools for liter-
ature search, structuring tools for defining the outline of the document and tools for
proof-reading (e.g. [WISN08]). With support for reading and integration, CoScribe
assists in partial aspects of this process.
Second, the paper-based infrastructure can be used to support knowledge work
by automatic analyses. As far as only digital contents are concerned, this is an active
area of research. Aggregations of user generated content in the Web 2.0, recom-
mender systems and intelligent tutoring systems are only a few examples thereof.
By extending these principles to physical documents and to physical interactions,
computer systems will support interaction with documents to a more comprehen-
sive extent. In the context of our interaction techniques, this could for example
comprise automatically aggregating shared annotations, links and tags and recom-
mending relevant annotations, documents and passages. This will take us another
step further on the challenging and exciting way towards closing the gap between
paper and digital information.
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